There's simply nothing to compare with Artefacts, Henredon's brilliant new collection of bedroom, living room, dining and occasional furniture. Spiced with oriental flavor, Artefacts designs are totally contemporary, yet inspired by the handicraftsmanship of the past. Architectural in line, but warm and informal in effect. Original in concept, yet very versatile and adaptable. The result is simple, classic beauty. A comfortable, contemporary style that will endure the years. And a truly remarkable collection for those who love a contemporary look, yet value the artistry of the past. To see more designs from our Artefacts and Upholstered Furniture Collections, send $1.00 for brochures to Henredon, Department HG 5-72, Morganton, North Carolina 28655.
Gorham. Because you want your sterling to whisper something beautiful about you.

What will your Gorham Sterling say about you? That you appreciate beauty. That you have impeccable taste. That you have selected the finest. But it will say more.

It will say that you would not settle for just a pretty pattern. That you desired a work of art and the classic elegance of Gorham Total Design. Total design expressed in the perfect balance of both design and feel. In the perfect balance between the timely and the timeless; between ornamentation, shape, and function.

Your Gorham Sterling will whisper to everyone that you would not settle for anything less than perfection. And your Gorham Sterling will be whispering the truth.

Now you can fashion your Total Table with Gorham Originals. In Sterling, China, and Crystal.
You can't get these at the gas station.

They’re lead crystal and they’ll glorify your lunch. They’ll do nice things for your breakfast and dinner, too.

And afterwards, they’ll go cheerfully through the dishwasher.

They aren’t exactly free. But they’ll last a lot longer than the inexpensive stuff.

They’re called “Madeira,” and they come in citron, ice, smoke brown, olive green, blue, plum and corn silk. And if having a whole set of glasses that actually match would be too much of a shock to your system, mix up the colors. They get along beautifully.

We can dress up the rest of your table, too. Send us 50¢ for catalogs and we’ll show you our fine china, earthenware and formal crystal.

Write Franciscan Table Top Fashions, Dept. HG5, P.O. Box 10097, Glendale, California 91209.

Franciscan Casual Crystal
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On the cover: A room painted porcelain green all over and upholstered for spring in a rainbow of marlpat pans. The chair and its ottoman are covered in cotton handwoven in six different colors, then overprinted in a sparkling Florentine design. Surprise on the side of the chair: a pocket for magazines, letters. The huge pouf that looks like piles of pillows is, in fact, four fabric-covered wooden frames with four single pillows on top, each covered keleidoscope fashion with the same cottons. In the background: an armoire filled with plants and a guardrison by four bullfrogs, two blue and two green. Chair and ottomans from The Dre. Armoire at Roundtree, steel-and-glass table from Paul M. Jones. Interior design by Rubén de Saavedra. For shopping information, see page 141.

Your name in brass on this elegant heirloom, alongside the official registration plate, will attest to your good taste for generations. Extra thoughtfulness offered only by Barwick. Send for our brochure.

BARRICK CLOCKS
Division of Howard Miller Clock Co.
Zeeland, Michigan 49464

BARRETT

Beale

Become the original owner of a future antique. We’ll even put your name on it.

JOHN H. DOE

Your name in brass on this elegant heirloom, alongside the official registration plate, will attest to your good taste for generations. Extra thoughtfulness offered only by Barwick. Send for our brochure.
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And when the president's daughter wanted crystal for her wedding table, she chose Waterford.

Life is hardly a fairy tale, but at least, you can wine and dine happily ever after. These are signed originals made by hand, with heart. To see the rest, write for free brochures to Waterford Irish Crystal and Aynsley English Bone China, 225 Fifth Ave., New York 10010. Become a collector.
Why do the professional
Traditional African patterns that were meant to please the gods will now add pleasure to your home.

When a Bantu woman weaves cloth, she wants to please not only her family, but the spirits of nature and those of her ancestors as well. Perhaps that's why African fabrics are such works of art.

We've made this bold, timeless beauty available to you with Kilimanjaro, our translation of a traditional African pattern into the newest coordinate from Cannon Royal Family International Fashions.

Lush towels, no-iron cotton and polyester percale sheets, and bedspreads, all in the rich classic colors of Africa. Kilimanjaro. Inspired by a people who consider beauty a necessary part of their life.

International Fashions

Cannon Royal Family

Kilimanjaro in: Brown/Yellow/Lavender. Also in other colors.

Cannon Mills, Inc. 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
Burlington House Furniture all through the house.

We think home should be the nicest place you ever go. For dealer nearest you write to:

Burlington House Furniture
Lexington, North Carolina 27292 / A division of Burlington Industries
EXPERIMENTS IN PLEASURE

If a good scotch offers unlimited opportunities for enjoyment, imagine the possibilities with a great scotch.

J&B RARE SCOTCH
The Pleasure Principle.
DECORATE-IT-YOURSELF continued from page 8

"Treat a wall like an abstract painting." ... John Fitz-Gibbon covers a wall with burlap for texture, then paints it white. Three shades of another color are painted on in short strokes with a big brush (try tones of yellows or persimmon-peach-red) and afterward, glazed over for sheen.

"Go Mondrian on the floor" is John Dickinson's secret trick of delineating areas with color. In a big room with three seating arrangements, he likes the rugs to define the areas, with each one being a different color: For instance, in a pale gray room with lots of white in it, he uses a gray rug, a white one, and a camel-colored one.

"Make pattern" is Burt Wayne's idea for adding interest to floors, "with stenciling or color stainings or by distressing the wood with chains and then painting it."

"I think a secret something is a big piece of furniture in a small room"—Denning & Fourcade uses this idea to deny the spartan look and to fill up a room: "Even in a tiny bedroom, we like a great fourposter bed."

"Splash on the romantic chintzes" is Mario Buatta's tip to relax and warm a room. "The patterns used to come in old fuddy-duddy shades, but now they're brought back with fresh new colorings."

"Use luscious textures and finishes" is Thomas Brit's answer to bareness. "Furniture lacquered ivory, or with silver and horn inlay, or chevron and checkerboard effects painted on, looks great today."

"Walls have to glow like a fine piece of furniture" is Peter Guertler's secret for a beautiful room. His method is to achieve shimmering transparency by adding color to flat varnish and glazing on coats and coats until he gets depth and intensity.

"Hide the sources of light as much as possible, have fewer curtains, let the place breathe with minimum things, but let them have meaning," says Arthur Smith of Baldwin Martin & Smith. His secret for a change of pace from winter to summer: two sets of slipcovers, two sets of pictures. One whole look is exchanged for another to give variety and sparkle to the same room.

"Cut the upkeep" is Jay Spectre's design for living, and he does it with easy-care furniture and electronic gadgets. "If you do buy an antique, make it as distinctive as a piece of sculpture."

James Tillis of Mallory-Tillis says, "Don't try to dress a room as you would yourself—if you go all out for the whim of today, you'll end up changing it tomorrow."

Howard Perry Rothberg II has a secret for taking the curse off anonymous apartment living: "Play up texture on the walls. I like rough sawn cedar or cypress planks, brick, fabric, mirrors, tile, everything to add character."

"Make something yourself" is A. Bennett Kouwenhoven's certain something for personalizing a room, and also, "add things made of natural fibers, things handcrafted."

Melvin Dworp is for no curtaining of windows: "Instead, use vertical blinds, in colors; or woven wooden looking ones—these are made of aluminum and are easy to keep clean."

John Saladino has the last word: "make a plan and then stick to it; remember that space is as important to a room as the silhouettes in it."
They turned their love for decorating into a dream career

Why don't you? Free booklet tells how LaSalle helps women train for success as interior decorators. You can learn at home in your spare time.

There are few fields today that offer more pleasure or greater rewards to an imaginative woman than interior decorating. It is an ideal field where you can put your good taste to practical use.

The women you see pictured on this page are only a few of the many who are now on the happy road to success in a decorating career. Why don't you become an interior decorator?

You may be one of the many women with natural talent in this direction — talent just waiting to be developed.

You can now train for a decorating career at home, in your spare time. No previous skills or experience are required for this training. You can prepare for a variety of positions leading to fine salaries — or plan to go into a profitable business for yourself.

Why not look into the many opportunities that interior decorating offers you?

A tremendously expanded field

Decorators are now used to beautify homes, hotels, business offices, building lobbies, clubs and institutions. That's why the field has grown so enormously.

The work of a decorator is varied and interesting. It frequently takes you and your clients into smart showrooms and exclusive shops filled with treasures. You move in a world of fashion, creativity and ever-new challenge.

Designing and furnishing even a single room may earn a decorator a fine commission; larger assignments, of course, earn them much more. Many women do well just in part-time work, their own homes sometimes serve as showcases for clients.

What the LaSalle course teaches you

The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating has been prepared to give you comprehensive preparation for this exciting modern career. Lessons come to you by mail; they are as enjoyable as the exciting work itself.

Much of the study material included is unusual in a course of this kind. For instance, you get an attractive, simple-to-operate slide projector with color film strips that show interiors almost as big as life on your wall. You also get sketching equipment, coloring materials, stencils that make it easy for you to draw room plans and furniture arrangements, and much more.

Step by step, you are shown how to develop your creative ability. You are taught the principles of color and design, trained in the selection and use of furniture, fabrics, accessories, lighting. You learn how to achieve beautiful settings for any kind of room. Even before you have finished the course you will be able to apply your new knowledge to glorifying your own home.

At each step you are given practical assignments which are then carefully reviewed by your instructors and returned to you. You are well prepared for your work as an interior decorator.

Mail attached card for free booklet

More than 2,000,000 people have enrolled in LaSalle's home-study programs. If you are seriously interested in a decorating career send for LaSalle's beautiful free booklet which tells how you can get started. (You may be surprised by the low cost of the course.) LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.
Norman's makes draperies for you as if no one viewed the world quite like you. No one does.

Questions & Answers

Antiques

By Louise Ade Boger

Victorian Spoon Warmer

Can you tell where my spoon warmer was made? It has "Atkin Bros." on the bottom. How was it used? W. A.—Austin, Tex.

Your Victorian spoon warmer was made by Atkin Brothers who were silversmiths at Sheffield, England. It was filled with hot water and used during the meal to keep spoons warm for hot dishes, such as soups.

I would like to find out about this wood desk, entirely inlaid with mother-of-pearl and ivory. It has two drawers on top, two inside, and four on the left side.

N. C.—Manhasset Hills, N. Y.

This type of desk, known as a Davenport, was popular in both England and the U. S. in the 19th century. Judging from the photograph, your Davenport was probably made in India during the second half of the century, perhaps as a special order for an English Colonial living there.

Davenport Desk

Wall Fountain

What can you tell me about my pottery wall fountain, bought at auction? It has no markings. A. P.—Scarsdale, N. Y.

I believe that your wall fountain with matching basin was made in France or Italy and is not significantly old. The wall fountain was chiefly used in European dining rooms and remains a distinctive decorative accessory.

German Porcelain

My wife recently received this beautiful piece of porcelain. I am enclosing a copy of the marks in the hope you can identify it for us. W. C. B.—East Orange, N. J.

Your animal pair was made at a porcelain factory started in 1898 at Volkstedt-Rudolstadt, Thuringia, Germany by Karl Ens. It specialized in art porcelain.

Continued on page 18
When we curve a leg, it's first carved by hand... then double-doweled and corner-blocked, against the wobbles. Only brush-blending can bring out the subtler graining.

No other furniture people use hand-poured glass. Just us.

Our flat-scroll design is carved in flush, just as it was done in the 17th century.

It takes a lot of our extras to turn a little table into the center of attention.
**Weiman makes beautiful things happen**

...like this elegant Louis XV Style Curio Cabinet from the Tempo Collection. From its antiqued gold vein mirrored back to the gold leaf finish, this Louis XV Curio bespeaks the pride and pleasure of your room. From its antiqued gold vein mirrored back to the gold leaf finish, this Louis XV Curio bespeaks the pride and pleasure of your room. Weiman, now a division of Weiman Company, Inc., offers sparkling upholstered designs accented with a host of beautiful fabrics.

Weiman's collection of occasional furniture and new selection of upholstered furniture offer the unusual answer for every decor. Look for Weiman at fine furniture stores everywhere.

*Write for a free colorful brochure of 1972 occasional decor ideas, or see your Weiman dealer.*

---

**ANTIQUES continued from page 16**

**GAUDY IRONSTONE BOWL**

*My grandmother brought this bowl with her to the United States from England in 1872. Can you identify it for me? C. A. T.—Oneonta, N. Y.*

Your bowl on a low foot is an example of Gaudy Ironstone, a kind of English-made cottageware in a wide range of floral patterns, generally with added detail in copper lustre, as in your example, or in gilding. It dates around 1850-1865.

**TIFFANY VASE**

*I would greatly appreciate some information as to the history of my vase. It is amber with iridescent blue, hand-mode, and signed "L. C. Tiffany Favrile." E. A. V.—Los Angeles, Calif.*

Your Art Nouveau Tiffany Favrile glass vase probably dates around 1900. The distinctive trademark “Favrile,” which became a household word, was registered in 1894. It is thought that the word was derived from the Old English, *Fabra*le, meaning “belonging to a craftsman or his craft,” or in short, “handmade.”

**AMERICAN INDIAN FIGURES**

*I would like to know something about the twin statues that came from my cousin’s home in South Carolina. They are metal, 14 inches tall, and stand on a 1-inch marble base. J. A. B., Jr.—Gastonia, N. C.*

Originally your figures in romanticized Indian costume held glass vases—usually of colored glass—on their heads. The figures are American in origin and date around 1840 to 1850.

**AMERICAN CLOCK**

*This grandfather’s clock belonged to my grandparents and I know it is over 100 years old. It is 3 feet tall and the name “Joseph Rothrock” is on the face. What can you tell me about it? D. R. M.—San Francisco, Calif.*

Joseph Rothrock, clockmaker, was active at York, Pa., about 1783 to 1790. The scrolled broken pediment and arched dial are characteristic of a type popular among American clockmakers in the late 18th century.

**ENGLISH DUMBWAITER**

*An elderly lady gave me this table. It is about the size of a library table but when you pull the top up, it becomes three shelves with rope and pulleys. What was it used for? J. M.—Houston, Tex.*

You have an English, late Victorian dumbwaiter, dating around the 1880s. Sheraton writes of this class of furniture in his *Cabinet Dictionary* (1803): "... a useful piece of furniture, to serve in some respects the place of a waiter, whence it was so named." It held extra plates, cutlery, desserts, bottles and glasses for after-dinner drinks.
Emporia Draperies. Face lifter for slightly tired rooms.

Everybody's den or living room starts with a chair from here, a rug from there. What you need is a drapery that pulls everything together. Sears Emporia.

This vibrant cotton and rayon blend has a nubby texture that's rich without being demanding. Early American, modern—all look great together when you unify them with Emporia. In six bold, beautiful colors.

These Perma-Prest* draperies tumble dry. No ironing! With Thermalgard backing to keep weather out and cut down noise.

Emporia draperies. For about any size window you have in mind. At most larger Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores and in the catalog.

Only at Sears
Yves Saint Laurent's newest collection. Coordinating towels, bathrugs and shower curtains. Sheets, blankets and bedspreads, too. Now it's great to have the blues. Or golds, or pinks, or greens. Sheets from $7.00; bath towels, $5.00.

Yves Saint Laurent's original blueprint / Only Fieldcrest does it like this.
With a purchase as big as carpeting, you owe it to yourself to read everything you can lay your hands on.

Wool is the fiber with bounce and buoyancy built in for life.

Inside of each wool fiber is an uncopyable coiled spring structure that gives wool its lasting resiliency and strength. The wool fiber can be stretched 30% of its length or crumpled into a tight ball and still return to its original dimensions without damage. It can be flexed and twisted thousands of times without breaking. That's why you've heard of wool carpets lasting beautifully for hundreds of years. If man-made fibers could copy the structure of wool they wouldn't be man-made. They would be wool.

Wool is the only fiber with a natural affinity for color.

Because the wool fiber is protein, it soaks up dyes completely, permanently and beautifully. The reason wool holds color so well is because the color actually becomes part of the fiber. That's why wool carpeting gives you the choice of the richest colors possible. And wool's unique, uncopyable natural structure is what makes it look and act and feel incredibly luxurious for years no matter what the style and texture—from plush velvets to wild uninhibited shags.

Wool cleans easily because it's the only fiber with a natural protective covering.

Wool stays cleaner longer and cleans beautifully when it needs it because the uncopyable inner structure of the wool fiber is protected by an uncopyable outer covering. If you look at the surface of a strand of wool under a powerful microscope you will see that it has a covering of thin scale-like cells that overlap each other like the shingles on a roof. Just as a shingled roof protects your house, the shingled layer protects the heart of wool.

And that isn't all. There's still another protective layer on top of that... that's why wool carpets have a natural resistance to spills and dirt and why they resist the build-up of static electricity which attracts dirt. These are all part of the reason why wool cleans easily whether in small areas or wall-to-wall.

Wool is the carpet fiber that is naturally flame resistant.

Properly constructed wool carpets do not melt or support combustion. That's why safety experts recommend using a wool rug or blanket to smother flames. Now, when you're covering an area as large as a floor, of course flame resistance is an important consideration.

And it's nice to know that a dropped cigarette or lighted match won't leave a permanent ugly black mark as it usually does on synthetic carpeting. With wool, the charred fibers can easily be brushed away leaving little or no change in appearance.

Wool is now well within your price range.

Now you can have all the beauty and benefits of wool for far less than you'd expect.

Now because of new and improved ways of processing wool, you can choose from a whole world of styles and textures for less than $10.00 a square yard. From the biggest names in carpeting.

But even if you choose a higher priced wool carpeting it's still a better value than other carpet fibers. Less expensive fibers are more expensive in the long run.

Wool. It's got life.
Lunt Sterling. In a world of changing values, the real thing means more than ever before.

For information write: Lunt Silversmiths, Dept. HG-6, Greenfield, Mass.
The Mystery Chair

DECORATOR CHAIR SIZE AND STYLE
THAT HIDES TRUE RECLINER COMFORT

Decorator styled to please her taste for the petite and graceful with a hidden recliner headrest for true recliner comfort from sitting to full reclining — it's the one chair that pleases everyone in the family. Mystery Chairs are available in styles for every decor and all feature Flexsteel's unsurpassed construction for years of care-free comfort.

Many styles are featured in beautiful long-wearing Dacron® velvet woven by E. F. Timme & Sons. For decorator beauty and recliner comfort, see Flexsteel's Mystery Chair today. For additional information write: Flexsteel Industries, Inc., P. O. Box 877, Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

FLEXSTEEL
FINE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

MAY, 1972
A sheet is something you sleep with. Martex never forgets. That's why we've designed a whole new, peaceful collection to help put you in the mood. And Martex Good Night Sheets feel as blissfully smooth and restful as they look. Because they're made exclusively of dreamy, no-iron Dacron® and combed cotton. Get Good Night Sheets at fine stores everywhere. Like the ones you see here, Innisfree and Sheep. Of course, we can't guarantee they'll put you right to sleep, but we can promise they won't keep you awake.

MARTEX
You can tell the difference with your eyes closed.
Can you give up those squaşhy arms that wear out?

Fully upholstered furniture is fine in a parlor. But it wears out too fast in a family room. It's the upholstery and padding on the arms that go first. So we don't upholster the arms. We make a frame of solid oak. And finish the entire frame by hand.

Then we add thick foam cushions, which are usually covered with HERCULON,* the longest lasting, most soil resistant fabric we can find. The cushions are not attached to the frame. So you can turn them over. And you can unzip the covers when they do wear out, and replace them inexpensively.

But the furniture frame itself won't wear out. We guarantee it under normal household use as long as you own it.

We make complete family room groups in all styles with sofas, chairs, town house sofas, tables, bars and stools, rockers, ottomans, bookcases, table & chair sets, all to match. And it's all made of solid oak to add the warmth and solidity you want in your family room to go with beautiful things like this Bruce herringbone floor. DaVinci Oak town house sofas as shown above about $260 each, end table about $80, cocktail table about $90. For color booklet and a copy of our guarantee send 25¢ to Howard Family Room Furniture, Starkville, Mississippi 39759.

Howard Guaranteed family room furniture

*Registered trademark of Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Delaware, for its olefin fiber.
Yes, you can own this handsome 8-Track Stereo Cartridge System for just a fraction of its $89.95 value. This 8-track stereo system features solid-state circuitry for instant-on performance, touch-control channel-selector for four music programs, separate stereo controls, cartridge storage compartment, two bass-reflex speakers and simulated wood-grain enclosures. Cartridges insert easily into front of player unit... no tape to touch, no "scratches" to worry about. The 8-track system is yours for just $19.98 (plus shipping/handling) with new membership in Capitol Stereo Tape Club!

Cartridges for every musical taste! The Club's colorful magazine, PLAYBACK, which you receive FREE every 4 weeks, features such top recording artists as Tom Jones, Aretha Franklin, Glen Campbell, Carole King, Elton John, The Carpenters and more! Plus these top labels: Atlantic, Capitol, A&M, Decca, ABC, Warner Brothers, Parrot, MGM, Scepter, Polydor and many more.

Earn FREE cartridges! After fulfilling your enrollment agreement you receive one stereo cartridge FREE (just 25¢ shipping/handling) for every two cartridges I purchase at regular Club price!

How the Club works: In each issue of PLAYBACK you'll find a review of the Selection-of-the-Month plus scores and scores of other cartridges from which you may choose. If you wish to receive this selection you need do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. Club price never exceeds suggested retail price of $6.98—$7.98 per cartridge.

If you wish to take alternate or additional cartridge tapes... or no tape at all... simply mark the Selection Notice appropriately and return it by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days to make your decision. From time to time, the Club will offer some special selections, which you may reject by returning the special dated form provided—or accept by doing nothing. The choice is always yours!

All tape purchases, with the exception of occasional extra money-saving sales, will count toward fulfillment of your enrollment agreement. All purchases fully guaranteed. You must be delighted with every Club selection or you may return it within 10 days for full credit. Send no money now! Fill in and mail the coupon today!

SEND NO MONEY! FILL IN AND MAIL COUPON TODAY!

CAPITOL STEREO TAPE CLUB
Thousand Oaks, California 91360

Please enroll me as a member of Capitol Stereo Tape Club according to the above announcement. I've indicated my first 8-track cartridge selection for which you will bill me just $6.98 plus shipping/handling. Bill me, just $19.98 plus shipping/handling and send my 8-Track Stereo Cartridge System. During the next 24 months I agree to buy just 12 more 8-track cartridges at the regular Club price plus shipping/handling... and I may cancel my membership anytime thereafter. If I continue, I am to receive one cartridge FREE (just 25¢ shipping/handling) for every two cartridges I purchase. All orders subject to acceptance at Club headquarters.

Send this coupon to:

CAPITOL STEREO TAPE CLUB
Thousand Oaks, California 91360

IMPORTANT: The music I like best is (please check one):

[ ] Now Sound  [ ] Country Sound
[ ] Popular Vocalist  [ ] Jazz  [ ] Easy Moods

[ ] Mr. [ ] Mrs. [ ] Miss

Address

City State Zip Tel. No.

APO, FPO addresses, please write for additional information.
Cartridge System for just $19.98

When you join Capitol Stereo Tape Club and agree to buy just one cartridge now and as few as 12 more during the next two years.

If you already own 8-track equipment, take advantage of this exciting offer:
Any 7 Cartridges for just $187 ($48.86 value)

Plus your first selection FREE when you agree to buy just 10 more during the next two years.

Check the appropriate box on the coupon and choose your favorite 8-track cartridges from the top hits shown on these pages!
BARBARA HALE FOR AMANA:

“The Amana Refrigerator-Freezer has five temperature zones you control for better food keeping.”

See your Amana dealer today. He’ll tell you about the many more convenience features on the Amana Side-by-Side Refrigerator-Freezers. Available in 17 & 19 cu. ft. models only 32” wide, 22 & 25 cu. ft. models only 35¾” wide ... in colors and with decorator fronts. Features may vary depending on model and size. Or write Dept. 191 for complete information.

Amana • Backed by a century-old tradition of fine craftsmanship.

AMANA REFRIGERATION, INC. • AMANA, IOWA 52203 • SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON COMPANY
NOTES OF A HAPPY

HOUSEKEEPER

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

There is nothing as tempting as a piece of clean white wall beside a wall telephone. No matter how I used to rant or plead, none of my family was able to resist jotting telephone numbers on the wall next to the phone in the kitchen. As soon as I scrubbed them off, they were reborn, keeping me in a state of acute frustration. Then one day, browsing in my favorite kitchen shop, I came upon a little plastic memo board and recognized it as the answer to my problem. It’s about 10 inches wide, 12 inches long, and a deep flag blue. You write the message (which can be wiped off) with a white china marking pencil that sits on a little ledge along the bottom of the board. So far everyone enjoys using it instead of the wall and it makes a nice spot of color in the kitchen.

One of my fondest dreams is to have a really great mud room. The Millers have done a wonderful job with theirs and I studied it carefully when we spent the weekend with them at the farm. It consists of a back entry built on two years ago adjacent to the kitchen and pantry, and its most important feature is a tile floor that slopes to a drain in the middle. A flower sink runs along one wall, and next to the sink is a faucet with a short length of hose attached. This is used to wash muddy boots and tracks on the floor. Beside the hose they keep a long-handled squeegee to push the excess water down the drain. (A squeegee, unlike a mop, stays clean.) Opposite the flower sink is a coat rack with a shelf on top for caps and hats and a shelf on the bottom for boots. And in the corner is a large umbrella holder and a rack for drying mittens. Betty Miller says they use the room just as much in summer as in winter. They deposit their dirty shoes and gloves there when they come in from the garden, and the flower sink and cupboards are handy for the often messy business of arranging flowers or working on flowerpots. Under the sink is a cupboard for packages of plant food, sprays, and hand tools, and above it are generous shelves for vases. Ah, me—I can only wait and wish.

Do you ever have dirty hands? Silly question for anyone who gardens, paints furniture, cleans the cellar, or scrubs the oven. There are times when ordinary soap just won’t get them clean. Those are the times for Red Devil heavy-duty hand cleaner, a white foam that comes in a spray can. You apply it directly to your hands, and as you work it in, the foam loosens the dirt and stains. Then you either wipe it off with paper towels, rinse it with water, or both. The cleaner also contains lanolin to keep your hands soft and smooth. Great for the grubby hands and knees of very busy children, too.

One quick way to toss a salad is in a clean plastic bag. Be sure it’s big enough so the greens won’t be crowded. Put the greens in first, top with a just-right amount of salad dressing, twist the bag to seal it, then shake. When you empty the salad into plates, it will be evenly covered with dressing. A good trick when you’re making salad-for-two and don’t want to get out a large bowl.

Continued on page 36
If you had an extra $500 would you spend it on sterling?

No.

There are too many other things you’d rather do with the money. Another trip to Europe. A new fur coat. The start on a swimming pool. Or there are too many other things you ought to do with the money. The orthodontist’s bill. Higher school taxes. New carpeting. We all know in this day and age if it isn’t one thing, it’s another. And, after all, America is the home of planned obsolescence. Who cares if sterling lasts forever? Who even wants it to last forever? Is sterling worth it?

Yes.

Sterling silver is the one big purchase you won’t outgrow. It has an intrinsic value that can become even more valuable with age. If anything, the patina of time only increases its beauty. And maybe deep down it makes you feel good to own the good things of life. Is that bad? Can paintings on the wall and good music on a good stereo system be dismissed as superficialities? Somewhere there’s a place for beauty and warmth and pride of craftsmanship. Is it with you?

You decide.
We’ll be here when you’re ready.
Reed & Barton
Since 1824.

The fork you see here is Francis First Sterling. For a booklet showing all our patterns just write:
Reed & Barton Silversmiths, Dept. HG-52, Taunton, Massachusetts 02780.
Mrs. Karen Galloway's one-of-a-kind collection. (She put it together from six of our Drexel Collections.)

Karen went into her nearest Drexel store one morning—and a few hours later, came out with a family room. Her own, “Looks just like you, Karen” family room.

She scanned our many different collections. Studied our twenty-seven catalogs. Our designer rooms. Her salesman pitched in and trundled a Shaker credenza alongside a bamboo desk, so she could see how the two styles would mix.

And so, with conversation sofas from our Upholstery Collection; and candlestick lamps from our Accessory Collection; and other favorites from other collections; she soon put together her own personal style. And she was able to concentrate solely on creating her “look” because Drexel takes care of the workmanship.

This was Karen’s dream, but of course, you don’t have to mix your styles the way Karen wanted to. You can do a whole home from just one of our collections if you’d rather. Either way, you can start thinking about it now if you send $1.00 for a set of our style booklets and room planning kit to Drexel Furniture, Dept. HG 5-72, Drexel, N.C. 28619. For the name of the Drexel dealer nearest you, call free 800-243-6000. In Conn. call 1-800-882-6500.

Signed Furniture
by Drexel
Color.
Deep, intense color.
Colors a bed never saw before.
Colors by Springmaid.
liberate your bedroom with Springmaid's new Bed Lib Collection.

You've seen colors like this only in your imagination. A new dyeing technique creates new brilliance, and Springmaid creates new interest with new color combinations on topsheets and pillowcases, all with the elegant custom toil of a French cuff never before found in ready-to-wear fashions. You can put together any of the lively combinations shown above—and more. Add the excitement of Water Flowers and Chevron prints and make it a total look with coordinating coverlets, dust ruffles and bath towels.

For all its elegance, this collection gives you every convenience. These sheets and pillowcases never need ironing, thanks to a Wondercale blend of 50% Kodel® polyester, 50% combed cotton. They wash cleaner more easily and retain their color-brilliance because they're the first with Scotchgard® brand sheet and pillowcase protector.

Come enjoy the fun, the fashion and the freedom from care. It's all yours with the new Bed Lib Collection by Springmaid.

For the store nearest you, call free of charge: (800) 631-1972.
In New Jersey: (800) 962-2803.
Springs Mills, Inc., 104 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018
On the rocks, mix an ounce of Kahlúa to every four ounces of milk. Go ahead. You deserve something nice.


Sterling that will not tarnish...ever!
Sterling as burnished-brighth as the sands of time...Sterling-on-Crystal timeless in its beauty. No fussy polishing, ever. This sterling is permanent, and will never tarnish. So many beautiful pieces and patterns to choose from that you'll want to surround yourself completely with Sterling-on-Crystal by Silver City. At gift shops, department and jewelry stores with a discerning eye for beauty.

When I bought a second paring knife to add to our collection of Zanger knives (they're made for professional chefs and butchers), I picked up a Zanger booklet containing instructions and diagrams for sharpening knives on a steel. "No gadget will sharpen a good knife as well and as fast as a sharpening steel," it says. I agree completely and might add that a good knife can be brought to top efficiency very quickly with a steel, but nothing will properly sharpen an inferior knife. Another point: Fine steel knives with wooden handles should never be put in the dishwasher.

When our dog, Ilse, was ailing the other day, the vet prescribed a thick, white liquid medicine—two tablespoons, the directions said. Somehow I had to get the stuff down her throat but certainly not on a spoon. So, to administer the dog's medicine, I emptied a small cylindrical pill bottle, washed it out and measured the liquid into it. Then I slid the bottle into the corner of her mouth, tipped her head back, and gently poured the contents down her throat. She was most cooperative, so I gathered I had hit on the right method.

Lee loves to sew and she's always on the lookout for new sewing gadgets. Her latest favorite find is a sewing guide called TapeStitch—a roll of yellow sticky tape 10 yards long and 3/4 inch wide. Feels more like cloth than paper, which it is, and it can perform lots of little jobs that make sewing easier and more precise. There are vertical lines on the tape to guide top stitching, horizontal lines for measuring the placement of buttons and buttonholes, vertical perforations for special adjustments from 1/4 to 3/4 inch. Not only makes seam stitching perfect, but helps with sewing in zippers and holds stretchy fabrics firm. If you slash the tape, it will also bend around curves. As you finish each job, you simply peel the tape off, and it can often be re-used. For the most part, TapeStitch eliminates the need for pinning or basting—what a help!
There's a new way to help you create the kind of rooms you've always wanted. It's such a sensible idea you'll wonder why no one ever thought of it before.

Deep inside you is a dream.

Remember the excitement of your first home? On moving day it was just empty rooms. But it was yours. And you dreamed how it would be the warmest, coziest spot on earth.

You've tried for years to make it come true. Shopping at store after store, looking at row after row of furniture. Trying to guess if that big sofa would fit in the living room. How that chandelier would look in the dining room. How that bedspread would look with the new rug.

A lot of work, time and money. Was it worth it? Has your dream come true?

A new idea for turning dreams into reality.

An Ethan Allen Gallery is a new kind of store with everything you need to turn dreams to reality. Not just furniture or carpeting or paint. A place with special people—experienced home planners who know many ways to help you turn those ideas in your head into rooms in your home.

How a tour of beautiful rooms sparks the imagination.

An Ethan Allen Gallery is a collection of beautifully decorated rooms—living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, dens and family rooms. It's like walking from one lovely home to another.

As you browse, you begin to get ideas. You see the way a simple lighting treatment can warm a cold corner. Or how a rug, or a fabric, or a color can pull together a room. You may even see some of your dreams.

Ideas aren't enough.

Visit your Ethan Allen Gallery as often as you wish and browse as long as you like. When you're ready to express your ideas, we'll be ready to help.

We'll draw-up a step-by-step plan with you, working with your ideas and keeping a careful eye on your budget and the furniture you already own.

No running from store to store to find the right fabric, the right rug, the right accessory. No guessing how things look together. No ideas that are out of reach financially.

Why your own feelings are so important.

A home that's yours alone is a statement about you and your family. It's filled with things you like and have chosen yourself; a place for children to grow up, a place for grandchildren to visit, a place to entertain your friends.

What's more, a home that expresses you is a good investment. Year after year you'll enjoy its beauty and comfort.

Come visit your Ethan Allen Gallery soon. We think you'll agree that it's a truly new way to help you have the home you've always wanted.

Presented by The Ethan Allen Galleries We can help you have the home you want.
A ONE ROOM APARTMENT THAT'S AS HANDSOME AS IT IS PRACTICAL. The secret? A personalized selection from the 83 space-saving units in the Ethan Allen Custom Room Plan Collection. These adaptable cabinets are designed for a variety of functions and activities. They enrich any room with the look of custom built-ins. In this room, there's an inviting hospitality center with bar, a total stereo system, a TV center—even space for a practical home office for him and a sewing center for her. All the furniture, fabrics, and most of the decorative accents are available at your Ethan Allen Gallery.
A SUNNY BEDROOM WITH ALL THE CHARM OF A VILLA IN FRANCE OR SPAIN. The decorating secret of this informal, gracious room is using only a few carefully selected Ethan Allen designs. One of the wonders of the Ethan Allen American Traditional Collections is their amazing adaptability. The 18th century style four-poster bed is just right for the Mediterranean mood. The warm mellow finish on all the furniture from our Old Tavern Collection is complemented by the authentic touch of painted bears. The furniture, fabrics, bedding, and most of the decorative accents are available at your Ethan Allen Gallery.

Presented by The Ethan Allen Galleries
THIS FORMAL DINING ROOM IS SO ELEGANT IT MAKES A FAMILY DINNER SEEM LIKE A SPECIAL OCCASION. It's a truly handsome atmosphere for formal entertaining. The white rugs are an important expression of elegance. Carefully chosen pieces from several Ethan Allen collections create a perfect setting for fine crystal and rich, brocaded fabrics. The blue and white on the Chippendale sofa are tastefully picked up by the decorative accents in the buffet in the dining room. All of the furniture, the fabrics, the rugs, and most of the decorative accessories are available at your Ethan Allen Gallery.
THE RICHES OF COLONIAL VIRGINIA IS SURPRISINGLY EASY TO ACHIEVE. The same hand-woven crewel fabric on the false canopy or the stately bed from Ethan Allen's Georgian Court Collection is also used on the Queen Anne wing chair, and for the drapes to coordinate the room. The Oriental design rug with its historic pattern helps add a timeless touch. All the furniture, fabrics, bedding, the rug and mat of the decorative accessories are available at your Ethan Allen Gallery.

Presented by The Ethan Allen Galleries
The rooms you've just seen are only the beginning. We'd like you to have 388 more pages of great decorating ideas—the Ethan Allen Treasury. It's yours free at your nearest Ethan Allen Gallery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Store Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>Anchorage Nerland's Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fairbanks</td>
<td>Fairbanks Nerland's Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>The Manor House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>Bakersfield</td>
<td>Summer's Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belfair</td>
<td>Bieber's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daly City</td>
<td>Westlake Maple Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Stein's Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>Forest Carpets &amp; Home Furn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountain View</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>Kincaid Home Furnishings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Bernardino</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santa Ana</td>
<td>George Town Manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santa Rosa</td>
<td>Yeager's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torrance</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td>Homestead House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>Home Furniture Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Homestead House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ft. Collins</td>
<td>Bowling Galleries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakewood</td>
<td>Homestead House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton</td>
<td>Homestead House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
<td>Moline</td>
<td>Conn's Town &amp; Country Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA</td>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cedar Rapids</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ft. Dodge</td>
<td>Newton's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ottumwa</td>
<td>Kiple &amp; De Prenger Furn. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterloo</td>
<td>Carriage House of Waterloo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS</td>
<td>Arkansas City</td>
<td>Foster Furniture, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hutchinson</td>
<td>Adams Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>Falconer's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie Village</td>
<td>Pilgrim House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salina</td>
<td>Norris Furniture Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topoka</td>
<td>Moore's Furniture Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Witchita</td>
<td>Manor House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td>Albert Lea</td>
<td>Morris Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eveleth</td>
<td>Sagen's Tradition House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mankato</td>
<td>Landkamer's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis (Minnetonka)</td>
<td>Concord House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moorhead</td>
<td>Simon's Home Furnishings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Port Washington</td>
<td>Swenson's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willmar</td>
<td>Willmar Hi-Way Furniture Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Mulkey's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannibal</td>
<td>Aver-Burch Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>Liberty House Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>Pilgrim House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTANA</td>
<td>Great Falls</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaisell</td>
<td>Bitney Furniture Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEBRASKA</td>
<td>Kearney</td>
<td>Swan's Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>Davidson's American Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norfolk</td>
<td>Ballentine Furniture Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Platte</td>
<td>Swan's Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>Davidson's Carriage Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW MEXICO</td>
<td>Alamosigordo</td>
<td>Sheffield Furniture, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>Georgetown Manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>Minot</td>
<td>Voeller's Furniture City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Williston</td>
<td>Conlin Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKLAHOMA</td>
<td>Ada</td>
<td>Perry &amp; McGee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alva</td>
<td>C. E. Loomis Furn. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ardmore</td>
<td>C. P. Hall Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>Home Furn. &amp; Appl. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>Village Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ponca City</td>
<td>Glenn Par &amp; Sons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>Perry &amp; McGee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stillwater</td>
<td>Remy Shepherd Home Furnishings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tulsa</td>
<td>Rich's of Tulsa, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREGON</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Georgetown Manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Georgetown Manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>Rapid City</td>
<td>Midwest Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td>Amarillo</td>
<td>Concord House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>Phillips Tradition Mansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>Coach House Furniture, Sh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denton</td>
<td>Thomas Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forth Worth</td>
<td>Plymouth House Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>Collins-Hilton Furniture Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>Black's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lubbock</td>
<td>Georgetown Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyler</td>
<td>Pope &amp; Turner McG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>Spears Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTAH</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>Brown's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>Bellingham</td>
<td>Levin's Home Furnishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everett</td>
<td>The Bon March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oak Harbor</td>
<td>Hadden Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Seattle Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Seattle</td>
<td>The Bon March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spokane</td>
<td>The Bon March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spokane</td>
<td>Tradition House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tacoma</td>
<td>Ralph Johnson's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tukwila</td>
<td>The Bon March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima</td>
<td>The Bon March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima</td>
<td>Ferguson's Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
<td>Brookfield</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall Creek (Eau Claire)</td>
<td>Keller Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall Creek (Madison)</td>
<td>Ross Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madison</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milwaukee (Brookfield)</td>
<td>Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>Schell Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waukesha</td>
<td>Stamm Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wausau</td>
<td>Helke Carriage House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYOMING</td>
<td>Sheridan</td>
<td>Carrol's Furniture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free Treasury Offer

This certificate entitles bearer to one free copy of the new 388-page "Ethan Allen Treasury of American Traditional Interiors"—72nd Edition—at your nearest Ethan Allen Gallery. (Sorry, no mail or telephone requests.)

In the new 1972 Ethan Allen Treasury you'll see hundreds of full-color photographs of completely decorated living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, family rooms, and dens. And there are dozens of pages completely devoted to decorating tips and ideas, plus guide to selecting the right quality furniture and advice on how to take care of it properly. In addition, there are over 25 pages on the history and background of the most enduring designs of the past 300 years, including pictures & great restorations. The full-color, 388-page, 9" by 12" Ethan Allen Treasury is a $750 value we'd like you to have free. To get your copy, just take this Treasury Certificate to your nearest Ethan Allen Gallery.

©1972 BAUMRITTER CORP., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Sears presents Matchmate Shag.
The first carpet in 50 colors.

Now you don't have to compromise! Now you can have the exact color carpet you want, in the lush shag texture you've been looking for. Sears Matchmate Shags are here! And you can choose from any one of 50 decorator colors... the largest collection of colors ever available in one carpet. Or if one of our colors doesn't fit into your color scheme, we'll have your color custom-dyed — at no extra cost. And, your color or ours, the price is under $10 a square yard!

In a specially dense Celanese Fortrel® polyester pile. Wears terrifically well. Cleans like a dream.

Go ahead. Treat your room to the shag of any color. Find it at most larger Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores. We're the only company that gives you Matchmate Shag — for hard-to-match room colors.
1. **RAINDROP PERSONAL SHOWER.** Flexible chrome tubing attaches to shower arm or tub spout, directs spray where desired. Handshower available in White or Tangerine.

2. **FAUCETS/FITTINGS WITH ACCENT INSERTS.** Altern, with four pairs of quick-change inserts—White, Ebony, Teak, Walnut—with gold electroplate. Also available in brushed electroplated gold, brushed and polished chrome.

3. **FAUCETS/FITTINGS WITH FLAIR.** Kohler's elegant Flair line. Shown—Multi-faceted Amber handles with gold electroplate. Also available—Clear, Charcoal, White handles with chromium.

4. **LOW COST WHIRLPOOL BATH.** Kohler Hydro-Whirl, the non-electric whirlpool bath. Unit with replacement spout fits most bathtub installations. For more great bathroom, powder room, or kitchen ideas see your Kohler plumbing contractor. Or write Dept. O, Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. 53044.
MAY, GOOD LOOKS continued from page 46

clause that allows you to substitute Coty's mirror image of this dear flower—their Muguet des Bois.

Naturally May is laryngitis weather, so if you develop that you can keep spraying your throat this spring with a portable Listerine case immensely attractive in white enamel and bright stripes. And don’t forget to believe in that French proverb “Sick in May—well the rest of the year.”

You might want to work out some grand Special Effects for your own house, lifting the idea from a place you never even thought of envying. That’s the marvelous-smelling foyer of Bonwit Teller in New York where fragrances float persuasively in the air from time to time. Seems it’s rather a do-it-themselves project—with a reservoir of the great stuff attached to the front door, then a compressor to spread the glad tidings around and a timer to arrange the perfect amount. Whole thing costs around two hundred dollars, plus uncounted hours of your precious time. But wouldn’t that be a labor of love? And what a way to say hello to your friends...

For the baptism of your new Perfume Machine nothing could be more right-on than to float the beautiful new idea from Estée Lauder through it. They have called it Allage, which means the meeting of opposites. Such unthought-of flowers as marigolds and geraniums tangle up one side and roses, jasmine, and lilies of the valley give soft answers on the other, with green leaves and ferns all around. A green thought in a green glade, it is meant to weave a pleasant world from dawn to midnight—and comes in what they call a Sports Perfume and a Sports Spray.

Some people ration certain ornaments, special plates, particular candlesticks and use them only on holidays—to make Christmas forever a vivid memory in a child’s mind. This spring Caswell-Massey has just brought over a little wonder from England that might do the very same thing for the month of May. It’s a small flowered white china pagoda, rather Chinese Chippendale, and in its center a little dishy candle lets smoke wind in and out the windows and on through your place. And this is the swoony scent of Lilies of the Valley. Three little candles that look like sandbox toys come separately. Very 18th century—all from Floris.

Other little what the British refer to as “smell bullies” at Caswell-Massey... lilac hand soap—put it in every bathroom—from Holland and an exact smell-alike... another lilac soap from Israel that’s like a garden in May and hypoallergenic... such a onesuch as Iris soap... little rings of felt to drench in perfume and put invisible around the neck of craftily placed electric bulbs (where is that delirious smell coming from?)... the fact that they can be persuaded to make up their own lilac... lily of the valley... hyacinth perfume for you...

Before May has slipped away—to pin its quality of life forever in your mind—try to find that perfect little story of Elizabeth Bowen she called Pink May. About a love affair that flourished as long as “the throaty smell of the May” plunged through the windows. Madly happy, the two lovers feel that “whatever happens tomorrow, we’ve got tonight.” Then the weather changes, the pink blossoms brown, and all the happiness stops. Haunted, quite beautiful, quite sad, very May.

Is Vitabath an aphrodisiac, or what?

People tell us all kinds of things about our Vitabath Gelée. They tell us Vitabath is an experience—more than a way of getting clean. That it’s pure indescribable self-indulgence. That it’s moisturizing, smoothing and softening. Refreshing, uninhibiting and inspiring.

Vitabath users tell us they come out of their baths feeling softer and somehow sexier than when they go in.

Make the most of it.

Vitabath Inc. HGA
575 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Dear Sirs:
I don’t believe in aphrodisiacs. But I would like to try Vitabath. Enclosed is $1.00 for four trial size tubes.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Also try Vitabath’s All Over Body Cologne/Dusting Powder/Velour Hand and Body Lotion/Bath and Shower Bars

© Vitabath Inc. a subsidiary of Kalvee, Inc.
4 ways better than ordinary garden hose...

- Extra flexible. Even below 0°.
- Drains itself automatically. Easy to pick up, move and put away.
- Easy to handle. Resists kinking.
- Premium burst strength.

This hose gets the job done, too. Delivers full flow to nozzle or sprinkler. And it has solid brass couplings. Choose from two types: FlatLine garden hose with polymer 23, or regular FlatLine reinforced vinyl garden hose. Wherever garden supplies are sold.

Send for your free copy of the booklet "Watering and Other Tips for Lawn and Garden Care."

Watering Tips
American Esna Corporation
P.O. Box 509
Worthington, Ohio 43085

FlatLine® hose is protected by U.S. Patent No. 3,581,778

My guess is that some gardeners struggle along doggedly for years with many of the more popular plants without getting results equal to their neighbors', because they overlook little twists in cultivation. This is an attempt to supply that information.

ASTERs and CHRYSAN-THEMUMS. Separate the crown every spring (except aster 'Harrington's Pink,' which can be left until it crowds), replant the single outside shoots. Pinch back chrysanthemum plants until mid-July; asters only once.

AZALEAS and RHODO-DENDRON. Provide a 1-inch mulch of pit humus, compost, or well-rotted cow or horse manure every spring—not peat moss as it cakes and sheds water. Pinch off all seed pods after bloom. Letting seeds mature saps strength. Pinching provides two benefits: a maximum show next season and mild reaching-bending exercise for you. Rhododendron, as do all evergreens, require copious irrigation before deep frost and treatment with a plastic spray (Wiltpruf) to inhibit winter transpiration. Apply it in January and March on days when temperatures rise well above the freezing point.

CLEMATIS. This lovely woody climber is one of the few lime-loving plants. Each fall scratch 3 cup of lime lightly into the surface in a 12-inch radius around its stems; each spring do the same thing with two generous tablespoons of 5-10-5 fertilizer. The Jackman types (large-flowered) should be pruned to 18 inches each spring, for they bloom best on new wood, which grows very quickly. A flat, thick rock will keep the roots cool. If a branch wilts, remove it from the crown and burn immediately. There is no known cure for wilt, which is caused by a virus. Frequent spraying with Captan is thought to prevent it. Clematis under good culture are less affected by wilt.

CLIVIA. Most reference books, including recent ones, advise following the culture used for amaryllis, to which clivia is closely related. Maybe so, but my experience is different. Direct sunlight causes the leathery, dark green leaves to yellow, so keep it out of the sun but provide lots of light. Bloom shouldn't be expected until a plant is completely pot-bound. A two-year-old seedling or a rooted offshoot in a 6-inch pot should bloom in two to three years. This gorgeous house plant blooms erratically unless the many suckers it throws are cut off regularly, but leave one sucker to let the original plant have a twin. If overwatering destroys the fleshy roots, cut off the rotten ones, and repot; if the crown is sound, new ones will grow.

DELPHINIUM. Getting the tall hybrids (Pacific Coast, Blackmore & Langdon, Bishop to name a few) to reach 6 to 7 feet is no feat, but few gardeners manage it. The following culture works for me: Three weeks before planting, spread 3 cup of lime, one generous cup of 5-10-5 fertilizer, and 2 bushel of year-old cow or horse manure or compost per square yard of bed and mix as thoroughly and as deeply as possible (18 inches). After frost, plant heavily rooted seedlings on 18-inch centers and stake at the same time. Tie the stalks as they grow. When the plant reaches 18 inches, scratch a scant handful of 5-10-5 fertilizer lightly into the surface; then water.

Continued on page 52
Richard Deacon is a busy man. He is also a gourmet cook who enjoys entertaining. After a hectic day on the set, in just minutes (thanks to the Thermatronic) he can put together a delicious dinner of roast pork stuffed with prunes and apricots (beautifully browned with the infrared element) and a tasty rice casserole. The meal looks as though he had been cooking all day, when actually it took him just minutes!

Whether it's a portable (as shown) or a bilt-in combined with a self-cleaning oven, Thermador offers the widest selection of microwave ranges available. All with browning elements, stainless steel interiors for easy care, and handsome black glass doors. Write for complete brochure on microwave ranges, and other Richard Deacon recipes.

5121 District Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90040

Apricot and Prune Stuffed Roast
(One of Richard Deacon's favorite recipes)

5 pound pork roast 2 cups diced apples
1/2 cup diced apricots 2 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup diced prunes 1/4 cup wine
2 cups packaged bread stuffing

In a large bowl combine apples, bread stuffing, dried apricots and prunes. Heat butter with wine in microwave range until butter melts. Pour over stuffing, mix and toss to combine.

Cut large enough pocket in the roast to hold the stuffing. Stuff and secure pocket by sewing it with large needle and string.

Place fat side down on a trivet in a baking dish. Allow 8 minutes per pound. The last 20 minutes fat side is up. Use Intra-red for that golden brown.

Thermador
The Elegant Difference in Microwave Ranges

well. Repeat this every ten days until bloom, but don't neglect ir-
rigation between waterings. When the blossoms are spent and the
leaves look ratty, cut back the
stalks on a sharp angle to 18
inches. Withhold water until new
growth starts, then irrigate reason-
ably to get second bloom on, of
course, much shorter stalks. The
second bloom of hybrids makes the
best dried flowers; they also with-
stand 6 to 8 degrees of frost. To
generalize: A deep bed for the big
roots, high fertilization, and plenty
of water get professional results,
even if you do not live on the Pa-
cific Coast. I have actually tried to
kill delphinium by over-feeding
them, but without success. It is
perfectly obvious that this can be
done, and those who do should
chalk up the experience to bad
luck and not brag about it to me.

DICTAMNUS. A fine rich
loom, plenty of water, good drain-
age, and removing seed pods early
satisfy this pleasant perennial—but
if it is moved, even the second
spring, it has little chance of
surviving.

FUCHSIA. These nonhardy
shrubs are great bloomers, but re-
quire light shade and cool nights.
Because they are used in pots or
patio planters they are likely to get
too little or too much water. This
also applies to their culture in
hanging baskets, but more so. Be-
cause they are susceptible to red
spider in prolonged hot spells
what isn't?), protect the plants
with a systemic insecticide (All-
purpose Systemic Insect Spray,
Heritage House). In hot weather
bloom slows down, but picks up in
early fall.

GAILLARDIA. These gay
things literally bloom themselves
to death and rarely last two sea-
sons, but as new plants will usually
grow from side roots they should
be given a chance.

HEATHS and HEATH-
ERS. Lime causes these acute
distress—so acute they die. Bed
preparation need not go deeper
than 12 inches, but must include 8
bushel of peat per square yard
homogenized into the soil three
weeks before planting in order to
get the peat thoroughly moist. No
matter the zone, all species require
protection from bitter winter and
spring winds. Most survive, un-
comfortably, in Zone 4 (Arnold
scale), where I live in winter.
Heaths and heathers do not re-
quire rich soil. The taller-growing
species should be pruned back
hard immediately after bloom or
they look scruffy.

HERBS. That thing around
about aromatic herbs not requiring
rich soil is dangerous. Peren-
niial or annual herbs do well only
in a rich garden soil, sharp enough
for excellent drainage. Those
grown in poor soils, tarragon in
particular, rarely survive winter.

IRIS. Bearded. Dig in a
fertilizer very low in nitrogen at
the rate of 1 ounce per square foot
three weeks before planting. Plant-
ing depth is critical, put the top
of the rhizome even with the sur-
f ace. To control iris borer, a com-
mon cause of failure, remove dead
leaves and weeds in early spring
when new growth is 3 inches high
and spray or dust with any contact
insecticide and repeat once a week
for two weeks. But if the plants are
already infected, dig and cut back
the rhizomes until no borer holes
show. Gardeners who think they
will get huge flags the first year
should forget it. The chance is
slim. Use a first-year bloom, if you
are lucky enough to get one, to
check the truefulness of variety.
If correct, cut it off to get maximum
root development; if not, send it
to your dealer asking for replace-
ment in the fall so that you won't
have to wait another year. Iris
bloom well the second year, are
most beautiful the third and fourth
years. Separate and replant them
in the fifth or sixth. Bearded types
will not tolerate a moist location.

PEONIES, Herbaceous.
Failure to bloom is due to plant-
ting too deep. Try to place the eyes
exactly 1 1/2 inches below the sur-
face, thus assuring that the root is
in the 1- to 2-inch zone that is
satisfactory. Mulch the roots the
first winter, but not thereafter.
Tender, first-year stalks that are
just emerging can be cut down by
fungus if spring weather turns hot
and humid for a few days. To pre-
Continued on page 56

“We changed our patio from this
inexpensively.”

Mr. and Mrs. Bart Willis of Dayton, Ohio found an easy, fun
way to transform their small unattractive patio slab into a
beautiful expanded outdoor living area, inexpensively. In their
spare time, they made the patio additions shown at the
right, with easy to use SAKRETE Cement Mixes. Cost of SAKRETE
Mixes for all new construction shown was less than $200!*

You can add a lot of loveliness to your lawn and garden
when you use SAKRETE Cement Mixes—and you'll have the
pride and pleasure of doing the job yourself. They are com-
pletely blended, have the guarantee of quality on the
bag and up to twice the strength of ordinary concrete.
For the right results on any concrete repair or building
project, start right with SAKRETE.

*Cost of stone, lumber, sand base and brick $255.

SAKRETE concrete and
mortar mixes

SAKRETE is a registered trademark of SAKRETE, INC. © 1972

FREE PLAN BOOKLET. Easy to follow instructions
on 20 cement projects. Free at your dealer, or send 25c
to cover handling to SAKRETE, INC., Dept. HG,
Box 1032, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

This is our original patio. Step by step, we made the
additions below. (Costs are for SAKRETE Mixes only) •

LEFT—Patio extension, $65.
RIGHT—Seating wall, barbecue base and garden light planter, $40.

LEFT—Japanese garden, field stone edging, waterfall and pool, $30.
RIGHT—Stepping stones and set 12 fence posts, $27.
An incomparable group of hand prints, textured wovens and solids designed for interiors of distinction.

Aegean Collection

SCHUMACHER

F. Schumacher & Co 939 Third Ave, New York, N.Y. 10022 Fabrics/Carpets/Wallcoverings
You can't return a carpet the way you can a dress.

A carpet is an investment you live with for a long time. So you should know a lot about carpet before you buy one.

That's why Bigelow has created a booklet called "Everything You've Always Wanted to Know About Carpet, but Were Afraid to Ask."

It's filled with helpful, unbiased facts about carpet. All kinds, all styles. What to look for (and what to avoid). Facts about today's fibers, textures, colors, and patterns. How they wear, how they clean and lots more. You'll find the guide easy reading, a bit of fun, and a help to have along when you're shopping.

To get your FREE copy of this informative new booklet, fill out the coupon below and mail it to Bigelow.

We won't keep you waiting. We'll try our best to have it in your hands within two weeks.

MAIL TODAY TO:
BIGELOW
BOX 161
WHitestone, New York 11357

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP _________
The Tappan recipe for a clean gas oven:

Stuff chicken with orange sections and pineapple chunks. Shake a little soy sauce into the pineapple juice, use as a baste. Bake in a Tappan Continuous Cleaning gas range. The Continuous Cleaning oven has a special catalytic coating that cleans while the oven cooks. No matter how much your Polynesian Chicken, or barbecued spareribs, or roast pork spatter, your oven stays presentably clean.

If it's time to replace your old gas range, get a Tappan Continuous Cleaning gas range. This Tappan Gallery range with Visulite oven window has a built-in warming shelf and ductless exhaust fan. For clean cooking and good living it's gas—clean energy for today and tomorrow. See all the new Tappan gas ranges at your dealer or write Tappan, 250 Wayne St., Mansfield, Ohio 44902.

A.G.A. Mark

TAPPAN. WHEN YOU HAVE A CHOICE
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

MAY, 1972
vest this, spray or dust with a fungicide (Captan) when growth reaches 6 inches; repeat this weekly until the stalks harden. Pinch off buds the first year. When the plant is four years old, up to one-third of the stalks can be used for cut flowers. The ants swarming over the buds are harmless.

PEONIES, Tree. One ene­my of these lovely woody shrubs is people who cut branches to the ground each fall believing that they should be treated like herbaceous kinds. One cause of failure is in buying stock so young that the gardener, without knowing it, takes over the job that rightly belongs to the nurseryman: propagation of such a baby until it reaches a respectable age. Tree peonies that sell from two to three dollars by color are one-year grafts from Japan that have been grown in the U.S. for only one season. Even in the hands of nurseries many fail, for tree peonies owe their principal propagation to young to their her­baceous graft—their own roots develop very slowly. When grown two to five years after importation, they range in price from four to five dollars each by color, and from about eight dollars up by named variety. Planting depth is critical—never less than 4 inches; 6 to 7 inches is not too deep. The plant should have a long life if its home is specially constructed: 3 feet in diameter, 2 feet deep, the subsoil carted away, topsoil carted in, the whole business mixed thoroughly with a bushel of humus (wet peat moss, pit humus, two-year-old cow manure, or compost) sharpen­ened with sand if necessary. Test for pH—the soil should be neutral or slightly alkaline. The foregoing should be done a month before planting. In succeeding years, fertil­ize the plant just as you do other shrubs.

PHLOX. As this popular peren­nial blooms in midsummer, the time of drought, the bed requires deep irrigation then—more, say, than the standard 1 inch a week. Hybrid phlox do not change color as they age. Ripened seed drops from spent heads, lodges at the base, and grows quickly. Because these seedlings (mostly magenta) are very vigorous, they can drive out a hybrid in two or three sea­sons, so cut off the crowns after flowering. What is to be done about fungus on leaves? Spray with a fungicide before it appears. When the crowns become matted, dig and plant the vigorous outside shoots, discard the woody center. When shoots are 2 inches high in early spring, thin by pinching off all but the five or six strongest.

WISTERIA Tree form. Bare-root plants are devils to es­tablish, because they have few small roots and big tops. These roots renew so slowly that the tops become too dry for the buds to swell, unless kept damp. To keep them damp, attach a fine spray to a hose, and syringe the top and trunk twice a day (three or four times or more in very hot weather), but be careful not to waterlog the roots. You will think the damned buds will never break, and they won’t if you give up syringing before the middle of Au­gust. Maybe it would be well to stop all but the five or six strongest. If you find that the plant has rather complicated tech­niques for propagating various plants vegetatively, but these are not held secret. Far from it; if a nurseryman finds a better way to propagate, he can hardly wait to tell his principal competitor about it. Their secrets consist of keeping the good earth they own in finecondition, and their plants protected from the enemies nature so bountifully provides. Their losses are largely due to that unpredictable thing we call weather.

There are gardeners who feel that nur­seriesmen have secrets about growing practices they keep to themselves. Quite the contrary: Drop a hat near one of these most­ly pleasant and nearly always talk­ative fellows and the problem be­comes one of turning him off in order to pick up one’s hat and leave politely. Nurserymen do have rather complicated tech­niques for propagating various plants vegetatively, but these are not held secret. Far from it; if a nurseryman finds a better way to propagate, he can hardly wait to tell his principal competitor about it. Their secrets consist of keeping the good earth they own in fi­necondition, and their plants protected from the enemies nature so bountifully provides. Their losses are largely due to that unpredictable thing we call weather.
In the tropics, nature creates brilliant scenery with bold, pulsating colors. So do the scientists at Enka. Because we want the colors you see in carpets made of Enkaloft® staple nylon to look as naturally alive as the colors you see in nature.

Take this beautiful Brasilia pattern from Milliken's Design Americana Collection. Our nylon not only makes it possible to use vibrant colors you'd find under a tropical sun, it makes them strong enough to endure under our own.

But bringing colors to life isn't the only advantage of carpets made of Enkaloft nylon. Keeping life under your feet is another. Enkaloft's resilience will prove that. Even after years of heavy traffic.

So if you want to change the scenery in your home, take a look at the many exciting colors and patterns in Milliken's Design Americana Collection.

Just write Milliken Carpets, La Grange, Georgia 30240, to find out where you can see them. And prepare yourself for one of the most colorful trips of your life.

Now you can have a carpet with the same natural colors you'd find in the tropics, without leaving the country.
The Magnificent Impostor
by Berkline.

Man. This is it. Comfort pure and simple. And a chance to enjoy the family room — without the family around. The Berkline impostor cooperates in every way. Tunes in to your comfort wave length. Yet always harmonizes with the mood of the room. It's the recliner that doesn't look like one. Just one from the Berkline collection. See them at a dealer near you. Send 25¢ for a color brochure to The Berkline Corporation, P.O. Box 100, HG-7, Morristown, Tennessee 37814.

Books about your house and garden

BY JEROME DENNER

No field has been more innovative, more exciting, even more startling in contemporary design than home furnishings. There have been many books that show complete room settings, but in these you can't really see the individual pieces of furniture clearly. Here are two excellent books in which you can:

*New Furniture 10* (Praeger, $17.50) edited by Gerd Hatje and Elke Kaspar shows contemporary furniture by internationally famous designers close up and at various angles. There are also chapters on office furniture, cabinets and shelves, and nursery furniture.

The name Knoll has long been associated with furniture created by outstanding designers such as Saarinen, Bertoia, Wegner, Breuer, van der Rohe and many others. Recently Knoll Associates was honored with an exhibition at the Louvre's Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. The catalogue for this show—really a dazzlingly handsome book in full color—*Knoll au Louvre*, is available for $5 at any Knoll showroom throughout the U.S. In New York, write Knoll International Inc., 745 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., 10022; if you prefer a West Coast address, 732 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif., 94111. In addition to showing the furniture and fabrics, the book has photographs and biographical sketches of the designers.

For contemporary furniture in room settings, you should get *Modern Furniture and Decoration* (Viking, $25) edited by Robert Harling. The rooms are from houses and apartments throughout Europe and the U.S. and there's a wealth of ideas to be had as you browse through the book.

To keep up with the dizzying array of new fibers and fabrics, you can use the *Fabric Almanac* (Fairchild, $16.95) by Marvin Klapper, which consists, mainly, of a complete fabric glossary from "acetate" to "zibeline" including all the various man-made fiber trade names.

The Connoisseur's Guide to Oriental Carpets (Tuttle, $19.50) by E. Gans-Ruedin is an invaluable guide to the fabulous carpets of Turkey, Iran, Turkestan, Afghanistan, the Orient, North Africa—even the Balkans. Each carpet style—and there are over 200—is allotted a full-page illustration, many in color, so you can see the overall design clearly, and opposite each photograph are line drawings of the major motifs in the carpet plus a rundown of the origin, dimensions, type knot used, colors, pile of each rug.

NEW BOOKS ABOUT OLD TREASURES

For the antique collector, three books, each somewhat special, each worthy: *Matthew Boulton: Master Silversmith* (Potter, $10.95) by Eric Delieb is an account of the British silversmith and his manufactory, full of period detail (1760-1790), enlivened with anecdotes about this extraordinary man, and lavishly illustrated with examples of 18th-century...
Show-House Presents Something Special!

The products featured on these three pages have something special to say.

Furniture upholstered with Masland Ouran: Regency Autumn Gold and Finesse Apple Green. Walls are Abrioli Wood-Grained Imperial Pecan and Decorative Vinyl-Clad Gold Americana. Frigidaire Room Air Conditioner.

Delicious, Delectable Duran!

And the emphasis is on fashion—that's Masland Duran's middle name! Vinyl fabrics that offer you a tremendous selection of colors, textures and patterns. Durability? Yes! And so easy to care for. All of the furniture on these three pages is upholstered with Masland Duran, the touch and surprise fabric. As you step into each room, you'll see beauty all around you. Masland Duran made it happen. Ask your upholsterer/decorator or favorite furniture store for the fashion fabric...Masland Duran.
Speaking About the Great Wall...

Abitibi puts it all together...beautifully! On these three pages we show a collection of Abitibi's Decorative Vinyl-Clad patterns and Wood-Grained panels. It's easy to see why they are called "the beautiful put-ons." And such variety! Decorative Vinyl-Clad panels have an extremely durable surface—tough is the word. Completely washable, too...and resistant to scratches, moisture damage and stains. Abitibi Wood-Grained Imperial is a handsome wall to behold...rich graining, subtle shading...panels of perfection. And protected by Mar-Gard—the finish that defies scratches and stains. Abitibi builds great walls!
The elegant cool of Frigidaire.

Frigidaire Room Air Conditioners let you control the way your home environment feels. And because you like to decide the way your home looks, we help you by designing them so they don't look as cold as they keep your room. All of Frigidaire's "furniture-styled" models have designer panels with the look of walnut. Elegant in their simplicity, they add a tasteful accent to any living area. But the appeal of Frigidaire Room Air Conditioners is more than aesthetic. The designer panel also serves as a sound baffle. Frigidaire Room Air Conditioners have a wide range of cooling and ventilating adjustments. And...they are built to last. So take a look at Frigidaire Room Air Conditioners. See how Frigidaire can help you create a living environment that is not only functional, but attractive and comfortable, too. Every Frigidaire is not a refrigerator.
silver. *New England Glass & Glassmaking* (Crowell, $15) by Kenneth M. Wilson covers the period from the founding of the first glasshouse in 1639 to the present, with nearly 400 illustrations showing the development of styles. *The Collector's Book of Bells* (Crown, $9.95) by L. Elsinore Springer is charmingly illustrated with every kind of bell imaginable—and some hard to imagine—altar bells, fire bells, dinner bells, bullock bells, bells in the shape of humans, bells as toys. Do not ask for whom these bells toll—if the subject interests you, they toll for thee.

To help you clean, care for, and preserve your treasured antiques, you might try *The Care and Keeping of Antiques* (Hawthorn, $5.95) by Epsie Kinard or *Housekeeping with Antiques* (Dodd, Mead, $5.95) by Lee Parr McGrath. Both present expert, easy-to-follow instructions on how to maintain old woods, glass, silver, textiles, art, pewter—the works. The Kinard book gives sources throughout the country for the materials you will need. The McGrath book has a particularly helpful list of addresses of experts for work you can't do yourself and also a list of products you can get for safe polishing and cleaning. Take your choice.

**BE YOUR OWN REPAIRMAN**

Repairmen are hard to get in an emergency these days and, if you can find one, their fees are high, so it's a good idea to learn how to do minor repairs yourself. *The Complete Book of Home Repairs and Maintenance* (Harper & Row, $8.95) is by Jackson Hand, who describes his book best: "In each case, we try to tell you what probably caused the trouble . . . . what should be done about it, with what tools and materials, and tricks . . . . how to keep it from happening again, or at least from happening again too soon."

And if your husband procrastinates too long or is all thumbs, liberated woman, do it yourself! Barbara Carr shows you the way in *Okay, I'll Do It Myself* (Random House, $6.95 hardbound; $3.95 paperback). The book, like Gaul, is divided into three parts: first deals with tools you need plus things to use tools on and with; second gives directions for taking apart, putting together, replacing, installing, and fixing almost anything that might go haywire; third gives suggestions for brightening the place up—tiling, refinishing furniture, painting.

When an electric appliance breaks down, don't panic and don't rush to ship it back to the manufacturer for lengthy repairs. Perhaps you can fix it yourself. So says Michael Squeglia in *The Handywoman's Guide* (Regnery, $8.95). He tells how to fix all types of small heat-producing appliances—toasters, frypans, irons, broilers—with step-by-step, crystal-clear instructions and diagrams. You don't have to be an Edison to follow this one.

**EAT, DRINK AND BE—HEALTHY??**

With today's enormous interest in organic foods, stores and restaurants that feature produce grown and prepared without pesticides, chemical preservatives, additives, and the like are blossoming all over the country. One of the most successful is the Whole Earth Restaurant in California and Sharon Cadwallader and Judi Ohr have put together a cookbook based on its recipes so we all can do their thing. *The Whole...* Continued on page 66

---

**The grooming of America...doorstep by doorstep.**

*AstroTurf* Doormats

look great, clean like crazy and last and last!

Beautify the small part of America called "your porch" with an *AstroTurf* Doormat. Try our vibrant one daisy or three daisy mat...or give your entry seasonal flair with our Mat For All Seasons. It has four colorful interchangeable plastic flowers—one for each season of the year.

The one daisy *AstroTurf* Doormat measures 17" x 23"; the three daisy maxi-mat is 21" x 35" and the Mat For All Seasons is 17" x 29". To groom larger areas, try *AstroTurf* Porta-Grass or new Round-the-Home *AstroTurf*. Look for *AstroTurf*. It's our famous family name!
Turn the family room into your family’s favorite room. Sears Symbols II Draperies.

Take a marvelous modern design. Create texture and richness with true loom weaving. Choose colors like bright autumn orange, poppy, a bold black and white blend.

Now put Sears “Symbols II” somewhere happy. The family room, of course!

The sturdy Perma-Prest® fabric is a firmly woven cotton and rayon blend that needs no ironing. Just machine wash, tumble dry. And it’s backed with Thermalgard acrylic foam to help shut out cold or heat or noise.

And Sears being Sears, the price is right. See “Symbols II” now. At most larger Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores and in the catalog.
“Dear Joanne Lees:
I need to know everything about the care and cleaning of carpets before I buy one.
And I do mean everything.”
Here goes.

**Things to consider before you buy.**

Medium colors show dirt less than very light or very dark ones. And color mixtures—like tweeds or florals or small patterns—are the most practical of all.

Don't have much time? Some textures need less vacuuming than others to stay beautiful-looking. A low, dense loop is the easiest. Next comes a twist or short shag. A longer shag means longer work. Plush takes the longest. (Of course, getting dirt out takes thorough vacuuming in any texture.)

If you have pets, I'd suggest a short shag. It shows pet hairs less than low loop carpets, but doesn't trap them like a long shag.

**Things to do to prevent trouble.**

If possible, arrange your furniture so as to avoid constantly used traffic aisles.

Place casters or those little furniture cups under your heavy pieces. All furniture legs should have smooth, round steel bottoms—not rough, wooden ones.

For stairs, buy an extra 6 to 8 inches to tuck under at both the top and bottom risers. As soon as the "noses" of the steps show signs of wear, move the carpet up or down a few inches. Because stairs get heavy traffic, I'd suggest a low, dense carpet rather than a shag or plush.

**Things to do regularly.**

Vacuum heavy traffic areas daily, others two or three times a week. You dust your furniture daily, don't you? Well, the same dust is in the carpet, plus shoe dirt, crumbs and more. Use at least three strokes back and forth.

The best kind of vacuum is an upright with a beater bar and brush cylinder, such as the Hoover. The beater bar loosens the embedded dirt. Tanks and canisters suck up surface dirt only.

There's no such thing as over-vacuuming. Don't be nervous about fuzz you might see in the dirt bag, especially while the carpet is new. It's a normal condition. The vacuum cleaner is not eating up your carpet.

Once a month, shift heavy furniture pieces an inch or two. If they've left hollows in the carpet, fluff it up with a hair dryer and a coarse comb. If the carpet's wool, use a steam iron at wool setting, then comb.

**Things to do occasionally.**

If the carpet starts looking dull, consider a do-it-yourself cleaning. We recommend Woolite® Spray Foam Rug Cleaner—not just for wool but for Acrilan® acrylic and all man-made fibers.

Don't use soap, washing soda, or harsh detergents. Don't walk on wet carpet. If you must put the furniture back before the carpet is completely dry, put wax paper under the legs.

**Things to do in emergencies.**

Whatever you do, do it at once. Scrape, blot or absorb the spill immediately—before it penetrates. If the stain remains, sponge on a little tap water and keep blotting till dry.

If that doesn't work, treat the spot with Woolite® Spray Foam Rug Cleaner. Sponge in and keep blotting till dry. Then vacuum.

Stain still there? Don't give up. Dab on a few drops of dry cleaning fluid and blot with a tissue. Still no luck? Get help from an expert—a commercial carpet cleaning firm.

**How to get the right professional help.**

Find a reputable carpet cleaning firm. Look in the Yellow Pages for one that is a member of NIRC (National Institute of Rug Cleaners), or ask a Lees dealer to recommend one.

**How to get the details I don't have room for here.**

Write to me at the address below and ask for the Lees Carpet Maintenance Manual. And when you shop, look for a really good, crush-resistant, soil-resistant fiber like Acrilan®. And a good carpet-maker like Lees. A free phone call to 800-243-6000 will get you the name of your nearest Lees dealer. In Conn. it's 1-800-882-6500.

And once inside the store, you'll easily recognize the Lees samples. They all have the Lees ribbon across one corner.

---

**Do you have a question for Joanne Lees?**

Write to me. That's my job here at Lees Carpets—helping people with their carpet-buying problems. You'll get straight, honest answers. You see, as the largest-selling carpet brand in the world, we don't have to high-pressure you. Whatever is honestly right for you, chances are we have it in the Lees line.

So write. And if there's nothing particular you want to know, ask for our booklet "101 Questions About Buying a Carpet." Write to Joanne Lees, c/o Lees Carpets, Dept. C5-05, Norristown, Pa. 19401. We think buying a carpet should be a joy—not a chore.

---

Lees Carpets, a Division of Burlington Industries.
Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. Read about the full line of PELLA windows and patio doors. See how to end screen and storm chores; learn why these PELLA products protect best against winter cold, summer heat. Conventional wood and low-maintenance types. Also ideas on 3 types of interior folding doors. PELLA products are available throughout Canada. Send for FREE copy today.

This coupon answered within 24 hours.
ROLSSCREEN CO. Dept.YC-30, Pella, Iowa 50219
YES, send me your FREE Book. I plan to build • remodel □

That new bright magic of mirror chrome now visible, then vanishing into multi-reflections to set the room incredibly alight and free. Delightful to see, easy to live with—exotic classicism created by MILO BAUGHMAN. When it comes to modern, Thayer Coggin thinks of everything.

THAYER COGGIN
For a kit of color brochures about Thayer Coggin furniture, send $1.00 to Hilda Lee, dept. A-2, Thayer Coggin, Inc., South Rd., High Point, N.C. 27262. Cushions filled with Dacron® polyester

BOOKS ABOUT YOUR HOUSE
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Earth Cook Book (Houghton Mifflin, $3.95 spiralbound) contains many interesting dishes, easy to prepare, that you'll want to try, even if you aren't wholly into the organic food bit. Try it, you'll like it.

An offbeat cook book that's worth looking into is The George Bernard Shaw Vegetarian Cook Book (Taplinger, $5.95) by Alice Laden and R. J. Minney. Mrs. Laden was Shaw's cook and housekeeper and these varied recipes for non-meat-or-fish dishes were favorites of that most noted of vegetarians. Shaw said: "My hearse will be followed not by mourning coaches but by herds of oxen, sheep, swine, flocks of poultry, and a small traveling aquarium of live fish, all wearing white scarves in honor of the man who perished rather than eat his fellow creatures."

Hung, Strung & Potted (Potter, $7.95), by Sally Smith Booth, is a history of eating habits in Colonial America with many recipes for the dishes that helped our forefathers flourish. It makes for nostalgic and enthralling reading, but a word of warning: The recipes are printed exactly as they appeared in early cookery books, which makes them charming to read, somewhat less than charming to cook by.

THIS SHOULD KEEP YOU IN STITCHES
You wouldn't think there was much need for yet another book on needlework. Nevertheless, I think anyone who likes to work with needles (acupuncturists excluded) will want The Needlework Book (Simon and Schuster, $14.95) by Wanda Passadore. It runs the gamut from the simplest embroidery stitch to creating a Turkish carpet, with sections on knitting and crocheting. There are hundreds of stitches and dozens of beautiful things you can make, all in ravishing color.

FOR THE MAN OF PROPERTY
There are many advantages—price being only one—to buying an old run-down town house, fixing it up to suit your needs yet preserving its basic character. In their book Buying and Renovating a House in the City (Knopf, $10), Deirdre Stanforth and Martha Stamm present a wealth of information on why, where, and how to go about it—a good deal of it not readily available elsewhere. They discuss the advantages, tell where throughout the U. S. the major renovated neighborhoods are located, give case histories of how dilapidated houses were restored, and go into all the things you should know in order to locate your own dream house, finance it, buy it, and then renovate it.

In Remodeling Old Houses (Knopf, $8.95), George Stephen presents a practical primer for remodeling with a wealth of specifics—trouble spots to look for, how to measure and lay out rooms, remove paint and finish floors—everything, in fact, you might want or have to do to exteriors and interiors. Glossaries of general terms and principles of design and of basic architectural and building terms are particularly helpful.

If you invest in land these days, you better know what you're about, and Irving Price in Buying Country Property (Harper & Row, $5.95) dissects the entire process from choosing a Realtor through the completed deal, suggesting everything to be considered along the way. Mr. Price writes entertainingly and there are lovely illustrations by Grambs Miller. The tone of the book is light; the advice heavy.
Imagine... made to your exact measurements... in famous Waverly fabrics, for so little more than the cost of ready-mades. See the Waverly "Drapery Wall" at your favorite department or drapery fabric store and you'll see the hundreds of exquisite decorator designed Waverly fabrics you can select from. Prints, plains, casements and sheers that will enhance the beauty of any room in your home.

Order any length or width in most any style and you'll have it in your home in a few short weeks. Scotchgard® protected against soils and stains so they'll look beautifully new, long after they aren't.

FEATURING ROC-LON®
"RAIN-NO-STAIN"
INSULATED LININGS

Waverly Draperies are available with Roc-Lon® linings that are water-repellent and help insulate window areas.

Send $1 for "Easy-To-Do" Decorating Magazine

Waverly Fabrics
P.O.Box 684 • New York,NY.10036

Enclosed is $1 for my copy of "Easy-To-Do" Decorating magazine.

I'm also enclosing 50c for dozens of actual Waverly Fabrics Swatches.

Over 100 pages of decorating ideas, full color room settings and easy-to-do home beautifying suggestions.
BACCARAT’s quality has been known the world over for 200 years. Today we are still proud of its classical purity of line and variety of styles. Our new Bone China from Limoges, France, is gay, young and colorful as the dawn of a summer day. Our CHRISTOFLE Silver derives its beauty from the supreme simplicity of French period styles. Together, these three names offer the most sophisticated, original top-of-the-table lines at prices you can afford.

Invite beautiful people into our spider web chairs. Then linger thro’ the brandy around a work of art. For a set of design folios, send $5 to Tomlinson Furniture, High Point, North Carolina 27261.

Once acquired, a taste for champagne, like a taste for caviar, is hard to lose. While nature regulates the supply of virgin sturgeon, caviar will always be a luxury; but champagne may well become a commonplace in America if the present trend in the drinking of sparkling wines continues, a spectacular growth rate of 191.5 percent from 1965 to 1970.

That champagne is still looked on as a luxury is due in considerable part to the killjoy attitude of the government—sparkling wines are taxed at a rate twenty times higher than still ones. Start with the federal tax of $3.40 a gallon, add on state tax and local sales tax and you are paying at least a dollar simply for the privilege of drinking bubbles. For when you get right down to it, champagne is basically white wine that turns on with its own naturally produced carbon dioxide, and a little help from the winemaker.

Even in America, all champagnes are not created equal. There are all manner of distinctions and price differentials between the champagnes we buy here, according to their origin, the grape varieties, and the processes that bring them into being. In the upper echelon are the special cuvées, or blends, from France, like Moët & Chandon’s Dom Pérignon, which can cost as much as $16. In the middle range you’ll find the familiar, reliable American names from New York State and California—Great Western, Taylor, Wilmer, Gold Seal, Almaden, Paul Masson, Korbel, Beaulieu, The Christian Brothers among them. At the low end are champagnes with phony-sounding French names, incredibly cheap, made here by the bulk process. For in this country, champagne (with a small c) is a generic term that can legally be applied to any sparkling wine that goes through a second fermentation, made from any kind of grape in any part of the country.

Not so in Europe. By an international treaty drawn up in the days when America was in the dry throes of prohibition and therefore no party to any alcoholic agreement, Champagne (with a large C) is an appellation of origin that belongs to a specific wine made by a specific process (the méthode champenoise) from three grape varieties in the Champagne district of France, a delimited area east of Paris.

French Champagne can be made only from Pinot Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier grapes. The first is white, the others black, but their first pressing yields a white wine. The body, complexity, and rich, full flavor you find in French Champagnes result from the combination of the heavier Pinot Noir with the light, acidic Pinot Chardonnay.

Continued on page 72
Now that you've outgrown wall-to-wall carpet.

It's a sure sign that you have mature tastes. That you're not one of the crowd.

Because truly good taste always demands a sense of reality and genuineness. And is not restricted to any particular style. Like traditional, contemporary, Mediterranean or early American.

Beautiful hardwoods carefully chosen have always been at home with any style. Because they have meaning, reality and substance. Bruce Old English Plank Flooring is a perfect example. It is not an imitation of plank floors of centuries ago. It is the same thing. Down to the genuine wrought iron nails. You'll swear it's 200 years old.

Old English Plank is solid oak. Carefully finished by Bruce in two different shades. You're looking at Ebony shade. And you won't need a battery of servants to care for it. Vacuuming and occasional waxing should do it.

Old English Plank is just one of many beautiful real oak floors by Bruce. It costs about $2.80 per square foot including installation. This may vary depending on location and size of the job. Bruce Floors start about $1 a foot including installation.

Old Bruce Hardwood Floors

Mail to: Bruce Flooring, 1648 Thomas, Memphis, Tenn. 38107

25¢ enclosed for color booklet of oak floors.
Choose from 24 authentic Jamestown colors

All the things you want most in a house paint now come in one easy-on latex by Tru-Test. Distinctive colors... the Jamestown Collection of rich, colonial colors recall the charm of Early America, enhance any home style. Easy application... rich latex glides on effortlessly, no drips or lap marks. Dries tack-free in 45 minutes, cleans up in soap and water.

Excellent protection... this tough finish stands up season after season against mildew, stains, weather and corrosive city smog. Economy... Tru-Test has the hiding power to cover most surfaces in one coat. Keeps on protecting for years without fading, peeling or blistering. This time go easy, go Tru-Test. Gallon, 8.98

Tru-Test Paints are sold only by True Value Dealers, professional hardware dealers who own their own paint factory. For the dealer near you look under "Paint" in the classified phone directory.

True Value
HARDWARE STORES

COTTER & COMPANY • 100% DEALER-OWNED • GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILL.
Ed Wait bought York central air conditioning because we told him it was quiet. You can call him and find out if it really is.

We put lots of time and effort into making York Air Conditioning quiet. And dependable. In fact, we've gotten good enough at it to meet the stringent requirements for the air conditioning used aboard naval submarines.

All of this no doubt impressed Mr. Ed Wait of Atlanta, Georgia, when he decided on York back in September of 1970. But we built a few other sound principles into his Champion Central Home Air Conditioner as well.

The compressor is sealed away in its own compartment with no openings to let noise escape. Some manufacturers put their compressors right under the exhaust fan so that noise is actually pumped right out into the back yard.

And that fan itself is a good reason to choose York. Now you can order a two-speed version that automatically runs at a slower—quieter—speed when the temperature falls below 85 degrees.

But don't take our word for how quiet and dependable York Central Air Conditioning is. Ed Wait has had his unit for a year and a half now. It's had enough time to make lots of noise. Has it? You can call him and find out.

Call Ed Wait toll-free at (800)-233-9361.
The currently popular Blanc de Blancs Champagne, paler, lighter, drier, and more delicate, can be made only from Pinot Chardonnay, not any old white grape that happens to be around. Champagne accounts for only a small percentage of French wine production. With the rigid controls and high prices commanded by the grapes grown in the Champagne district, it is always more expensive than a sparkling wine made elsewhere in France by the same method. More and more of these are showing up in the market here, as the price of Champagne soars through demand and, now, dollar devaluation. They come from the Haute-Savoie, Burgundy, the Loire, and the Rhône and cost about half of what you’d pay for a Champagne aristocrat like Bollinger. The generic name for French sparkling wines is mousseux. Those of Germany are Sekt, and the Italian, spumante.

CHAMPAGNE IN AMERICA

There’s a noticeable difference between American and French champagnes. While some (but by no means all) wineries make their champagne by the traditional, time-honored, and time-consuming méthode champenoise discovered by Dom Perignon in 1679, the end result is never quite the same—and there is no reason why it should be. To compare them is both unfair and unenlightened. American champagnes have their own individual style and character because they are made, for the most part, from totally different blends of grapes. There’s no way of identifying the grapes in the majority of champagnes—all that can be said is that they are mostly white. They vary enormously according to the way the champagne is made and the price it will sell for (more expensive grapes usually go into bottle-fermented wines), and the particular blend the champagne maker at the winery favors, which may be influenced by the varietals that are good in a certain year. Some grapes will be chosen for their fruitiness and softness, others for their acidity.

While California grows both the classic Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes, the climate is warmer than Champagne, the growing season shorter, and the ripening season faster, which brings down the acidity of the Chardonnay. According to wine expert Frank Schoonmaker, this is compensated for by blending a more acid grape like the Folle Blanche or French Colombard with the Chardonnay. Chardonnay supplies the breeding and finesse, the lesser grape the acidity needed for balance.

Very little white Pinot Noir wine goes into California champagne. Schramsberg Vineyard, a small winery in the Napa Valley specializing in champagnes that many wine authorities here and in Europe consider to be outstanding, on a par with the French, has both a Blanc de Blancs that is 70 percent Chardonnay and a Blanc de Noirs with 70 percent Pinot Noir. It was the Schramsberg Blanc de Blancs 1969 that President Nixon chose to be served at the banquet in Peking. The Blanc de Noirs is in very limited supply. Owner Jack Davies says it is the hardest of all to make, requiring more substantial aging and extra labor at the winery.

Apart from the two classic grapes, those most often found

Continued on page 76
Corning makes a new kind of range that actually helps make you a better cook.

You see, with most ordinary electric ranges, there are two things working against your cooking:

(1) Hot spots. And (2) cold spots.

They occur because on a lot of stoves the electric coils get hot, but the little spaces in between don’t.

What’s more, pots and pans don’t always heat up evenly, so you get sauces that curdle, puddings that scorch, and a family that doesn’t always give its compliments to the chef.

A better oven, too.

As for the big capacity oven, of course it’s self-cleaning:

Now in this day and age, there’s nothing remarkable about a self-cleaning oven; except that when our oven self-cleans it stays cooler on the outside than just about any other oven around.

And the inside doesn’t only stay clean; it stays beautiful. Because it’s got two coats of a special porcelain enamel finish that will keep it looking brand new for years.

The Corning Counterange electric range comes in two basic models. The Gourmet model shown here. And another model that’s not quite as fancy . . . or quite as expensive.

Or you can buy our built-in The Counter That Cooks® cooktop. And get one of our single or double wall ovens to match it.

The Corning Promise.

Naturally, at Corning we stand behind every pot, pan and range we sell. And, naturally, we give you dependable, you-need-it service. If something more: the promise. It covers all labor for a year. And for three years.

And we’ll make a promise. Corning’s Counterrange electric range won’t just your kitchen look better. It will your cooking taste better.

For more information the yellow pages under “C” for your nearest Corning. Or write for a complete brochure. Corning Major Appliances. Dept. 16-HG. Corning, N.Y. 14830.

Corning introduces Controlled Heat.

Now look at Corning’s Gourmet Counterange electric range.

You see, or rather, you don’t see, that hidden beneath its smooth, tough, glass-ceramic countertop are over 15 yards of special heating element. They distribute heat under each of the four cooking areas with perfect evenness.

Then, to give you even more precise control, we’ve provided each cooking area with its own separate thermostat.

And that’s just the beginning.

With every Counterange electric range, you get a set of Corning Cookmates® cookware. The bottoms of these glistening glass-ceramic pots and pans are impeccably flat, so they mate perfectly with our flat cooktop. You simply cannot get more even heat distribution, or more precisely controlled heat.

Cookmates + Cooktop = A total cooking system.

Of course you can cook with your own flat-bottomed pots and pans if you prefer. But when you use our range with our Cookmates cookware, you get something unique: a totally coordinated cooking system.

In plain language, this means a simmer stays a simmer, and a rolling boil rolls merrily along, and not messily over. In short, it means you’ll be a better cook.

It cleans better.

What’s more, since our range-
It's a new American Revolution in Carpeting...

and you can afford it! all the carpet in this room costs about $99.00.

It's beautiful, and so easy to put down yourself. Comes in shags, tufted and needlebonds, with built-in cushion.

OTHER NEW IDEAS FROM

LAWNSCAPE — The synthetic turf that goes anywhere.

COLONY POINT. Ozite's great new concept. Outdoor-indoor carpet with raised texture.

CARPET TILES of all kinds, tufted, shags, needlebonds.

BROADLOOM PATTERNS carpeting with decorator styling.

OTHER NEW IDEAS FROM...
5 questions to ask before you buy a dishwasher.

Getting the answers to these questions before you buy could save you a lot of grief later.

1. How powerful is the motor?
   For maximum washing action and dishwasher life, KitchenAid dishwashers are equipped with a 1/2 horsepower motor, the most powerful in any home dishwasher. Other dishwashers have as little as 1/7 horsepower. And the KitchenAid motor is backed by a 5-year warranty. If the motor should fail, it will be replaced at no cost to you during the first year; you’d be charged only for labor during the next four years.

2. Is the wash water filtered?
   A surprising number of dishwashers don’t filter the wash or rinse water. Lack of a filter means that food soil can be put right back on the plate it was washed from.
   KitchenAid has a stainless steel filter, which filters water constantly during the wash and rinse cycles.

3. Will it handle everything I have to wash?
   A number of factors determine this. First, the shape of the racks.
   Obviously, a square rack will hold more dishes than a round rack, because it utilizes corner space.
   KitchenAid has fully usable square racks. In some KitchenAid models, the top rack adjusts to 9 different positions. Lower it. Raise it. Or tilt it to make room for big things in both racks.
   Adjustable dividers in the top rack hold glasses securely in place, fold flat for larger items.

4. How does it dry?
   Cheaper dishwashers use only a heating coil at the bottom of the wash chamber and literally bake dishes. The drying is uneven, and there is always the risk of damaging fine dinnerware.
   KitchenAid uses a heater and a fan located outside the wash chamber to circulate warmed air gently and evenly over the dishes for safe, thorough drying.

5. Who makes the dishwasher?
   Some dishwashers aren’t even made by the companies who sell them. But KitchenAid dishwashers are made and sold by The Hobart Manufacturing Company, the oldest (over 80 years) and largest maker of commercial dishwashers.

KitchenAid
Dishwashers and Disposers

Want to know more? Send coupon to KitchenAid Division Dept. 2DA-5
The Hobart Manufacturing Company Troy, Ohio 45373
Name__________________________
Address________________________
City____________County___________
State_________Zip__________

KitchenaId. Built better. Not cheaper.
in California champagnes are Pinot Blanc, Chenin Blanc, French Colombard, Folle Blanche, Semillon, Sylvaner, Sauvignon Blanc, Sauvignon Vert, Grey Riesling, Ugni Blanc—and from there, almost anything down to Thompson seedless.

New York State vintners may use the viniferas (European varieties like Chardonnay), French-American hybrids, and the native American labrusca varieties such as Delaware and Catawba. Once you could spot a New York State champagne by the heavy, perfumed aroma and flavor of the labrusca grapes, but lately more and more hybrids are being blended, to make lighter and drier wines. Gold Seal Vineyards, with substantial vinifera plantings, put Chardonnay in their Fournier Blanc de Blancs. Widmer is one of the few well-known wineries still to keep the old "foxy" labrusca flavor.

THE METHOD IS THE MESSAGE
In yet another divergence from the French, American champagne can legally be produced by three methods—the méthod champanoise, the transfer process, and the bulk or Charmat process, named for the Frenchman who invented it at the beginning of the century.

For the méthod champanoise, the blended wine is bottled and given a carefully controlled dose of sugar syrup and yeast. This starts a secondary fermentation in the bottle, which goes on until the yeast has converted all the sugar to alcohol, leaving the carbon dioxide in solution in the bottle to build up a terrific head of pressure. The yeast sediment has to be drawn into the neck of the bottle, where it can be frozen and disgorged by the pressure—which has been likened to the wine's "clearing its throat." This involves a lengthy and laborious procedure of placing the bottles in racks at an angle, head down, then giving them a slight shake and turn every day until the sediment has concentrated in the neck. After disgorging, the bottle is topped up with more wine and sugar syrup, according to the degree of sweetness needed for the finished champagne, then recorked and sealed.

The whole business of fermenting and aging the wine on the yeast takes years, usually from three to five, and by remaining so long in contact with it, the wine takes on some of the yeast character. The bubbles, trapped and compressed in the bottle, release in a slow upward drift when the champagne is poured into the glass. Much of the charm of champagne is in the way it meets the eye—the foamy, creamy head and the little starry explosions of the carbon dioxide in the wine. Small, fine, long-lasting bubbles are the visual proof of a champagne made in the traditional way.

In the transfer process, more widely used and quicker, the base wine is bottled, fermented for the second time, and then discharged into a sealed chamber where the sediment is filtered out and the wine rebottled. This is the middle ground of champagne making, practiced in California and New York State, and the results are usually good, sometimes excellent, depending on the quality of the blended wine.

Technically speaking, both these champagnes are bottle-fermented, but champagne made by the first method may carry the words "fermented in this bottle" on the label, while transfer-process champagnes are described as "bottle fer-
If you knew more about bathtubs your knees wouldn’t be cold.

This Eljer bathtub measures 60” long by 30” wide by 14” deep. It’s great for people who have to save space and get maximum economy. Our better tub is 6” longer, 1 1/2” wider and 2” deeper and costs very little more. It is the one for people who want to settle back and soak, knees and all. It is the one for better homes.

The problem is you are like most people who don’t know much about bathtubs or any other plumbing fixtures, so you end up uncomfortable every time you take a bath.

Eljer thinks you ought to have the facts. So, we put together a new brochure called “Everything You Need To Know About Bathrooms But Didn’t Know Enough To Ask.” It isn’t technical, just factual, and it’s yours free if you drop us a note:

Eljer, 3 Gateway Center, Dept. HG, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Building or remodeling? This new guide will help!

This new edition of our free 24-page booklet will help you make the right decisions in the important matter of selecting and installing windows and gliding doors. Send today for this informative, full-color guide packed with helpful hints and facts, plus descriptions of Andersen Windows and Gliding Doors, both Wood and Perma-Shield®.

Please send me your free booklet, "How to get good windows.
Mail to: Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota 55003
I plan to build. I plan to remodel

Name
Address
City State Zip

Andersen Windowwalls

Continued on page 80
Put your foot down. Insist on Congoleum.
No-Wax Shiny Vinyls.

The Cushioned Floor. Soft & Quiet Underfoot.
The Easy-Care Floor. We mean no waxing.
The Drip n Dry Floor. Once over with a mop.
Luxurious New Carpets.

The Barefoot Floor. Thick & rugged & soft.
The Warm Floor. Turns everyplace cozy.
The Fashion Floor. See it and more at your dealer.

Congoleum
Subsidiary of Bath Industries, Inc.
We've built a reputation you can stand on.
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AMERICAN CHAMPAGNE continued from page 78

THE TASTING TEST

There are so many American champagnes to choose from that it becomes something of a feat to sort your way through the maze in search of four or five you really like and can afford to drink, either as a regular aperitif or for a special celebration. The best way to go about it, as with any other wine, is to round up as many different bottles as you can, and start sampling with friends. The odds are not everyone will go for the same thing, for taste is highly subjective.

Recently I gave a tasting of twenty-one different champagnes from New York State and California for a group that was half professional, half amateur, and the range of comments and opinions was marked. Twenty-one are really too many for most people to try at one time, for in the end they all begin to blur together. Six or eight would be a sensible number to start with. Divide them into groups, according to the direction you want to go. You might start with New York State champagnes, then go on to California, trying first the extra dry which, because they have more sweetness, are made from different grapes from the brut; then brut, nature, and the Chardonnays and Blanc de Blancs. Progress from the bulk-process that retail from around $2 a bottle to the medium price range of around $4, and finally the upper echelon champagnes, in quality and price, from leading wineries that reach a top of about $8. If you are not interested in exploring any of these categories, leave them out.

For bottle-fermented champagnes of both types, the following premium wineries have pretty good distribution throughout the country. In California: Almadén, Beaulieu, Buena Vista, Concannon, Inglenoak, Korbel, Ha nn's Kornell, Paul Masson, Mirassou, Weibel. In New York State: Great Western, Gold Seal, Taylor, Widmer. Schramsberg champagnes are hard to find because of the limited quantity, but your wine and liquor merchant may be able to order them.

You taste a champagne just as you would taste an aperitif, judging it on clarity and color, bouquet, flavor in the mouth, and aftertaste, but you should also check the bubbles for size and longevity. A good champagne will not go flat quickly, but retain its effervescence. Remember that about 80 percent of wine appreciation is through the nose. Your palate can only distinguish sour, sweet, salty, and bitter. Smell and taste combined reveal the character and complexities of a wine, tell you whether it is pleasing or displeasing. Even though you don't pour a regular measure of wine at a tasting, do provide glasses large enough to provide glasses large enough to put your nose in and take a good deep sniff. Provide a bowl for emptying the glasses and pitchers of water for rinsing them, as it is rather unlikely that you can run to a fresh glass for each event that there is any left over? You cook with it, that's what. James Beard pours the remains of a slew of bottles into a big glass jar, to ladle over the sauerkraut for next day's choucroute garni .e. The plebeian cabbage becomes food for the soul when it is cooked in champagne, rather than white wine.

GOOD TO THE LAST DROP

What do you do with leftover champagne—in the unlikely event that there is any left over? You cook with it, that's what. James Beard pours the remains of a slew of bottles into a big glass jar, to ladle over the sauerkraut for next day's choucroute garni .e. The plebeian cabbage becomes food for the soul when it is cooked in champagne, rather than white wine.

Continued on page 83
By the time Herb and Eileen Hebert had remodeled, paneled and spruced up their old house in Meriden, Connecticut, they were, as they put it, "a U.S. Plywood family."

We were flattered, and proud, that they felt that way about us, so we offered to show them some possible finishing touches. We wanted to show them, and you, how some of our lesser-known products, used creatively, can give a custom look to even the most modest home improvement project.

That handsome room divider Herb's standing beside is really twenty-one cubes constructed from 12" squares of U.S. Plywood's Duraply®. Some of the cubes have drawers, some are open on one side for books—and the whole easy-to-paint surface got its sunny yellow-and-white paint job in no time flat.

Eileen and Herb are sitting next to an outdoor patio screen made of U.S. Plywood's Sanspray®. Sanspray is actually stone aggregate, laminated to a plywood backing. The screen is nothing more than three 7' x 18" Sanspray panels within a simple wood frame. The 18" x 8" planter is also made of Sanspray...because we wanted to show you and the Heberts how easy it is to cut Sanspray with ordinary tools.

For up on the sun deck, Eileen's pride and joy could be a potting shed, one so ship-shapely designed it folds right up to conceal the shelves when she's not working at it. The frame and shelves are of stained plywood with Micarta® laminated plastic. The gardening tools hang from U.S. Plywood's perforated hardboard. A collapsible canvas awning provides shade and charm.

A finishing touch that intrigued Herb was our new Weldwood Hand-Hewn Beams®, a sure way to add interest to any ceiling. They're ruggedly textured real wood beams that come ready to install—so even a weekend handyman like Herb could put them up.

Weldwood Hand-Hewn Beams can be painted, stained or antiqued to match or contrast with any room, and come in a variety of widths and lengths.

We didn't propose to work any special magic for the Heberts. We just know the creative potential of our products, and there's someone in your neighborhood who knows it, too. He's your local lumber or building supply dealer. He's got the products and the ideas to help you from start to finish whatever the size of your project. Look for him in the Yellow Pages under Plywood.

P.S. If you'd like to add these finishing touches to your home, we'll be happy to supply the plans. Just send 25¢ (to cover handling) to: U.S. Plywood, Dept. P, Box 61, New York, N.Y. 10046.
Now you're cooking out with gas.

It's simple to cook whole meals outdoors with a Charmglow gas grill. Anything that's good cooked indoors will be even better cooked out. You get real outdoor flavor. With no lighter fluids, no ashes, no mess. Gas reaches cooking temperature fast, keeps the exact heat you want. Gas, it's the clean energy for today and tomorrow. So go ahead. Broil, grill, barbecue—cook seven-course dinners outdoors on a Charmglow gas grill. See your dealer, or write Charmglow Products, Inc., Box 329, Antioch, Ill. 60002.

Idea booklet! 24 pages of patio layouts, color photos, complete details on landscaping and accessories. Everything you need to build your own "outdoor room." Send $1 to Dept. B at the Charmglow address above.
or beer. Mr. Beard also makes a melting, delicious Champagne Sherbet. For this, bring 1 cup sugar and 4 cups water to a rolling boil and boil for 6 minutes. Add 1 bottle champagne and heat to volatilize the alcohol. Remove from the heat and stir in the juice of 1½ oranges and the grated rind of 1 orange. Pour into the container of an ice cream freezer, pack with salt and ice, and turn until just softly frozen—sherberts should never be served rock-hard.

Janet Weithas, who is currently writing a book on cooking with wine and spirits, has evolved a rather offbeat Champagne Parfait. Fill each parfait glass ⅔ full with lemon sherbet, stick a glass straw in the center, clear through, and pour brandy through the straw. Fill the glass to the brim with champagne and sip the lovely commingling of wine, spirit, and sherbet through the straw. Mrs. Weithas also likes to baste a baked ham with champagne, after rubbing it with mustard and sugar.

Cooking with champagne might be considered an extravagance, because the precious bubbles disappear and all that is left is the basic white wine, but you'll find sauces made with champagne have a definite subtlety and delicacy that do something quite marvelous to fish, chicken, and white meats. Also, a fine aged champagne will bring its “yeast character” to the dish, adding yet another dimension of flavor.

Mrs. Jack Davies, of Schramsberg, is a superb cook who uses champagne rather more lavishly than most of us. She cautions that champagne primarily can only add the qualities of the wine from which it was made, and a nothing wine

The panels in the house that Herb rebuilt went up easier with Weldwood Panel Adhesive. Easily applied, eliminates most nails, sticks to almost any surface. The panel is Weldwood Cavalier Burgundy.

...trim up
with a little help from U.S. Plywood
Even an average do-it-yourselfer like Herb can get that finished, “professional” look, using Weldwood Prefinished Moldings. In a variety of shapes and compatible wood tones. Panel shown: Weldwood Hawthorne Dark Walnut. WELDWOOD PANELING
Start fresh with Belair.
Just the right touch of menthol.

Take a fresh look at your world, through a pair of Bushnell Binoculars like his. Get them free for Raleigh coupons, the valuable extra on every pack of highest quality Belair cigarettes.

To see over 1000 other beautiful and practical gifts, write for your free Gift Catalog: Box 12, Louisville, Ky. 40201.

Kings, 17 mg. "tar," 1.3 mg. nicotine; Longs, 19 mg. "tar," 1.4 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug. '71
ENTERTAINING
Use apples in their bushel-sized basket as a centerpiece, use other outscaled jars filled with branches at the same time. Forget porcelain or earthenware look-alikes, use the real thing. Big crusty rolls that look like baby loaves of bread, whole shiny bell peppers, whole cauliflowers—all freestanding on a table to shore up a table center of tulips. Use old copper cooking vessels as planters for a window near the table, as serving dishes, ice buckets, wine-coolers. Put pebbles in the bottoms of crystal flower holders, then a tulip or anemone or two in each one and march them along with other containers all over the table, from the center to the edge of dinner plates and wine-coolers and glasses.

DECORATING
Do without walls in the usual sense as the all-one floor does on page 102; as R. Buckminster Fuller describes his house of the future; or as a couple in California did by splitting their cliff-hanging house onto two levels to differentiate big live-in rooms from smaller places where you need privacy. Decorate for lifestyle—a country house look for a city apartment, everything in it could move back to the country next year and work—an important option for people who love the country. Decorate for lifestyle—a tiny house with big interior spaces, big entertaining spaces, but no guest room—on purpose. Decorate for lifestyle—a city apartment full of vacation equipment for people whose work and priorities don’t afford them the time for a city life, a country and weekend life, or long vacations.

COOKING
If you’re barbecuing, use copper wire since string burns—or wrap a lamb in aluminum foil for the first hour over an open fire, then take it off—prevents a heavily charred piece of meat. Hollow out a big brioche and fill it with sandwiches—the bread makes a wonderful container, keeps the sandwiches moist and fresh, as everything should be for entertaining in the summertime. Think about beds of ice to keep things from wilting—from fish mousses to salad greens to melon slices.

GARDENING
Use a garden as though it were another room for summertime entertaining. Remember what you plant in the invigorating spring will have to be maintained through a hot summer. Over a dining room table, make a chandelier of flowers, a porcelain bowl strung up and filled with vines and trailing flowers. Ribbon a set of stone garden stairs with ivy—the one on page 90 happened by accident, the ivy planted on either side of the stairs grew together over the years—now is trimmed to stay. To hang plants, use plastic pots because they’re light, if you don’t like white, paint them black with moss green rubbed down as a second step.

BATHING
Take a big shell and fill it with sponges and soaps next to a big pool or a bath. Have a bed in the bathroom, even a double bed, for a nap. Instead of hanging towels one by one on a rack, stack lots of them in a big open basket. Have a comfortable chair to read in—if it’s a chaise, cram it with pillows.

TIPS FROM THE experts HOW TO MAKE THEIR secrets work for you

This issue’s a book of secrets. Ways to entertain, decorate, garden, cook, bathe, expand, and grow that all boil down to an almost professional attention to detail. The following pages are pictures and accounts by people whose life work has been in one area or another of maximizing life, making it beautiful and fun. Below—ideas scattered throughout the issue.
A garden of Beautiful ideas

Beauty continually renewed is one of the fascinations and deepest satisfactions of gardening. To nurture a house plant so that it leafs or blooms another year, to propagate one plant so that it becomes many, to start with a new clearing and keep working until you have a great and beautiful garden—these arts and pleasures the Pennocks have shared as amateur and professional ever since they built their house, as newlyweds in 1935, in Meadowbrook, Pa. An innovative florist and long-time participant in Philadelphia’s annual flower show, Mr. Pennock has “spent a lifetime with flowers” and is a perfectionist other perfectionists consult on matters ranging from house plants to White House decorations. He designed, for instance, the pavilion of lights on the White House lawn for the ball honoring Prince Charles and Princess Anne on their state visit; the memorable gazebo, topiaries, and aisle arrangements for the Nixon-Cox wedding last June; the new decorations at the White House last Christmas. At the Pennocks’ own “Meadowbrook Farm,” about an hour north of Philadelphia, every room always seems ready for a party. The house abounds with tall flowering standards, hanging baskets, ivy and rosemary trained like small formal trees or amusing topiary—and all reflect one of Mr. Pennock’s basic principles. “Good grooming is a prerequisite to successful gardening.” The plants are exuberant but never out of control; pruning is his favorite chore. “The ideal climate for pot plants,” Mr. Pennock says, “is a copper tray with \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch water in pebbles 1 inch deep.” To keep up the humidity, he recommends spray-misting most house plants daily. He is not adverse to insecticides, if needed, but suggests organic rotenone and pyrethrum sprays only. One of his rules startles some growers: “Underfeed but feed continually.” With every watering he gives his house plants some Peter’s fertilizer, diluted to about half the amount suggested for periodic feedings. (Continued on page 88)
Each of the Pennocks' small linked gardens was wrested from woodland behind their house. Their oldest garden, right, flows outward from the flagstone terrace and provides a handsome view in winter or summer from the living and dining rooms or from a bedroom balcony rimmed with pot plants. A circle within a square, the grass is ringed with hollies, rhododendrons, azaleas, and other broad-leaved evergreens. Hedges of low English boxwood frame curving flower beds that change with the seasons—pansies in spring; begonias or caladiums, petunias or geraniums in summer; chrysanthemums in fall. Fountain and eagle are flanked by weeping hemlock and American holly. From here you stroll down ivyed steps to another round garden, left, and, below, where a lily pool is wreathed in concentric circles of ivy, grass, evergreens and flowers. For a long while the Pennocks' landscaping stopped here, but because this is "a garden that just keeps growing," they opened up another vista and here, the swimming pool and pavilion that you glimpse beyond.

Mr. Pennock likes plastic pots for hanging plants, because they are lightweight and do not dry out as quickly as clay, but he finds the common white or harsh green colors unpleasing. To make them nearly invisible, he sprays them with Krylon ultra-flat black paint, adds moss green, and rubs with cheesecloth to blend. When he buys a contemporary cement planter or figure he sponges on dark brown cement paint, then light brown, and rubs it almost off for a soft weathered look. Every clay pot and container of any sort is immaculate. In the greenhouse new pots are washed with a disinfectant, as are the greenhouse benches and floors; they use Algae-Go. Cuttings are started in flats of sterile perlite, and to encourage healthy growth, root ends are usually treated with a fungicide, Captan. When plants are transferred to clay or plastic pots, they grow in this formula: one-third sterilized soil (this can be bought, but they bake theirs in a Famco oven on the premises because of the quantities used) combined with two-thirds vermiculite, perlite, peat moss, sand, and charcoal, all balanced according to the plant's natural origins and needs. The Pennock greenhouse is open to the public, and house plants and unusual containers are sold partly "to help maintain all this" and partly because Mr. Pennock thoroughly enjoys collecting and growing and teaching new gardeners how to care for his plants' offspring. The Pennocks' outdoor garden is a macrocosm of their garden experience and principles. A series of small gardens, cleared and planted decade by decade, is now a veritable green mansion of intimate rooms, beautiful in all seasons. The evergreen walls are composed of hollies, rhododendrons, azaleas, laurel, hemlock, even English ivy that clambers up the bare trunks of tall white pines. A long axis runs the full length, forming a vista that stretches from a small gazebo beyond the herb garden near the kitchen, through the round gardens, and on to the swimming-reflecting pool and pavilion. Yet you perceive this grand-scale triumph only when you stand at the heart of each seemingly self-contained small area or on the broad stone steps that lead to different levels. Mr. Pennock believes, "No garden should be seen in its entirety from one vantage point but rather be so designed that there always remains an element of surprise as one proceeds from section to section, room to room." (Continued on page 91)
Ivy-ribboned steps, left, join the Pennocks' two round gardens (previous pages). They are crowned with living bouquets in urns and finials shaped like pineapples, symbol of hospitality.

"I didn't train the ivy to cover these risers," Mr. Pennock says, taking a cautionary snip with clippers he always carries in his pocket. Years ago he planted ivy at the sides of the steps and retaining walls, "and once English ivy has a strong root system—in about three years—it goes like wildfire." A second stairway to the swimming pool area, right, has a low ruff of flowering cactus at its base. "I'll have to push that back soon, but right now it's pretty and I just warn everyone to step high." Well-disciplined pots of topiary ivy and thin fountain jets accent the corners of the pool, below. A flourishing pot of dark-leaved begonias and a collection of sea shells adorn the scaling area, below right. "If you're a collector you have to think of new places to put your treasures."

The round gardens were developed in the thirties and forties, the herb and swimming areas in the fifties, the gazebo area and glass room in the sixties, and each new addition simply underlines the harmony of concept. The Pennocks' garden has all the elements of classic design—pavilions, pools, fountains, flights of steps, paths of different textures, statuary, obelisks, urns, secluded places to sit, and a point of interest at every turning. Yet it has a very American offhand elegance and is intensely personal. Every artifact has a story; many were collected on travels or from old gardens belonging to people they loved. They have also surrounded themselves with "the kinds of plants we know or aspired to know." And because the Pennocks entertain often and well, "the garden is a natural adjunct to the house, with the space we need for outdoor living." Its many rooms, levels, and seating places are ideal for their parties that inevitably spill outward. While flowers always fill their house, party or no, and are constantly changing outdoors in neatly hedged beds or in pots that circulate from greenhouse to house or garden, flowers are secondary to the framework of the garden. "I have always felt," Mr. Pennock says, "that for true beauty, a garden's background, much like the bones of a person, must be paramount. Flowers do for a garden only what make-up or handsome clothes do for a woman." His advice to anyone just starting a garden is, "Don't submerge a house in what is erroneously called foundation planting. Consider the growth potential and controllability of your shrubs and trees." He also encourages young people to learn the thrifty skills that can make many plants from one: "Three years ago we had just one miniature euonymus plant, and it has now become six fine low hedges." Another bit of advice: "Remember that what is planted in the cool exhilarating spring must be maintained in the hot enervating summer. Keep things simple. Plant what you will enjoy for many years to come."

GARDEN OF BEAUTIFUL IDEAS:

Space for outdoor living
indoors and out, the Pennocks' "Meadowbrook Farm" overflows with decorative ideas, plans to adapt for small gardens anywhere, and ways to use a few plants to make any room more beautiful. Propagating ideas as well as plants has been a lifetime passion for the Pennocks, and like most dedicated gardeners they are open-handed about sharing their well-thought-out plans, their techniques, and even their house plants' offspring. The Pennocks' greenhouse in Meadowbrook, Pa., may be visited from 10 to 5 Tuesday through Saturday.

Opposite Page:
1. Intimate terrace of basketweave brick at side of house has fuchsias in pots and as standards near love seat; pillows match the flower colors; birdbath base supports still another flowerpot.
2. Painted trellis on walls of card room makes an airy garden background for needlepoint butterfly by Mrs. Pennock; basket of red nasturtiums perches on a column near colorful Haitian painting.
3. Espaliered Magnolia grandiflora thrives on warm south wall of gray stone house and brick terrace; tapestry of English ivy is trimmed back twice a year for neatness.
4. Flight of steps to pebbled landing near swimming pool has fringe of flowering cactus; terra-cotta baskets hold daisies; urn above low teacups hedge trails variegated ivy, hoya, and, in summertime, geraniums and petunias.
5. Icy topiaries and lava rock plantings of hardy sedums and succulents are Pennock specialties, may be bought at their greenhouse open to the public. Favorite ivy varieties for twining on topiary frames: Needlepoint, Shamrock, Pinoak.
6. Grass strip, 80-by-30 feet, near side terrace is fenced by English hurdle remodeled and painted black for a Chippendale look; grass is kept healthy with frequent mowing and watering.
7. A chandelier of flowers for the dining room is a basket of fuchsias on this particular day; Chinese porcelain bowl forms a pool for floating huge roses.
8. Grass path with obelisks forms hallway of hosta and broad-leaved evergreens to a pebbled courtyard with a small gazebo, originally built for the Philadelphia flower show by the late Mrs. Alan Reed.
9. Real garden by make-believe trellis in card room has Asparagus sprengeri in hanging basket mingling with Ficus benjamina; tree is banked with rock and shell collection and flowerpot border of white primula, red anthurium, and kalanchoe.

The garden plan

Round of brick bedded with seasonal flowers marks crossroads of paths that lead to herb garden by the kitchen.

GARDEN OF BEAUTIFUL IDEAS:
Small corners of delight
Anyone who has forsaken a country house for a city apartment knows how traumatic it can be to exchange foliage and flowers for a view of a stone and steel canyon. Anticipating the stress, Mrs. Armene Norris, whose apartment this is, determined that the transition be only physical. In spirit, she was going to live in the country. And she does. Her interior designer, Betty Sherrill of McMillen, Inc., understood the problem and was delighted with the challenge. "Decorating is not designing a stage set," she says, "it's creating something that can move with you. Should Mrs. Norris go back to the country, everything here could go with her and be at home." For her "country look," the designer relied almost entirely on color and pattern. Very little of the furniture is new, but practically everything has been re-dressed for the country look. "That doesn't mean deep-down rural," says Mrs. Sherrill, "but a look with the style of a beautiful garden."

"The background color for a woman," says Mrs. Sherrill, "should play her up, set her off. Mrs. Norris has an extraordinary kind of dark beauty, so in the living room [above top] and [right], the walls are the peach-pink of a Persian melon, the most flattering color for her I could think of. The pink doesn’t stop with the walls, but flows out onto some of the furniture in velvet and flowered silk, as splashes in the rug, then back to one wall in the Cavailles still life over a sofa. The pattern of the flowered silk is an echo of the rug’s, but a sophisticated one. It takes all kinds of flowers to make a garden. And to intensify the feeling of walking into a garden, the round foyer [above] is as formal as a classic rotunda, and almost as empty. It’s a deliberate trick of contrasts, of course, and it works. On one side of the door, you’re totally enclosed in a very pretty cage. On the other, you’re as free as a bird."
Because no one lives in a pink world, however delicious, all the time, the library, above, is richly, shades-of-brown, down to earth. Cork walls, a rug that looks like antelope hide, a velvet sofa. Two chairs are covered in a toile that combines a plaid-on-plaid with a copy of an Hermès scarf printed with old landaus and cabriolets, the kind elegant ladies rode in to show off their new hats in the Bois de Boulogne. A sporting fabric. This is that kind of room. The dining room, right, and below, is not. It works all year, but in midsummer it's a refuge as cool as a mint julep. Steel-framed malachite mantel, green silk curtains—not new but going strong—a green-stained herringbone floor, foliage, and flowers. When Mrs. Norris's mood is neither pink nor earthy, she finds it a lovely place to sit, and although only one dining table is permanent, there are three others stored away. Twenty-four people can dine among the flowers and feel transported.
The 1825 schoolhouse had been abandoned for forty years.

MADE-OVER SCHOOLHOUSE: 
Little house that lives big

What do you do with an old one-room schoolhouse that's full of mice—a schoolhouse with a little low ceiling, no water, nothing? If you are the John Doddses (Mrs. Dodds is stage-TV actress Vivian Vance) you fall in love with it, and buy it and then find an architect—for them, Harry Bates—who doesn’t think you’re crazy. The result: a perfect collaboration and a happy house.

"We found the house when it wasn't even for sale; and then it was in the paper, and we got up at eight and bought it by noon. Then we found Harry. The schoolhouse couldn’t possibly have been done without him. It was nothing inside, but we didn't want to change the look outside. We could have added on, but Harry came up with an ax; and he took the ax and he broke through the ceiling and he crawled up in the hole he'd made and said, 'I'll make you a whole house in the shell.' So we gutted it and put in big windows at the back [below], and a porch at the side because we wanted lots of light. To make the house seem big we painted everything white. The chair in the living room window [opposite page] came off the first I Love Lucy set. And the mirror was Tallulah Bankhead's—nobody ever noticed it in her apartment, but it's just right over our fireplace."

MARC HISPARD
Mrs. Dodds relaxes in a corner of the living room sofa, above, with the dining area behind and bedroom-balcony right overhead. Opposite page: "It seems amazing that in the space of one decent-sized sitting room, we have [Plans, Top Right] a bedroom, two baths, a laundry room and utility closet, a kitchen, a dining room, a living room, and an entrance hall. And all in a 27-by-32-foot space! This house is the easiest house in the world to take care of. With our decorator, Diane Russell, we chose everything to be easygoing. We just toss all the slipcovers into soap and cold water. We never buy expensive material; we get a bolt of fabric we like and just go.

In the bedroom [Top Left] the flowered fabric is everywhere and is matched by wallpaper, which then goes into the bath [Center Right], too. There's a wonderful skylight in the bath; we have lots of skylights [Bottom Right]. We wanted them to bring in light, but we never counted on the pictures they make. With them and Harry's big windows in back, we're like a treehouse. We love being outdoors and love bringing the outdoors in. Everyone asks if all the windows were there. The little round one [Bottom Left] was and the one beneath it was a door to a porch-cloakroom that we took off. Probably the greatest thing, though, is the closet space. Harry used all the eaves upstairs, so we have five closets in our bedroom, and even one 'smash-in' closet—one, you know, where you smash everything in that you don't want."
MADE-OVER SCHOOLHOUSE: House that smiles all the time

"People have said to us, you know, aren't you afraid of architects, but Harry knew all the things that had to be done—like opening up the living room [LEFT] to the roof. The house looks so small from outside and people wonder why we live here, why we bought it; and then they walk in and oh! they just stop because they don't expect it to look so big. And it is big enough: We've had parties for I can't tell you how many people. In the summer we can have eighteen sit down, with spillover onto the porch. This is a joyous house to entertain in, especially because we have only one bedroom and can have no sleep-over guests. Now all our friends want to give up their four-bedroom houses and duplicate this one!"
One spectacular room for living, sleeping, swimming, sunning

What looks like a second house in the south or a weekend house in the country, shown on these pages, is really a city apartment. With a pool dominating the living room, the dining room turned into a kitchen, the distinct impression is that the people who live here want to live the way they want to live—with humor, comfort, and luxury, and the atmosphere of a weekend house all week long. "I simply don't have to go away for vacations," says Micheline Presle the French actress whose priorities created the apartment, "all I have to do is come home." What really is naff about the apartment is the way artist François Arnal has been able to design a luxurious living space using industrial elements.

The chairs, tables, beds are designed by a group of sculptors who also design furniture—Atelier A. The living room-bedroom-pool on these pages has a terrace-sun deck with a pink-striped wall. Looking to the left of the pool, below, the steel spiral staircase lacquered red leads to the floor below, the library wall separates the living room from a large bathroom.

A full view of the pool, left. The cushions are covered in waterproof military canvas, the planking around the pool is also used on the terrace, painted green. The bedroom also adapts gym lockers for closets. The bed is a foam mattress, a frame in Plexiglas with bulbs inside that light up. The windows to either side of the bed are framed, luxury factory fashion in aluminum, the floor blue poured epoxy. The mirror between the windows reflects the living room. Sofa of blue-jean material.
Throughout the apartment the vacation atmosphere never lapses into just-ordinary rooms. The pace is set by big spaces, lots of light, the richness of color and fun fabric worked into an almost industrial framework. The compatibility of these elements—the feel of luxury and the starkness of factory fittings replayed in color—is seen very clearly in the bathroom, left, and, below. The windows open like windows in an industrial loft; red counter is in the same feeling as the lockers—all from Atelier A. The mirror and the softness of a fake-fur wall-to-wall carpeting makes a cheery, zany, comic-strip-colored room.

What appears initially to be a sleek, shiny dining room begins to reveal itself after a time as also being a sleek, shiny, very complete kitchen. Micheline Presle loves to play cook and hostess on the same night and likes to have her guests around her when she's doing it. The shininess of the appliances, shelves, cabinets, right, is carried out in the gleam of the floor and tables—three pushed together make one long one—and chairs all from Atelier A. The vertical louvers at the window, the metallic paper of the ceiling, the gloss of the floor add to the high shine that gives the same feel of luxury that crystal, silver, and mirror do in traditional dining rooms.
The new woman who's around happens to be invisible. People keep
telling each other that this one is totally different. Changed utterly.
Upside down. Inside out. Remodeled. Where is she? No one is quite
sure that they have ever met her. On the other hand, they won't say
she isn't so. "But she doesn't look different." True—because unlike
other Newwomen who have come down across time, you can't see
this one.

You could see the Eighteenth-Century Woman clearly. And when
she stepped out of her ferocious cages of silk and satin and melted
into the Empire or Regency Woman, that was a visual smash no one
could miss. And when the still-Edwardian, gliding World War I
girl exploded into the gyrating, let-everything-go, perpetual-motion
Flapper, the world got a sock in the jaw it could really feel. So what
happened? Woman didn't get up abruptly from the rocking chair
to rock the boat. She simply stepped quietly over an imperceptible
line, pulled up alongside Man to stand even. It has been a long
and anxious journey that had to bypass such hazards as Aristotle
who—in 344 B.C.—decided that "Woman must be said to be an in-
ferior man." Probably such recent milestones as The Pill, new Abor-
tion laws, and Women's Lib really put her across the finish line. So
this time she isn't dressing for the part, she's just woman—every-
where, anywhere.

An example of respect for such a unique fact of life was made
quite dramatically this spring in New York when the Museum of
Modern Art held a show of the sculpture of Henri Matisse. In the
midst of some staggering pieces, a small, even tiny, bronze grabs
the eye. It is a very representational horse, conventional in every
way, except that it is standing with great poise and perfect balance
on its one and only leg. Instantly curious, viewers bend down to
learn the meaning from the inscription. It says simply "Horse.
Matisse apparently decided not to apologize for this horse in any
way, to say that no matter what its state or condition on arrival, it
was a most remarkable feat of nature. So, now wherever woman is, she is someone who has arrived—a presence—Woman.

Well, now that she's here, what does she want? The very question makes many women smile and some men nervous and has sent hordes of social scientists scurrying to analyze, dissect, and decide on those wants. Of course the answers aren't all in—and those that are aren't all that alarming. She doesn't want absolute power or her husband's job or her hand on the big pushbutton. Her wants are sometimes fairly sweeping, but frequently small and always human. As wanting itself is. Once that cool, detached, perfect superhero Robert E. Lee astonished one of his officers by announcing "I am always wanting something...."

She wants one area of her own life completely her own....This pressing need, as much as the financial spur, is often why this woman works and—strikingly—why a significant group of psychiatrists, gynecologists, and interests say that indeed she should, that she must. Some hold that—whether she has to or not—she should work for money; others believe that truly professional volunteer work is more gratifying, more influential. The precedent-smashing jobs (Our mayor is a woman...My rabbi is a woman...Did you notice that the jockey on my half of the double was a girl?..I was stunned to look out the twenty-fifth floor window today and see a woman washing the windows) are gratifying but the true reason for Newwoman to work is to possess a kind of Virginia Woolf Room of Her Own—forever in her life.

She wants to know that she is more ready for change of every kind than change is ready for her.

She wants help help. Help....She wants the pleasure—not the pain—of running her own house and she has finally internalized the fact that live help is becoming as obsolete as the trolley car. So she is asking for pure engineering miracles. And why shouldn't she? For instance, she wants a dishwasher which after it has washed and dried the glasses, will put them away...a vacuum cleaner that she can direct by radar to the far corners of the house while she is reading or sewing or writing poetry—a mechanized, computerized housekeeping machine that she can fill with information daily and that will do the dusting, straighten closets, make the beds, order the groceries and all without having to take nerve pills. Wildly expensive? Of course. How will she pay for it? Probably the way that Mr. Alfred Eisenprise—a philosopher, merchant, and vice-president of Allied Stores—has decided that from now on woman is going to get what she wants with what he calls The Trade-off—a certain system of priorities in which she swaps one thing she'd like for some other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better. Far too pragmatic now to ask for the world on a platter, she will settle for half the world, giving up a certain other thing she'd like better.

She wants out of ten....just in case she sometimes wants to behave herself like her admirable foreman....

She wants to change her habits....She is far more willing now to accept what was once outlandish and impossible. Lately she welcomed a seminar, staged by the Department of Agriculture, that was dedicated to taking the sacred attitude away from food. It suggested that she consider bugs. Beetles are a high source of protein, grasshoppers are packed with chlorophyll, and silkworms, delicious.

She wants to change her habits....She is far more willing now to accept what was once outlandish and impossible. Lately she welcomed a seminar, staged by the Department of Agriculture, that was dedicated to taking the sacred attitude away from food. It suggested that she consider bugs. Beetles are a high source of protein, grasshoppers are packed with chlorophyll, and silkworms, delicious.

She wants to grow away from the uptight puritan ethic—and all that guilt—to live easily within the new sexuality.

She wants to be feminine rather than feminist....to be loved, loving and giving, outgoing, wanted, needed, and rewarded all the time with wonderful presents...Even though she may not become involved personally in Women's Lib, she does feel obliged to them for many things (such as making the put-down of women forever unattractive). She believes that Women's Lib is her Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines and is grateful.

She wants to make eccentric jewelry at home and sell it to her friends or whatever that line from Applause says...what she really wants to do is her own homework by being creative at home...she might have her own loom like the Lady of Shalott or make her own design for clothes with a sure hand...or invent her own brand of cookies and sell them for profit...in any case she sometimes wants to behave herself like her admirable foreman....

She wants to become committed....to find a cause after her own heart and go whither it goes...whether it's Friends of Animals that leads her to giving up all furs that are endangered species or Friends of the Earth or the Sierra Club or Nader's Raiders or some political party that turns her on...and she might even consider getting into ecology even if that has become a cliché. (Last February one of her friends who is into it got a wonderful Valentine reading To My Biodegradable Love.)....

She wants to go to China.

She wants to become committed....to find a cause after her own heart and go whither it goes...whether it's Friends of Animals that leads her to giving up all furs that are endangered species or Friends of the Earth or the Sierra Club or Nader's Raiders or some political party that turns her on...and she might even consider getting into ecology even if that has become a cliché. (Last February one of her friends who is into it got a wonderful Valentine reading To My Biodegradable Love.)....

She wants to go to China.

She wants to make eccentric jewelry at home and sell it to her friends or whatever that line from Applause says...what she really wants to do is her own homework by being creative at home...she might have her own loom like the Lady of Shalott or make her own design for clothes with a sure hand...or invent her own brand of cookies and sell them for profit...in any case she sometimes wants to behave herself like her admirable foreman....

She wants to go to a party and be listened to with the same rapt interest and eye-contact attention women have been extending to men all their lives.

She wants out often....just wants to slam the door of her house and take off—not from, but with, her family—for Thanksgiving in London or Fourth of July in Iceland or to visit some friends...or take in a Fair or a National Park and feel new places, people, things springing up around her....

She wants to be the Newwoman she is and hopes one day that her old man will become Newman someway....
FOR BEAUTY, HEALTH, LUXURY, THE LIBERATED BATH

A bath doesn't have to be a laboratory or just the place where you happen to brush your teeth. A bath can be the most glorious personal statement of you and your living style in the whole house. A stifled bath somehow inhibits even the most routine uses of that room—so liberate it! Even a small space can radiate all the good feelings of beauty, of health, of luxury. And sometimes even the littlest details can give a room an illusion of great space. On the following pages are lots of ideas to make your bath a beautiful place to relax, and three very different baths that, each in its own very particular way—whether on a large scale or small—certainly is more than merely a room to bathe in.

A marvelous room for total relaxation is a huge space—over 17-by-18 feet—that lends an aura of an indoor garden. Lined with bands of luminous beige and white marbles, it is a room centered with an expansive 8-foot-square sunken pool lined with the same marble set in a geometric pattern. A special wall switch turns the water on, controls the temperature, and then turns the water off when the tub is full. Painting by John Day; towels from Porthault. Bath designed by Ronald Bricke of Burge-Donghia.
THE LIBERATED BATH: COVER TUB AND FIXTURES AND A BATH BECOMES A LIVE-IN ROOM

It is often said that the only place a man can really be alone is in his office, or in his club—or in his bath. So why not combine the luxuries and privacy of all into one? For the man who conducts much of his business from the telephone, his bath can be the perfect retreat, a comfortable and quiet place for relaxation and for work with a battery of private phones right at hand. On this page the phones are placed right next to a sofa, right, which is, in fact, the bathtub—and a massage platform, too. The lid flips up; it is covered in nubbly fake Persian lamb, which also covers backrest and pillows. Additional pillows drop down over the toilet and the bidet, below. All fixtures are set into wood platforms; the wood, with a magnificent burl grain, is especially treated against water staining. On the walls and floor: carpeting textured to simulate terry cloth. This carpeting is a neutral backdrop for a frieze of paintings and for a collection of trophies and photographs. Bath designed by Piero Pinto for Count Giorgio Borletti.

When the lid is down, center right, the bathtub becomes a sofa for telephoning or even a nap, or a massage platform. The lid snaps up, right, and clips to the wall when the tub is used for bathing. A nest of tables, above, is inlaid in random patterns, holds a collection of bottles and a game of dice. Behind the tables, a carpeted panel in the wall slides to reveal a closet.
CARPETING WARMS A SMALL BATH, MIRRORS MAKE IT LARGER

The truly luxurious bath need not be large at all to create an ambiance of well-being and beauty. In the bath here, carpeting has been used in the most magnanimous way to lend continuity, warmth, and also spaciousness to the room. This beige-and-white bouclé acrylic is interrupted only by shiny mirrors and gleaming fixtures, each fixture and each object a sculpture in the setting.

Flowers, powders, and towels are soft, colorful accents. Bath also designed by Piero Pinto, or his associate Evelina Schapira.

Mirrors ring three walls of the bath, left, and, below left, bringing endless horizons into the otherwise rather small room. Their shiny surfaces are complemented by a sleek stainless steel cylinder, below, which looks like a freestanding sculpture but which is, most boldly, the shower. More reflections: shimmering bottles, a glistening tractor seat, and a pyramidal ashtray also designed by Pinto.
ZEST FOR A BEAUTIFUL BATH

A place for relaxation, a place for exercise, a place, above all, for beauty: Here are ideas to make any bath more luxurious. In a leisurely corner, toss a couple of antique-patched pillows, 1, onto a chaise. Here's one that's 14 inches square and backed with velvet; it was designed by Elisa Daggs. At Obelisk.

2. Bring the jungle indoors with "Alsace," a leafy wallcovering with tropical cockatoo; its border is matched by "Metrico"-patterned fabric of cotton, rayon, and mohair. Van Luit.*

3. Hair dryer with extended hood stands 22 inches high, has a special attachment just for wigs—and one of the four heat settings is for wigs, too. Hood can tilt back to accommodate largest rollers, and there's a special compartment for bobby pins. Sunbeam.

4. "Eclipse" bathroom scale comes in six colors, weighs itself, a mere 5 pounds, and measures 11-by-12 inches. Bold numbers say: Don't forget your diet! Hanson.

5. Your shower becomes a Garden of Eden when enclosed by a flowery curtain made of washable cotton duck. Jolo.

6. Take a snack to tubside on a butterfly faience plate hand decorated by Guillot. At Mayhew.

7. In the remodeled London town house of the Frank McCones, padded vinyl covers the floor and drops down into the hexagonal tub. Textured steel doors slide away to reveal closets.

8. "Tripleheader" cord model shaver has a special dial
to control shaves at nine different settings to assure comfort. Bonus: pop-up trimmer and travel case. AC/DC, 110/220 volts. Its companion shaving mirror is lighted from behind to evenly illuminate face and neck. Both by Norelco. 9. Combination cordless toothbrush and electric Water Pik sit in compact countertop unit; there are four color-coded interchangeable tips for each. AC, 110/120 volts. Teledyne Aqua Tec. 10. Low, gently contoured Italian floor lamp seems to hover over the floor like a spaceship. It is made of translucent plastic, was designed by Cadouro. 11. Photographer Francesco Scavullo knocked out a wall in his bedroom to accommodate his bath. Paintings are his own; the deck chair comes from a steamer. 12. "Personal Beam" bathroom scale takes on tiniest and largest people despite its compact size—it's only 32 inches high with a 10-by-13-inch platform; capacity is 300 pounds. Borg-Erickson. 13. Make-up mirror is actually two in one; the regular mirror flips to a magnifying side. Four large bulbs cast soft light, 139⁄8-by-11-by-5 inches. At Hammacher Schlemmer. 14. Lots of tulips blossom boldly in natural-hued baskets on "Sussex," a washable wallcovering of Tyvek. By Woodson.* 15. A star-shaped occasional table could hold creams and lotions and other miscellany on two of its points; table comes in 18-inch and 22-inch heights. Designed by artist Gary Grant in fiberglass, wood. 16. Fiberglass portable steam bath weighs only 62 pounds, requires no plumbing, plugs into any ordinary outlet. It is so watertight that it can be used on a carpeted floor with no fear of spills. Adjustable five-position seat, foam backrest, towel bar. Steam generator and control panel can be removed. A thermometer and bell timer are set in the door where they can be seen. Battle Creek. 17. "The Skin Machine" is a battery-operated soft-bristle brush for deep-down facial cleansing; an automatic control prevents too much pressure. Clairol. 18. Rowing machine with no motor leaves all firming and toning-up to you. By Battle Creek.  

*Through decorators. Shopping data, page 141.
1. Breeze-swept pillow covers dappled with ferns are specially for tucking behind your neck. At Porthault.

2. You choose your tables, and then they are covered with handpainted wallpaper, which may or may not match your bath, as you wish. They're lacquered to resist staining. Tables and wallpaper, Charles R. Gracie.*


4. Architect Milton Harry and associate Robert Whitton designed an all-white bath for artists Sebastian and Annie Trovato. The sunken tub, a quarter-circle segment of mosaic tile, is matched by a domed skylight overhead. A Trovato columns-of-wood sculpture holds perfumes. Powerful little hair dryer is only 5 1/2 inches long, 3 1/2 wide and 2 deep, and weighs 11 ounces. A safety switch shuts it off if the vent openings are covered. Braun.

5. Rattan chair with rawhide bindings has seat encased in "Printemps," linen-cotton print. Chair by McGuire* and fabric by Francisca.*

6. A real fern shines inside a translucent candle designed by Erik L. Wood for World of Difference; underneath, more "Fernery" on cotton fabric by Woodson.*

7. Indians of South Dakota stitched this cozy bedspread, which is washable and reversible. Dakotah Handcrafts. At Lord &

10. Keep everything for the bath on a bright tub tray, which has its own mirror too. Martin S. Garment. At Bloomingdale's.

11. Heated comb has built-in spray mister for instant wet styling. Also waves, straightens, curls, and adds body. Comes with two combs—wide- and fine-toothed—and double bristle brush. Sunbeam.

12. "Fougère" is a fern-printed fabric that's all cotton. Tressard. 13. Bamboo twists, laces guest and fingertip towels designed by Constance Leiter and appliquéd by hand. At Saks Fifth Avenue.

14. Bathroom scale is available in four colors, comes with a pair of washable mats—one is the color of the scale itself and the other is an alternate hue. Terraillon.

15. Adjustable sunlamp unfolds to a full 47 inches in height on its steel tripod stand. An automatic timer turns the lamp off; the lamp itself can be set for a tanning ultraviolet light or for an infrared heat. Goggles are included. Sperti.

16. Here's another table that you can choose and then have wrapped in handcolored and lacquered wallpaper. This one is 48 inches long and has two drawers. Also Charles R. Oracle.

17. On this versatile exerciser you can swim, cycle, row, and do sit-ups. The vinyl-padded slant board is lifted off when you want to use the seat on rails for, for instance, rowing. The exerciser weighs only 36 pounds. Sears.

18. Portable massage table—27 inches high, 24 wide and 72 long—folds into a 5-inch-deep envelope. It is padded with a polyfoam cover and is completely rigid when set up. Battle Creek.

19. Portable sunlamp comes in its own carrying case, weighs 4 pounds. A timer can be set up to 30 minutes, and it turns the lamp off automatically. Goggles come with the sunlamp, and there's a built-in mirror, too. Rival.

20. "Computa Clock" glows mysteriously in its smoky translucent cube, the numerals gleaming the neon hour in European style. Measures 9 inches square. At Georg Jensen.

21. Electric heated shaving cream dispenser holds almost any standard can, be it the 11-ounce or the 6-ounce size. The dispenser preregulates temperature, emits the shaving cream, and shuts off automatically. Can hangs from its own wall bracket. General Electric.

22. Paper that old chest with a strawberry-design patent vinyl wallcovering by Instock. Rickrack shower curtain is flocked Dacron lined with heavy plastic. Jakson.

23. Belt massager has two speeds, low for light massage and high for a deeper penetrating one. Belt adjusts for long or short stroke action. Massager stands 36 inches tall. Toastmaster.

*Through decorators only. Shopping information, page 141.
And of all the designs
Thus far formulated by humans
None have been
As adequately anticipatory
Of the probable reoccurrences
Of yesterday's experiences—
Positive and negative
Large and small
Frequent and infrequent
Sudden and slow—
And therefore as
Progressively comprehensive
Complexly adequate,
Economically exquisite
Powerfully eloquent
And regeneratively reinspiring
To further evolutionary perfection
As is
The sailing ship.

It is visually obvious
Even to the inexperienced viewer
That the sailing ship is designed
To cope with nature's
Most Formidably hostile
Environmental conditions
For human survival,
Those existing at the interface
Of the ocean's and the atmosphere's
Ofttimes tumultuous ferocity,
Where, for long and most often,
Of all places around Earth
An unprepared, ill-equipped humanity
Usually perished.

For it was the many lethal experiences
With those myriad
Of awesomely demanding conditions
Witnessed by a few fortunate survivors
Which progressively invoked
Man's subjective discovery
And objective invention
Of general engineering principles
As well as the foundations of mathematics
From which in turn he evolved
Not only competent naval architecture
But such other mathematical essentials as
Chronometers, compasses, charts
Spherical trigonometry, sextants
And celestial navigation,
And thereby derived
Instrumentally guidable safe passaging
Of multitonned vessels
Scudding along under full sail
Ocer the rocks and shoals permeated
Great ocean waters
Under the invisible conditions
Of night, fog and high seas.

And sailing ships
Unlike bulldozers
Do no damage to the sea, land or sky
While employing the windpower
Without any depletion
Of the vast wealth of universal energy.

And because the sailing ship's beauty
Is the unpremeditated consequence
Of omni-integrity in designing
Both its comprehensively anticipatory
performance as a ship
As well as the technology of its building,
That functional beauty has inspired
The high-seas sailorman,
Voyaging safely within its womblike hold
Not only reproductively to proliferate
The successful prototype designs
But also spontaneously to identify
Sailing ships
As females.

Three quarters of our planet
Is covered by water.
And in developing the ability
To live at sea
And thereby to integrate
The world around occurring
But very unevenly distributed
Gamut of physical resources and knowledge,
And thus ultimately to make all resources
Available to the integrated production
And distributive service of all humanity
(Despite the world-around
recurrent formidable conditions),
Humanity has manifested
Its greatest comprehensively anticipatory
Scientific designing effectiveness
In the high-seas sailing ship
The by-products of which have been
His establishment of a science-founded
World-embracing,
Scientifically laboratorial,
Search and research navigated,
Speed of light intercommunicated,
Industrial mass-production complex—
Out of which, in turn, has come, evolutionarily,
Humanity's mastery of sky
And interplanetary travel
And its biochemical conquest
Of physiological disorders
Of the human organism
And possibly soon to come
The adequate physical sustenance
Of all mankind.

Key to humanity's scientific discoveries,
Technical inventions,
Design conceptioning
And production realizations
Has been a phenomenon
Transcendental to humanity's
Self-disciplined
Objective concentrations of thought
And deliberate acts—
A phenomenon transcendental to humanity's
Consciously disciplined inventive capabilities.

That key is the first
And utterly unpremeditated event
In all discovery, invention and art.
It is humanity's intuitive awareness
Of having come uncannily upon
An heretofore unknown truth,
A lucidly conceptual,
Sublimely harmonic,
Regenerative relationship of a priori Universe
An eternal principle—
And then moments later
A second intuitive awareness
Regarding what the conceiving individual
Must do at once
To capture the awareness of
And secure the usefulness of
That eternally reliable generalized principle
For all humanity
For now and henceforth.

Again and again,
Step by step,
Intuition opens the doors
That lead to man's designing
Of more advantageous rearrangements
Of the physical complex of events
Which we speak of as the environment,
Whose evolutionary transition ever leads
Toward the physical and metaphysical success
Of all humanity.

And because its design
Permits humanity to live anywhere
Around our planet's watery mantle
And because this sailing craft
We are now to launch
Is the epitome of design competence—
As manifest at this moment
In the forever forwardly mounting and creating
Of design capability—
We herewith give
To this world-around decadable
High-seas sailing craft
EDITOR'S NOTE: Intuition is the title of R. Buckminster Fuller's new book to be published May 5 (Doubleday, $4.95), his fifteenth, and a poetical synthesis of his total philosophy. We publish here a fraction of the soliloquy that he wrote after the launching of his new ocean-cruising sloop in July 1968. Dr. Fuller, the visionary architect, inventor and philosopher, creator of the geodesic dome, poet, mathematician, engineer, author, and talker (his achievements span 144 lines in Who's Who) is now 76. He continues to live in a constant flurry—of catching planes, traveling many thousands of miles a year to give lectures, design new projects. Beverly Russell, House & Garden's interviewer, found him grounded recently in New York, in an inconspicuous hotel room—but not for long. While the interview proceeded friends around were packing suitcases, gathering books, piling papers into brief cases—and he was off, to lecture in Canada. She began the conversation. . . .

DR. FULLER: My very great friend and architect the late K. Lönberg Holm said to me in 1929 that the really great architect will be the architect who produces the invisible house where you don't see roofs or walls. I've thought about this, thought about it a lot, the ultimately invisible house—doing more with less and finally coming to nothingness.

HOUSE & GARDEN: How will we do away with walls?

DR. FULLER: Well, why the wall? You might think of the geodesic dome evolving. You get your pipes and wires to a point on a piece of land, and you bring your big transparent dome and put it over the meters and the services. Then you get your mobile home (it is a perfectly good package, that's all it is really, a shoebox full of refrigerators, inspring mattresses and so forth, and it's a very uncomfortable package because it is designed for highways, which are narrow and have bridges) . . . and you forget about the idea as a house. You roll it in under the dome, under the environmental control and you throw the package open. You put up some rose bushes, you have a garden under the dome. You have your equipment and you can deploy it anywhere. You can go around a rose bush and suddenly there's a lovely little platform, and that's your living room. And you go around some more rose bushes and there might be a bathroom. Of course, it doesn't rain, you have the environment under control. In a sense that's what the Almighty has done already, how birds are able to nest in the trees. They have an environment that is compatible, so they don't need any walls.

HOUSE & GARDEN: This sense of intuition—have we all got it and can we all develop it?

DR. FULLER: I am convinced that no sense that we have, no capability that we have, isn't in everybody. Everybody has this intuition very, very powerfully, but most of us today are so quickly frustrated about things, that we learn not to listen to our intuitions.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Frustrated . . . ?

DR. FULLER: From childhood, we're conditioned to certain ideas, frustrated. We reach for matches and we get slapped on the hand and told, "No, matches are dangerous." It goes back to an inferiority complex because there used to be a big master and he had a whip and if you started to make a move, he said, "Now get back in line. Don't do anything, never mind what you think." You knew in the twenties, thirties, and forties, intuition was literally a dirty word in the sciences. The very academic working scientist maintained that there was no mystery of this universe, nothing that man couldn't find out. It was all just man and pragmatics, atheism, and so on. But suddenly two different experts looked for common factors leading to great discoveries. Northrop at Yale and another one, and they collected the letters, diaries, and communications in general of a group of scientists that everybody would agree were great scientists, people who had made a very particular major contribution in the whole history of man. They looked in these letters and diaries and not only theirs, or their wives' but in their intimate friends'. They studied the writings and communications of all these people just before, and at the time, or immediately after making the discoveries. They were looking for something in common in each of these great scientists.

HOUSE & GARDEN: And they found one?

DR. FULLER: The one thing they found common to all of them was that their diaries declared spontaneously that the most important single item in connection with their great discovery was intuition. The number one factor in their making the great discovery of a principle that was a priori in the universe that nobody else had been able to discover, was intuition. Their writings also said that the second most important factor was the second intuition that came about thirty seconds later—about what to do about what they had just discovered. So we have these beautiful documents and since that time people have been going back in literature and sure enough found other great scientists talking about the primacy of intuition and now intuition has suddenly become respectable to even the most advanced ranks of science.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Are there other senses we can cultivate apart from intuition?

DR. FULLER: There are many capabilities we have that we don't use. Nature has given us failsafes, you know. If somebody is born blind, nature has ways to help him get along. I know something about this because up to the age of four, when I began to wear glasses, I couldn't see any details at all. Everything was blurred. My older sister was always talking about what she could see and because I couldn't see anything but color blurs, I thought she was making it all up. So I began to use my imagination and started telling her all the things I could see, only I was making it all up. I couldn't see them at all. Nature gives imagination to all of us. My stories were so fantastic, everybody laughed, until suddenly they realized what was the matter with me. But in the meantime, I'd so exercised the imagination that we really all have, that it was very active. And since then I've noticed many other failsafe senses of handicapped people coming into play.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Can you talk about these?

DR. FULLER: It's perfectly clear that there is a class of experience we call telepathy, which though (Continued on page 198)
To each his own area: Mr. Friedman has a lengthy desk space with shelves above in a study off the main living room, above left. Daughter Alison, fourteen, has a studio bedroom, center, where she designs and makes doll houses, papier-mâché sculpture, toys, and other handpainted things. For Mrs. Friedman, a devoted needlewoman, cupboards in the studio open up to offer sewing space, right. John, a ten-year-old sportsman, has a playroom bedroom, opposite page, top left, with an antique ship's bunk and a quilt, made for his grandfather.

“Rooms to Be Together”

“As a family, we didn’t want to live in one giant room that goes on expanding,” Mr. Friedman said. “We each like our privacy to do things on our own. So we made the house on two levels, with upstairs public rooms, spacious and grand, so we can enjoy ourselves when we do want to be together. But we have different spaces within the house so that we can be by ourselves and do whatever we want to do alone.” On the lower level, the master bedroom has a separate sitting room with a deck. “My wife and I didn’t want to be relegated to the bedroom when our children entertain, so having this separate apartment downstairs has been a real help,” he added. “We’re actually on the east side of the island so we start to lose the sun rapidly in the afternoon. That’s why the house is oriented to the south and has skylights. I wanted it to feel airy and bright on the inside, so everything is white. On the outside, I wanted it to blend in with the landscape, so everything is timber. Between the two we have a nice comparison.”
An architect's house for his own family:

BUILDING INTO THIN AIR FOR A FANTASTIC VIEW

People thought the steep hillside property on Belvedere Island in San Francisco Bay was unbuildable—until architect Rodney Friedman came along and put up this remarkable redwood house for his own family, with a great living deck space projecting way out into thin air. To capture the fantastic bay view, almost every wall is opened up with glass; still more glass in the roof lets in blue sky. The nautical feeling is entirely intentional. The Friedmans are keen sailors and have two boats moored in the bay.
An architect's house for his own family:

Instead of a family room, there's a tile-floored studio (see plan, below), with sliding doors onto a deck and access to a large storage space and wine cellar. "It's really a craftsroom," Mr. Friedman went on. "We can get in here, paint, do any project and leave it out. This is where my wife sews. It's a catchall space, where we can have coffee or breakfast, and we don't have to worry about messing things up." The ceiling in the living room, right, is 20 feet high, designed partly for light and partly for Mr. Friedman's side interest, photography. He projects slides in this space on a pull-down movie screen concealed in the ceiling beam separating the main living area from the dining space. The big deck at the bay view end of the room extends 10 feet and is 18 feet wide, "suspended from steel tie rods just like the Golden Gate Bridge, so it doesn't need an elaborate supporting structure. I think it worked out rather well."

Glimpsed through the trees, left, the house from the marina. Above: Floor plans show living spaces and garage on the top story, sleeping spaces and laundry on the lower level. The parents have what amounts to a private apartment, with bedroom, sitting room, and sauna bathroom. Right: Two views of the living room decorated with classics—Oriental rugs, Breuer chairs, a Thonet rocker.
Superb food in a surprise setting: Secrets of a successful party

Lucullus, the Roman gourmet who marketed for his banquets from one end of the Mediterranean world to the other, was a clever host. He knew that food always tasted better when served to amusing people in a beautiful setting—or to beautiful people in an amusing setting. Here are nine tables with a surprise up their sleeves. For each party there are menus wheedled out of great party givers, and to set off the food, some pretty examples of the arts of the silversmith, glassmaker, and ceramist.

A late supper, above, becomes an in-the-round fantasy in a living room with mosaic walls of polished pebbles, a steel floor with the sheen of silver. On the table: “Williamsburg” sterling by Stieff; metal plates from The Plough Tavern Series by Wilton; “Oxford” crystal by Imperial. Interior design and table setting by Phillipps and Dixon.

Right: Pretty luncheon in a library surprised by spring with pussy willows sprayed high above a scarlet table, potted flowers on the sill of each latticed window. “Colonial Theme” sterling by Lunt; “Palmyra” oven-to-table porcelain by Royal Worcester; “Diamond Thumbprint” stemware by Viking. Table setting by Zajac & Callahan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Late Supper for Four</th>
<th>Luncheon for Six</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold Ham and Chive</td>
<td>Mediterranean Soup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omelettes (Giboulettes)</td>
<td>Rice Salad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheeses: Brie, Bel Paese, Wensleydale</td>
<td>Spinach and Endive Salad, Olive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crusty French Bread</td>
<td>Oil and Lemon Juice Dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapes, Pears, Apples</td>
<td>*Pineapple and Oranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wente Bros. Pinot Chardonnay</td>
<td>Anjou Blanc 1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Recipes start on Page 132.*
A Sunday night supper, above, starts off with crudites, the crunchy raw vegetable tidbits that make the cocktail hour seem an innocent pleasure. Starting at the same time—but not to be eaten—a bumper crop of vegetables-in-the-whole, so perfect they look like faïence, are arranged as the table centerpiece. An aigrette of tulips shoots up dead center, and here and there are loaves of country bread, too beautiful to eat, too delicious not to. “Mandarin” sterling (a brand-new variation on the bamboo theme) by Towle; “Sophie” porcelain by Royale Limoges; “Hawkins” crystal by Tudor. Interior design by David Whitcomb. Right: A dinner celebrating spring in two ways: The centerpiece is the simplest and one of the most effective a table can wear—a little pot garden of spring flowers, and not in fancy cachepots. Just plain, garden variety terra cotta. To eat? What else but baby spring lamb and the first asparagus of the season, as tender as a crocus, and undoubtedly more digestible. “Belvedere” sterling by Lunt (their newest pattern); “Blue Tree” china and “Revelry” crystal by Lenox. Interior design by Gilman & Brown for Mr. and Mrs. Michael Martin.

Secrets of a successful party:

**Vegetables to eat, spring flowers to look at**

**Sunday Supper for Six**
- Crudites Coarse Salt
- Pâté Maison
- Country Breads
- Cheeses
- Fruit
- Almadén Mountain
- White Chablis

**Spring Dinner for Four**
- Warm Asparagus Vinaigrette
- Rock of Baby Lamb
- Green Beans and Flageolets
- Tomato Salad Anchovyade
- Macédoine of Fruits
- Château Lafon 1964

For shopping information, see page 141

*Recipes start on page 132*
Secrets of a successful party:

Tabletop topiary, salad supper Italian style
The green sculpture known as topiary is always amazing (who had the time, the skill, the patience?), but to find it in the garden room of a city apartment, left, in this case the penthouse of Mr. Robin Farkas, is sheer delight. The centerpiece for a luncheon table, the little green garden required neither clippers nor privet, but was made of myrtle and mimosa thrust into an armature of water-absorbent foam. This takes a little time, but hardly, like an English maze, a hundred years. “Chantilly” vermeil flatware, “Lorenzo de Medici” china, “Elegance” stemware—all by Gorham. Centerpiece designed by Horst and executed by Robert Perkins of The Greenery. Below: Dining in an artist’s studio is like stepping up over the footlights at La Boheme. We become romantics, eating a feast of salads at a table drawn up to a banquette padded with nothing so mundanely practical as foam rubber, but a vivid Moorish rug. “Feather Edge” sterling by Tuttle; “Persepolis” china, its pattern inspired by a thistle taken from a piece of old Persian pottery in the Louvre, by Ceralene; “Brummel” crystal by Baccarat. Oak dining table from Elux C. Puttting; Fernando Maza watercolor from Galeria Bonino; Matisse Blue Nude from Poster Originals; flowers by Dick Champion of Terrestris. Interior by William Machado. For shopping information, see page 141.

**Luncheon for Four**
- Misted Melon Balls
- Saddle of Lamb en Croute
- Fennel Purée
- Salad of Bibb Lettuce and Watercress
- Poached Vanilla and Raspberry Peaches with Spun Sugar
- California Cabernet Sauvignon

**Dinner for Six**
- Melon and Prosciutto
- Seafood Salad
- Parsley Rice Salad
- Arugula Salad Dressed with Oil and Lemon Juice
- Italian Bread Sweet Butter
- Zabaglione
- Villa Antinori Red
- Villa Antinori White

*Recipes start on page 132*
Dinner for Eight

Watercress Soup
Duckling with Apricot Sauce
Stir-Fried Green Beans and Water Chestnuts
Snow Pea Salad with Shallots
(Olive Oil and Lemon Juice Dressing)
*Poached Pears
Almond Tuiles
Château Bouscaut 1964
Château Bouscaut Blanc 1969

Luncheon for Four

Tomato Consommé with Lemon
*Poached Salmon in Aspic
Salad of Boston Lettuce and Céleri Rémoulade
Brioche
Cœur à la Crème
Pouilly Fuissé Joseph Drouhin

*Recipes start on Page 132
Secrets of a successful party:

Flowers in crystal, flowers in baskets

Three artists—painter Frank Stella, sculptor Louise Nevelson, flower arranger Robert Perkins—make this dining room, opposite page, part gallery, part hothouse, all brilliance. Held in a clust of crystal urns and vases circled around a tiny aquarium and its goldfish, the flowers have an exoticism they never knew in the garden. “Pointed Antique” sterling by Reed & Barton; “Brush” earthenware and “Evening Mist” crystal by Franciscan. Sculpture from The Pace gallery. Interior design by Ala Damaz and Roland Dick for Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kane. Way up high, where so many New Yorkers live, a luncheon table, above, has pulled up stakes and moved with its basket of flowers into the sun and the leafy green company of a ficus tree. “Golden Modern Baroque” flatware by Oneida; “Onyx (Green)” china by Aynsley; “Sheila” crystal by Waterford. Interior design by Mario Buatta; centerpiece by Robert Perkins of The Greenery.
Secrets of a successful party:

Tables in sunny windows, tables outdoors

When he entertains at home, restaurateur Charles Chevillot, owner of the tiny but wonderful La Petite Ferme, moves his dining table to a sunlight-filled bay window, which he fills with flowers. A true chef, he plants tulips in a fish poacher, uses a copper milk can for flowering quince, pokes spring blossoms into a wire hen for a centerpiece. “Cynthia” sterling by Kirk; “Florence” china by Haviland; “Bristol” crystal by St. Louis; curtain fabric by Waverly. Flowers by Arno. Opposite page: Party planner Mme. Germaine sets up a noontime barbecue at a lakefront home. Party hosts, Dr. and Mrs. Bert Seiffer, seat guests on an open-to-nature porch, above right, enclosed by a counter that stashes away a barbecue, sink, bar and barbecue tools. For shopping information, see page 141.

Cold Summer Luncheon for Four

Iranian Caviar  Toast  Chopped Egg Yolks,  Egg Whites,  Onion  Lobster Half, Sauce Mayonnaise  Endive, Watercress, and Mushroom Salad  Brie  Water Biscuits  Raspberries  Kriter

Summer Barbecue Luncheon

Charcuterie  Crudités  (Sour Cream Dip)  Baby Lamb Roasted on a Spit  Potatoes Macaire  Green Beans and Flageolets  Cauliflower, Asparagus, and Tomato Salad Vinaigrette  Crusty Bread  Brie Grapes  Poached Vanilla and Raspberry Peaches

*Recipes start on page 132.
Superb food for summertime parties.
One of New York's busiest party planners is Mme. Germaine, above left, a vivacious French dynamo who, with her husband and chef Marcel Chandelier, above right, devises all manner of parties, from luncheons for 1200 to dinners for 8. The secret of her success is that the food looks as beautiful and mouth watering as it tastes. This is particularly true of numerous summer buffets, skillfully planned and prepared to remain crisp, and unwilted on the table. Here we've gathered ideas and recipes for perfect summer party fare that have made her a favorite caterer for such hosts and hostesses as Pierre Cardin, Pauline Trigère, and Mrs. Aristotle Onassis, for whom she makes her celebrated sandwich-filled brioche.

**Green Beans and Flageolets**
*(Haricots Panachés)*
A lovely hot vegetable to accompany lamb, served effectively in a shallow wooden dish.

Use an equal amount of fresh green beans and canned flageolets. Cut the ends off and string the beans. Cook in boiling well-salted water (salt helps keep the beans green) until tender but still crisp. Rinse in cold water to stop the cooking and remove the salt. Drain. Rinse the flageolets and drain. Combine the beans

**Poached Salmon in Aspic**
A beautiful addition to any buffet: An 8-pound salmon with Chaud Froid serves 12 as a first course with Sauce Verte.

**Court Bouillon**
*Bouquet garni: 3 bay leaves, 1 teaspoon thyme, 3 sprigs parsley, 3 cloves garlic, and 1 teaspoon peppercorns tied in cheesecloth*
2 cups dry white wine
1 cup white vinegar
2 carrots, sliced
2 onions, sliced
1 stalk celery, sliced
3 tablespoons salt
8-pound salmon, cleaned
Put bouquet garni in a saucepan with wine, vinegar, vegetables, and salt and cook, covered, for 1 hour. Cool. When cold, put salmon on rack in fish poacher, pour over Court Bouillon, and add cold water just to top of fish. Put a towel over poacher and bring liquid to the simmer. Simmer 5 minutes, the liquid barely bubbling, then turn off heat. The fish will finish cooking as the liquid cools.

When the fish is completely cooled, neatly remove skin from center section of fish, where the flesh is, leaving it on the head and tail.

*(Recipe for Chaud Froid, Aspic, and decoration, page 136.)*

**Pâté Maison**
Pâté is served cold with unsalted crackers, brown bread, or toast to serve 20. Can be topped with beef jelly.
2 pounds each of pork liver, fat back, pork butt
4 tablespoons salt
1½ teaspoons freshly ground white pepper
A good pinch of allspice
4 eggs
Pork skin
2 bay leaves, thyme

Grind pork liver, fat back, pork butt together. Mix in salt, pepper, allspice, and eggs, blend together. Put a piece of pork skin on bottom of a 16-cup terrine, pour in mixture. Put bay leaves on top, sprinkle with thyme. Cover terrine, put in pan of water. Bake in a 375° oven for 1½ hours, or until juices run clear.
Pain Louis XV
The round Pain Louis XV (recipe page 136) makes a lovely bread for sandwiches and its own handsome container. The filling can be smoked salmon, ham, smoked tongue, salami, or cream cheese and watercress. Cut slits in the bread lid to run ribbon through and tie a bow.

Poached Vanilla and Raspberry Peaches with Spun Sugar
Spectacular summer dessert garnished with fresh raspberries, blackberries, and mint leaves and surrounded by a nest of spun sugar (see recipe page 136). Serves 12 with Raspberry Sauce.

Shrimp Tree
(Buisson de Crevettes)
A special metal stand made in France is the base of this spectacular shrimp tree. The stand is available at The Bridge Co., 212 East 52nd Street, New York, N.Y., 10022, but a Styrofoam cone can be used as a substitute. Cover with parsley sprigs, attaching them with pins; then attach shrimp, using toothpicks. Cook shrimp in Court Bouillon (see recipe opposite page 136) at a bare simmer for 10 minutes. Peel and devein shrimp when cool. For the accompanying cocktail sauce, combine tomato ketchup, horseradish, lemon juice, Tabasco sauce, and Worcestershire sauce. Shrimp could also be served with Sauce Verte or mayonnaise (see recipe page 138).

Vegetable Salad
Each vegetable is dressed with a carefully flavored vinaigrette. “Keeps better than mayonnaise and salad stays fresher, too,” says Mme. Germaine. To a vinaigrette of 3 parts corn oil (“less strongly flavored than olive oil”) to 1 part red wine vinegar seasoned with salt, freshly ground black pepper, and Dijon mustard add finely chopped shallot to julienne beets; a little white wine, then vinaigrette with finely chopped chives, shallots, cornichons, and hard-cooked egg to potatoes while warm; dill or chives to lima beans; parsley, chopped egg, or capers to asparagus; tarragon to peas and carrots; shallots and a touch of garlic to tomato; nothing to cauliflower to preserve its whiteness.

Poached Pears
Poached pears look attractive for a long time and can be basted with syrup to keep pretty and moist. Serve with the poaching juices flavored with framboise or eau de poire, or a raspberry sauce, or a sauce sabayon flavored with poire, framboise, or kirsch. Serves 6.

Poached Pears
6 pears (Anjou pears are best)
1 quart water
10 tablespoons sugar

Raspberry Sauce (see recipe below)

Raspberry Sauce
12 peaches
1 1/2 cups sugar
Juice of 1 lemon
2-inch piece of vanilla bean
1 cup raspberry syrup
Fresh raspberries and blackberries for garnish

Peanutty Sauce (see recipe below)

Spun Sugar
Put 6 peaches into each syrup and poach at a bare simmer for 1/2 hour. Cool peaches in syrup. Drain and arrange carefully on a serving platter.

Raspberry Sauce
Mash a box of fresh raspberries to a purée and combine with 1 cup raspberry jam. Push through fine strainer. Add a few drops of lemon juice if too sweet. If too thick, add a little of the raspberry syrup, and flavor with framboise if desired.

Poached Pears
Peel the pears carefully. Make 2 batches of syrup: For each combine 1 quart water, 10 tablespoons sugar, and the juice of 1/2 lemon. For the vanilla syrup, add the vanilla bean; for the raspberry, add a cup of raspberry syrup. Bring to a boil and simmer 5-10 minutes. Carefully put 6 peaches into each syrup and poach at a bare simmer for 1/2 hour. Cool peaches in syrup. Drain and arrange carefully on a serving platter.

Raspberry Sauce
Mash a box of fresh raspberries to a purée and combine with 1 cup raspberry jam. Push through fine strainer. Add a few drops of lemon juice if too sweet. If too thick, add a little of the raspberry syrup, and flavor with framboise if desired.

Poached Pears
Juice of 1/2 lemon
2 inches vanilla bean
Angelica leaves

Peel the pears, leaving the stems intact. Combine the water, sugar, lemon juice, and vanilla bean; bring to a boil, and simmer 5-10 minutes. Add the pears, cover, and poach about 30 minutes, until the pears can be easily pierced with a skewer or tip of a sharp knife. Let cool in syrup. Drain. Garnish with angelica.
Bluegate—especially for you.

Rich, intriguing Bluegate colors are blended especially for you into candles of every size, shape and finish. Bluegate accessories, too, add that perfect extra touch to your home decor. For yourself or your loveliest gifts, ask for Bluegate at stores where only fine candles are sold. Take another tip from Bluegate; send 25c for your copy of the new informative folder, “How to Decorate with Candles.”

Bluegate Candle Co., Box 476, San Francisco, Ca 94101

FOOD FOR SUMMERTIME PARTIES

Brioches

Tall brioche filled with sandwiches is prepared in the same way as Pain Louis XV on page 133. This brioche makes about 60 tiny sandwiches. Commercially made brioches or other large bread could be used.

Put the brioches in plastic bags in the refrigerator for 2 days to firm up. To hollow, cut off the top. Then carefully cut around edge of brioche, leaving a border about ½ inch thick. Insert knife straight across bottom of brioche, about ½ inch up, but do not cut through other side. Swing knife in an arc so that the entire bottom is sliced through. The center can now be easily removed.

Slice paper thin and spread with butter. Make sandwiches filled with smoked salmon, tongue, Italian salami, ham, cheese, ham and cheese, or cream cheese and chopped watercress. Or make a mousse de foie gras: cream canned pâté de foie gras with butter and a little cognac until smooth and fluffy. Cut the round sandwiches into 6 wedges, trim, and fill the brioche. Carefully cut slits in the top of the brioche, run a ribbon through, and tie a bow.

Potatoes Macaire

Golden brown, parsley flecked, these puréed potatoes are served in a handsome lamb casserole.

Slice paper thin and spread with butter. Make sandwiches filled with smoked salmon, tongue, Italian salami, ham, cheese, ham and cheese, or cream cheese and chopped watercress. Or make a mousse de foie gras: cream canned pâté de foie gras with butter and a little cognac until smooth and fluffy. Cut the round sandwiches into 6 wedges, trim, and fill the brioche. Carefully cut slits in the top of the brioche, run a ribbon through, and tie a bow.

Put the flour, salt, sugar, yeast, eggs, and water into the bowl of an electric mixer and mix with a dough hook slowly, on the first speed, for about 10 minutes. Increase speed to second speed and continue to mix, about 10 minutes. When dough no longer sticks to the sides of the bowl, add the butter a little at a time, beating thoroughly to incorporate each addition before adding more. The whole operation takes about 25 minutes. Transfer to a clean bowl and allow to rise in a warm, draft-free place until tripled in volume. Punch it down. Divide into 5 balls, about 1½ pounds each, and put each ball in a clean, dry ½-lb can or a 2-quart stainless steel bain-marie. Allow to rise in a warm, draft-free place until the dough reaches the top of the mold. Brush with egg wash and bake in a 500° oven for 10 minutes, then lower heat to 400° and bake for 1 hour.

10½ cups all-purpose flour
½ cup salt
13 tablespoons and 1 teaspoon sugar
1 cake yeast
18 eggs
2 generous cups water
2 pounds unsalted butter, soft
2 egg yolks beaten with 1 teaspoon cold water

Put the flour, salt, sugar, yeast, eggs, and water into the bowl of an electric mixer and mix with a dough hook slowly, on the first speed, for about 10 minutes. Increase speed to second speed and continue to mix, about 10 minutes. When dough no longer sticks to the sides of the bowl, add the butter a little at a time, beating thoroughly to incorporate each addition before adding more. The whole operation takes about 25 minutes. Transfer to a clean bowl and allow to rise in a warm, draft-free place until tripled in volume. Punch it down. Divide into 5 balls, about 1½ pounds each, and put each ball in a clean, dry ½-lb can or a 2-quart stainless steel bain-marie. Allow to rise in a warm, draft-free place until the dough reaches the top of the mold. Brush with egg wash and bake in a 500° oven for 10 minutes, then lower heat to 400° and bake for 1 hour.

Bake potatoes (1 per person) and scoop out the pulp. Whip with an electric beater or fork and for each potato, beat in about 2 tablespoons butter, and salt, freshly ground pepper, and freshly grated nutmeg to taste. Put in an ovenproof dish and bake in a 350° oven until top is lightly browned. Sprinkle with chopped parsley.

Continued on page 136

HOUSE & GARDEN
To every woman who ever defrosted a "no defrost" refrigerator.

You can spend good money on a refrigerator that you're told will defrost itself, only to find that you have to defrost it anyway. Before you buy anything, Sears urges you to get a few facts straight:

**FACT 1.** There are basically three kinds of self-defrosting refrigerators on the market today:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>“Automatic Defrost”</strong></th>
<th>The refrigerator defrosts automatically, but not the freezer. You have to defrost the freezer by hand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“No Frost”</strong></td>
<td>Both the freezer and the refrigerator defrost themselves. But as in any refrigerator, it's heat that melts the frost. So the food inside may get too warm, unless cold air is forced back quickly. Some &quot;No Frost&quot; models do not have forced-air systems. Some do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sears Coldspot “Frostless”</strong></td>
<td>When Sears says frostless, we mean visible frost will <strong>never</strong> form in refrigerator or freezer. A flow of <strong>forced</strong> air keeps food cold. Even frozen food stays thoroughly frozen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sears sells both "Frostless" and “Automatic Defrost” models. Our "Automatics" are fine machines with nice modest price tags.

But our latest model, the Coldspot Frostless, is completely frostless—refrigerator and freezer.

**FACT 2.** Get a zero-degree freezer for firm ice cream and good-tasting meat. The new Coldspot has a true zero-degree freezer. That's why ice cream stays scoopable, doesn't get mushy. Meat freezes fast and retains flavor. And it's a 201-pound freezer by official industry standards.

**FACT 3.** If you're paying a little more for a good defrosting system, you might as well get the latest features, too.

Like Sears exclusive Humidrawers. "They're airtight, so fruits and vegetables stay fresh far longer than in conventional crispers. (Lettuce keeps up to **twice** as long.)

There's an ice maker that keeps you supplied with 8 pounds of cubes—and a water dispenser with a shut-off valve to prevent drips and dribbles.

The shelves are **no-rust** aluminum, almost infinitely adjustable.

And the Coldspot comes in Avocado, Tawny Gold, Coppertone, White.

**FACT 4.** Sears Coldspot has an "extra" you can't see. Sears itself.

Sears reliability is built right in. If you ever need service it's as close as your phone.

See the Coldspot Frostless at most Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores and in the catalog.

While you're at Sears, get a copy of our new booklet, "All About Defrosting Systems." Free.

The Coldspot Frostless.
When Sears says frostless, we mean frostless.
FOOD FOR SUMMERTIME PARTIES

Poached Peaches
(Continued from page 133)

A great improviser, Marcel attaches broomsticks covered with oiled foil to a sawhorse for fling syrup to make spun sugar for barbecue party.

Spin Sugar

Great improviser, Marcel attaches broomsticks covered with oiled foil to a sawhorse for flinging syrup to make spun sugar for barbecue party.

Dip the instrument into the sugar and with a strong flick of the wrist, fling it across the broomsticks. As the sugar is very hot, be sure no one is in front of or behind you. When you have made a thick web, pick up and carefully wrap around peaches.

Pain Louis XV
(Continued from page 133)

Three appliances from Braun that extract all the goodness, all the natural taste from fruits, vegetables and coffee. And their design is so naturally handsome that they don't have to be hidden away in the kitchen.

First is the Juice Extractor, which quickly gives you the fresh, pure juice from your favorite fruit or vegetable. Push a button and a 300 watt motor separates juice from the pulp. Electric braking stops instantly. Easy to clean.

Next, for fresh, flavorful citrus juice in seconds, is the Citrus Juicer which automatically starts when you press the fruit down on the cone, stops when you lift it. Comes with two cones to handle all sizes of fruit.

And for the lover of true coffee flavor the Braun Coffee Mill has true milling action. Nine settings provide precise and consistent grinding to help you make every pot of coffee exactly to your taste.

Braun Tastemakers
give you nature's best.

Braun
Quality has a style of its own.

Poached Salmon in Aspic
(Continued from page 132)

Chaud Froid

4 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons flour
1 quart Court Bouillon
2 teaspoons gelatin
Red food coloring

Melt the butter, stir in the flour, and cook 1 or 2 minutes without browning at all. Carefully strain Court Bouillon through several layers of cheesecloth and stir into:

Mix.

Cook, stirring, over low heat until smooth and thickened. Soften gelatin in teaspoon of cold...

Continued on page 136

BRAUN
Quality has a style of its own.

Counterchef
The smooth cooktop for every pot and pan you own

No special cookware needed. Your flat-bottomed cast-iron skillet, copper kettles, aluminum, glass, porcelain, everything you like to cook in, all turn out beautiful meals on the Magic Chef Counterchef.

Lots more work space, too. So you can chop, slice, dice, stir, and season, all right next to where you're cooking. Because heat won't spread from one cooking area to the next.

Lots less cleaning, too. No elements or drip bowls. Just wipe with a damp sponge and nobody knows you've been cooking. And the MagiClean self-cleaning oven burns even your messiest spillovers and spatters to a fine white ash. Just set the dial, lock the door and turn the knob.

If you like extra oven space, we have double oven electric ranges with Counterchef or standard cooktops. Or, for more cooktop and storage space, 36" electrics with two storage areas. Choice of avocado, coppertone, harvest or white. Magic Chef, Inc., Cleveland Tennessee 37311.

Magic Chef
ELECTRIC RANGES
water, stir it into sauce to dissolve. Add 1 or 2 drops of food coloring to make sauce pale pink.

**Aspic**

Soften 1 tablespoon gelatin in 1 tablespoon cold water, then stir into 2 cups strained, hot Court Bouillon.

**To decorate the salmon**

When the Chaud Froid has cooled, pour it over the skinned section of the salmon. Dip tarragon leaves, lemon slices, radish slices, green pieces of leek, and hard-cooked egg white, cut decoratively, into gelatin mixture, then arrange on salmon. When the gelatin is just starting to thicken and become syrupy, paint it on salmon with a brush, making one good shiny layer. If gelatin becomes too stiff, stir over heat until it softens.

**Sauce Vert**

1/2 bunch watercress, stems removed, leaves chopped finely
1/2 bunch parsley, stems removed, leaves chopped very finely
2 teaspoons chopped fresh tarragon
1 teaspoon chopped fresh dill
2 teaspoons chopped chives
2 cups homemade mayonnaise
Salt, freshly ground pepper

The watercress, parsley, tarragon, dill, and chives should all be chopped as finely as possible. Twist in cheesecloth to squeeze out liquid. Mix well with the mayonnaise, and taste for seasoning.

**Mayonnaise**

4 egg yolks
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
1 tablespoon red wine vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground white pepper
1 quart corn oil

Mix the egg yolks, mustard, vinegar, salt, and pepper together well, beating with an electric beater or by hand. Beginning drop by drop, add the oil. When the sauce begins to thicken, the oil may be added more rapidly. Taste for seasoning.

---

**HOW-TO SECRETS FOR BARBECUING**

**BARBECUED MEATS**

**Spring Lamb or Suckling Pig Barbecued on a Spit.** Sprinkle with salt and freshly ground pepper, prick the joints, and insert slivers of garlic (Marcel suggests that if some guests don’t like garlic, put garlic on one side and not the other). Wrap the ears and tail in aluminum foil. Wire the lamb or pig together with copper wire (string burns), put spit through cavity, and wire lamb or pig to the spit, balancing it so the spit will turn easily. Wrap the lamb or pig in foil for the first hour of cooking so it will stay juicy and not be overbrowned. Roast over red hot coals for about 2 1/2 hours for an 18-pound lamb, 3 to 4 hours for a suckling pig, until the juices run clear in the leg joint when pierced. To carve, first remove the legs and carve them, then the shoulders, and finally remove the center section and cut into chops. An 18-pound lamb or pig will serve 20.

**Prime Ribs of Beef.** Sprinkle with salt and freshly ground pepper, put the spit through, balance it, and wire to hold the roast. Wrap roast in aluminum foil for the first hour of cooking. Barbecue over red hot coals for 15-20 minutes per pound, depending on how well you like it cooked.

**Loin of Pork.** Sprinkle a loin of pork (not boned) with salt, freshly ground pepper, and finely chopped garlic. Make a paste with Coleman’s dry mustard and water and brush on the pork. Wrap in foil for the first hour, and barbecue over red hot coals for about 2 hours for a 10-pound roast, or until

---

**GET THE VITAMINS YOU PAY FOR WITH EKCO FLINT COOKWARE.**

Nutritionists know, the less water and heat you cook with, the more vitamins you keep in your food. And we designed Ekco Flint cookware accordingly.

Our specially designed rims allow cooking vapors to form a vacuum seal between cover and pan. So you can reduce heat and cook at lower temperatures, to preserve more vitamins. Self-basting covers keep foods moist, while they cook in their own rich, natural juices.

Sure beats vitamin pills for appetite appeal.

And Ekco Flint cookware is both practical and beautiful. Every piece has two layers of easy-to-clean stainless steel with a radiant heat core sandwiched in-between to assure faster, more even cooking.

Available in money-saving sets. Or in 24 open stock items, from approximately $8.95. A thoughtful gift. (And it carries our exclusive 15-year guarantee.)

Call free 800-631-1972 (800-962-2803 in New Jersey), for the name of your nearest Ekco dealer, and our free booklet on “How to Choose and Use Cookware.”

Ekco Housewares Co.
Franklin Park, Ill. 60131

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**
the juices run clear when pierced.

**Pheasant, Chicken, Capon, or Squab.** Sprinkle cavity of bird with salt and freshly ground pepper and put a branch of tarragon inside. Sprinkle outside with salt and freshly ground pepper and brush with melted butter. Roast over hot coals, brushing with butter, about 1 hour for a pheasant, 1 ½ hours for a 3½-4-pound chicken, 2 ½ hours for a 6-8-pound capon, and 45 minutes for a squab.

**Salmon.** Use a whole 10-pound salmon, cleaned, and sprinkle with salt and freshly ground pepper. Put spit through the cavity and wire fish to hold it. Wrap in aluminum foil, roast 30 minutes. Remove foil, roast another 30 minutes. Serve with melted butter, hollandaise or béarnaise sauce.

**RECIPES FOR SUMMERTIME BUFFETS**

**HORS D'OEUVRES**

**Cherry tomatoes with tuna mousse.** Mash tuna fish until it is smooth, then whip with a little butter, lemon juice, a touch of Dijon mustard, salt, and freshly ground pepper. Scoop flesh from cherry tomatoes, leaving a shell, and drain the shells on paper towels. With a pastry tube, pipe in the tuna mousse.

**Asparagus Rolls.** Slice 3-day-old white bread paper thin and remove crusts. Flatten slices with a rolling pin and trim. Make a paste by blending grated Cheddar and a little butter or cream cheese, and season with Tabasco sauce, Worcestershire sauce, salt and freshly ground pepper. Spread on the bread. Put a cooked stalk of asparagus on each slice and roll very tightly. Brush with melted butter and cut into 2 or 3 pieces, about 1½-2 inches long. Arrange in single layer in baking pan, packed tightly together. Can be frozen now.

To cook, put pan under the broiler. When browned, carefully turn a whole row with a spatula, rearranging them so they are still close together. Cool. Then brown this side, cool, turn, and repeat until all 4 sides are done. Three sides can be browned in advance, and the fourth just before serving.

**Chicken Livers.** Dry halved chicken livers well on paper towels. Sauté quickly in oil and butter over high heat with chopped shallot, parsley, salt, and freshly ground pepper. They should be browned and lightly crisp on the outside, still pink on the inside. Serve on toothpicks.

**Prunes and Bacon.** Wrap pitted prunes in ½ slice of bacon. Arrange tightly together in a baking pan or jelly roll pan (a rather heavy one so they don’t burn) seam side down. Bake in a 375° oven until bacon is crisp on top, then drain off fat, turn, and cook other side. Serve with toothpicks.

**Cream Cheese and Clams.** Mix an 8-ounce package of cream cheese with a 3½-ounce can of minced clams, well drained on paper towels, or an equal amount of fresh cooked clams, minced, about ½ cup. Blend in 1 egg yolk, and season with chopped fresh dill, parsley, salt, and freshly ground pepper. Serve on toast rounds.

**SALADS**

**Seafood Salad.** Mme. Germaine makes her seafood salad

Continued on next page
AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats whatever she can find in the garbage. And that is far less than some prowling dog would find in your garbage can.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you can help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and medical attention. Even an education.

But there’s not a moment to lose. Every 60 seconds, five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children, Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept. HG-5, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy • girl in

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift for a full year • the first month. Please send me the child’s name, story, address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child, and continue the "adoption" longer than one year if I wish. Also, I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $ ______ per month.

If for a group, please specify Church, Class, Club, School, Business, etc.

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________

City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

You can "adopt" a child from any of the following countries: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, Paraguay, Peru, Syria, Thailand, U.S.A. - Appalachian children or American Indians. (Or a child of greatest need.) All gifts are fully tax deductible.

FOOD FOR SUMMERTIME PARTIES

with lobster meat, scallops, crabmeat, and mussels. It is dressed with a little mayonnaise lightly flavored with Dijon mustard and chopped parsley. When she presents it garnished with 1 or 2 large whole lobsters, it is then classically called Salade Bellevue.

Plat Angévin. This specialty of Angers, Marcel’s home, is crisp and delicious in summer. He makes a potato salad, dressing it while the potatoes are warm with a little white wine, a basic vinaigrette, chopped cornichons, shallots, chives, and hard-cooked egg. The salad is then mixed with chicory torn into bite-sized pieces.

Chicken Salad. Poach a boiling chicken with leeks, carrots, celery, tomato, turnip, peppercorns, salt, a bay leaf, thyme, and water to cover. Simmer about 45 minutes for a 3½-pound chicken. Never let the liquid come to the boil or the broth will become cloudy. Cool in the stock, then remove meat from chicken. Cut into bite-sized pieces and dress with a basic vinaigrette seasoned with chopped shallots and parsley. Arrange the salad in the center of a platter and surround with watercress sprigs (very little stem) and sliced tomatoes.

Shrimp Salad. Poach the shrimp as described on page 133. If they are too large, cut in half lengthwise so they still look like shrimp, not crosswise in chunks. Dress with a vinaigrette seasoned with chopped dill, parsley, and shallots. The salad may be served on a platter with asparagus, or in tomato shells as a first course.

Beef Salad. Tie the vegetables and seasonings in a cheesecloth bag to keep the broth clear: leeks, celery, tomato, carrots, turnips, and onion browned without butter (this will give the stock color), peppercorns, bay leaf, and very little thyme. Put in a large kettle with salt, cross ribs of beef, and cold water to cover and simmer gently until cooked, constantly skimming off the fat. Cool in the stock. Cut into little cubes and dress with a vinaigrette. Use the broth to make a consomme.

FRUITS

Pineapple and Oranges. Fresh pineapple and very thinly sliced oranges make a refreshing dessert. Cut a pineapple in half lengthwise, cut out the pineapple, reserving the shell, and slice. Toss the pineapple and oranges, separately, with sugar, lemon juice, and kirsch or Cointreau. Arrange the pineapple slices along the sides of the shell, the orange slices in the center, and garnish with strawberries and mint leaves. Serve on a decoratively folded napkin.

Macedoine of Fruits. Combine grapefruit and orange sections, pineapple chunks, and grapes. Pears and apples may be added, but they must be tossed with lemon juice and sugar so they don’t turn brown. Add slices of banana at the last minute, and sprinkle with kirsch or Cointreau.

Cantaloupe Basket. Cut a cantaloupe into a basket. Fill with cantaloupe, honeydew, and watermelon balls, flavored with Cointreau, and garnish with strawberries, raspberries, and mint leaves.

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.
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COVER

Custom Stowe armchair, 36" wide x 32" deep x 31½" high, $756 COM. Matching custom ottoman, 23½" wide x 18½" deep x 17½" high, $370 COM. Custom Gigi desk (4 shown), 18" square x 18" high, $453 COM. (All of the above available in regular sizes.) At Fine Arts Furniture. Hand-colored, over-printed cotton fabric, 48" wide, 4" repeat, $10.50 yard at Scalaman Ltd. Armchair, 57½" wide x 18" deep x 7½ high, $275 at Roundtree. Polished stainless steel and glass table, 35½" square x 24½" high with ½ thick top, $600. Green ceramic frogs, $75 each. All at Paul M. Jones. Double straw lamp with polished chrome fittings, $22 each, $205. Wedgewood deep dish (on basket), $135. Wedgewood plate (on shelf), $90. All at Objects Plus. Blue and white Chinese cachepots, 10½" square x 9½" high, $1300 pair. Blue Chinese porcelain frogs, $400 each. All at That Special Something.

TABLE SETTINGS


Page 126: “Chantilly” vermeil flatware, 5-piece place setting $73. “Lorenzo de Medici” china dinnerware, 5-piece place setting $83. “Elegance” crystal goblet and claret, $5 each. By Gorham. Linen print tablecloth, 96" round, $125. Borded linen napkins, $10 each. At Porthault.


Continued on the next page.

Wood decking and wood fencing, popular now as never before, require a finish both decorative and durable. Cabot's Decking & Fence Stains, developed specifically for this purpose, beautify and protect wood surfaces under the most difficult conditions. The stained surface resists cracking and peeling, meows with age, will not rub-off or track-off. Available in eleven pleasing colors, suitable for all types of wood.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union St., Dept 513, Boston, Mass. 02108

Wood deckin and wood fencein popular now as never before, require a finish both decorative and durable. Cabot's Decking & Fence Stains, developed specifically for this purpose, beautify and protect wood surfaces under the most difficult conditions. The stained surface resists cracking and peeling, meows with age, will not rub-off or track-off. Available in eleven pleasing colors, suitable for all types of wood.

Meadowcraft. Try it anywhere.

What you see here is the beautiful Belle Meade Design. What you don't see is the sturdy, solid wrought iron construction. It's beautiful. Inside and out. By the pool, on the deck or patio. In the dining area, sunroom or den. Try it anywhere. It moves. Write for a brochure of all Meadowcraft designs.
OPALINE SAUCERS, $1200 set of 10 saucers and matching bowls (not shown) at Souppon.

Page 130:

LIVE-IN BATH
Page 199:
“Shell” bath towels, $22.50 each at Porthault. Gold-plated clam shell from Karle Springer, Bath accessories from Caswell-Massey.

BATH ZEST
Page 112-113:

Pages 114-115:

For store addresses, write House & Garden Reader’s Service, 420 Levine- ton Ave., New York, N. Y., 10017.

The following stores will display table settings inspired by House & Garden’s “Superb Food in a Surprise Setting” (pages 122-130)

Alaska
Anchorage
Nelson’s

District of Columbia
Washington
Woodward & Lothrop

Florida
Jacksonville
May-Cohens
Regency Square
May-Cohens
Miami
Jordan Marsh

Illinois
Chicago
Carson, Pirie Scott
Geneva
The Little Traveler

Indiana
Elm, Wayne
L. S. Ayres Co.
Indianaapolis
L. S. Ayres Co.
Lafayette
L. S. Ayres Co.

Louisiana
Shreveport
Hemeway Home Furnishers

Maryland
Baltimore
Hutzler’s
Eastpoint
Hutzler’s
Southdale
Hutzler’s
Towson
Hutzler’s
Westview
Hutzler’s

Massachusetts
Boston
Jordan Marsh

Michigan
Detroit
Hudson’s

Ohio
Cincinnati
Shillito’s

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Strawbridge & Clothier

Tennessee
Knoxville
Miller’s

Texas
Dallas
Sanger-Harris

Washington
Spokane
The Crescent

Wisconsin
Green Bay
H. C. Prange

House & Garden

Building facts
Materials and equipment used in the house built into thin air (page 118)

ARCHITECT: Rodney F. Friedman, Fisher, Friedman Associates CONTRACTOR: Environmental Structures, Inc.

SIZE OF HOUSE: 2,985 square feet SIZE OF LOT: 50 by 125 feet


EXTERIOR OF HOUSE Exterior walls: Rosawn tongue

How to decorate with lighting.
Put the right light in the right place. It’s the easiest, least expensive way to transform a room dramatically. Whatever mood or style you like, there are Progress Lighting fixtures for every room, every budget. For expert guidance, visit your Progress showroom. Check the Yellow Pages under “Lighting.” And send for the catalog of lighting fashions by Progress, world’s largest producer of home lighting fixtures.

656 ideas for decorating with lighting
in our new 126-page color catalog.
Send 50¢ to:
Progress Lighting
Dept. 6-16
Box 12701
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Name [please print]
Address
City
State
Zip

Gleaming silver and translucent pillows, 15 lights. P 45:34. About $5.75.

A hanging lamp saves table space. P 45:03. About $70.
and groove vertical redwood siding.

Exterior finish: "Pentasal" preservative finish by W. P. Fuller Co.

Roof: Red cedar wood shingles.

Insulation: In roof, walls, lower level floor, 3/4-inch-thick glass fiber batts by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Windows: Aluminum frame with anodized bronze finish by Fentrol Industries, Inc.

Skylights: Custom design aluminum frame with anodized bronze finish by Fentrol Industries, Inc. and tinted solar glass by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. In hall, stairway, and lavatory, bubble skylights by O'Keefe.

Doors: Entrance door, custom-designed solid core; interior flush doors, hollow core.

Garage door: Custom-designed plywood in 2-by-4-inch frame.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

Walls and ceilings: Dry wall gypsum board by U. S. Gypsum Co. In kitchen, backsplash wall of 1-inch, white, hexagonal mosaic tile.

Floors: In major rooms, oak strip flooring; in master and daughter's bedroom, wall-to-wall carpet; in kitchen, studio, and master bath, 2-by-2-inch blue ceramic tile by Heath Ceramics.

Lighting fixtures: Lightholder, Inc.; exterior fixtures by Smoot-Holman and by Stooco.

Interior paint: White paint by W. P. Fuller Co.

Fireplace: Heat circulating metal fireplace unit by The Majestic Co.

Hardware: Schlage Lock Co.

Kitchen and bathroom cabinets: Custom designed and built.

Kitchen countertops: 1-inch, hexagonal, white, ceramic mosaic tile.

Bathroom countertops: White marble.


Sauna: Viking Sauna Co.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES

Appliances: Two self-cleaning ovens by Thermador Div. of Nor- ris Industries; two gas countertop cooking units by O'Keefe & Mer- rit, Inc.; refrigerator-freezer, dishwasher, and food waste disposer by Frigidaire Div. of General Motors Corp.; barbecue unit by Jenn-Air Corp.; mixer-blender-juicer unit by Nu-Tone, Inc. In laundry, washer and dryer by General Electric Co.

Heating system: Forced warm air.
Professor Kira: For most people the bathroom is the only safe refuge in the house, which I think is dreadful. We have the privacy problem because of certain changing mores and rules we've established. If you go back fifty or even twenty years, people observed certain social niles, such as children are seen and not heard, and knock before entering. If you have these rules, then you don't have this privacy problem, because you have privacy whenever you choose to have it. But the way we've structured our contemporary society, with open-plan living, there are no such rules. The only rule is if you go in the bathroom and lock the door, then you're off bounds. That's the only last sacred rule we observe.

House & Garden: Would psychological findings tell you that people who are less inhibited about bathroom activities are happier, less tense, more able to function in every aspect of life?

Professor Kira: As a generality, I would say that's so, sure. Because the personal hygiene inhibition invariably is linked to a complete body inhibition, to a complete sex inhibition, and complete self-acceptance question. Some people are just willing to say, okay, this is life, this is the body, this is me and this is you, what is there to deny? What is there to be ashamed of? This is the way we were born and made and there are things to do, let's move on from there. There's no question that if one has that kind of acceptance it makes one more able to cope with all kinds of situations, than if one is constantly devising avoidance systems.

House & Garden: You see the live-in room where the activity is enjoyed as a psychologically healthy development?

Professor Kira: Very much so. Think about this. It's a very effective reinforcement for a very important thing. One of the great moments in our daily lives is the bathing, dressing, shaving, making up ritual, whether it be in the early morning, late afternoon, or even, before going out. It's very clearly preparatory. It has an element of anticipation, a strong element of careful preparation that sets a mood. Which perfume shall I wear? Which dress shall I wear? How important then, to really establish this mood! With the right mood, mu-
The Literate Watch:
No blunt numbers and dots! This 17-jewel French timepiece shows you the hour in civilized script. Gold-toned metal case on a brown suede strap. From Kenneth Jay Lane. #693HM, 35.00 (1.00).

Name-Dropper:
Brown calf-trimmed note pad in Mark Cross signature fabric. Gold-toned pencil tucks inside. Your full name imprinted on 8 pads of 50 note sheets. #461HM, 16.00 (90). 8 refill pads #649HM 5.00 (90). Specify name.

Cartier Keyring:
Sterling silver ring and teardrop disc for your 3-initials. #447HM, 12.00 (60). Specify initials.

The Kenton Collection
A considered selection from the offerings of the great stores.

Valentino Scarf:
Mushroom brown cotton, 24" square signature scarf with white scallop design. #666HM, 15.00 (75).

Patchwork Print Maxi-Apron:
Gingham cotton cover-up in a profusion of bold colors. Halter top and side ties are navy check. One size fits all. From Georg Jensen. #705HM, 12.00 (1.00).

Georg Jensen Bud Vase:
Sparkling, slender column shows off a single perfect bloom. Handblown crystal from the celebrated craftsmen of Sweden's Kosta. #407HM, 6.00 (90).

If the order card has already been removed, send your order to: The Kenton Collection / P.O. Box 34257 / Dept. 01003 / Dallas, Texas 75234
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AMAZING TARNISH BREAKTHROUGH!

We've been silversmiths for 282 years and we've just now found a polish we consider worthy of our name—and your silverware. Towle Silver Polish, Patent No. 3,582,366. It removes tarnish faster and easier than other polishes. It won't scratch your silver and it will prevent tarnishing longer than any other polish on the market.*

Just cut out this ad, fill in your name and address and mail it to us with $3.98. We'll send you a 16 oz. bottle by return mail—postage paid.

Name: ____________________________
Street: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________

TOWLE SILVER POLISH
Towle Silversmiths—16th Floor
258 Merrimac Street
Newburyport, Massachusetts 01950

*According to tests run by an independent agency.

SHOPPING AROUND

WITH BETTY FAGAN

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY TO SHOPS. ENCLOSURE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.
ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE.
ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE.

EGGS OUT OF THE BLUE
Meissen, that is, a super copy in translucent porcelain in the beloved blue onion pattern. Just break egg into cup, add butter, pepper, salt, tighten cap and pop into boiling water. Presto, perfectly coddled eggs. Wonderful for warming baby food, too. 4½" high, with saucer to match. $5.95 ppd. Seth & Jed, HG-92, Gt. Barrington, MA 01230.

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD
There is nothing quite so handy for the hostess as comfortable extra seating that comes to the party and stores conveniently to the closet. Tufted black vinyl folding chairs, 30" by 19" by 16½", have folding chrome-plated tubular legs. Arm topped with antique stained wood. In sets of four only, $69.99 ppd. The Akron, HG-5, Box 727, Los Angeles, CA 90038.

DANDY FOR BRANDY
Somehow the right glass does make a difference. To wit, wonderfully clear crystal snifters with twined stems. Designed for Jas. Hennessy & Co. of Cognac, France, for the amber excellence of their connoisseur's cognac. Embazoned with the Bras D'Or, the golden arm and ax of the family crest. Set of four 12-oz. snifters, $9.95 ppd. Snifter, HG-5, Box 727, Los Angeles, CA 90038.
MUSTACHIOED FEST
for Father for Father's (it's June 18th you know!), a smart stoneware e mug. In masculine tones. 3 ¾ cups have faces, come with tiny combs for dad. Cup, $3; comb, $1; set, $3.75. 35c post. Country Gour-5 G5, 545 h Ave., Mt. Dn, NY 0. ^

FAIR AND SQUARE
Smart and serviceable, this cutting block table with a 1" laminated hard sugar maple top electronically bonded to a black enamelled steel frame. Block and removable plastic tray are each 20" by 20" by 1”. On 2" tire ball casters for marvelous mobility. 31" h. $35 ppd. Wales, HG5, Hartsdale, NY 10530.

DON'T GO FAKE!

REAL CAMP!
The sine qua non for needlelers, a complete kit to turn out your own needlepoint camp stool! #10 French canvas, Persian yarns in pink, green and white or red, white and blue. Instructions, of course, and all for $23.50. Finished size, 16" by 13". Add $4 for blue or green wood stool, 16" h. Ppd. Big brochure, $1. Peacock Alley, HG5, 650 Crosswell St., SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49506.
SHOPPING AROUND

RATTAN BRACKETED
Back to yesteryear with a wicker shaded lamp suspended from an angled bracket and a 9" rattan chain. Completely wired. Shade: 12" dia., 8" h. Natural, $9.95 plus $1 post. Painted white, parrot green, yellow, bittersweet, space blue, black or azalea, add $2. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG5, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

BIRD BUFFET
What's prettier than one hummingbird? Four! That's how many can eat at once from a fiber bird feeder that means no waiting in line. Trumpet vine design adds colorful charm in the branches; feeder holds a cup of sugar water. With instructions, it's $8 plus 50c post. Order from Clymer's of Bucks County, HG5, Pt. Pleasant, PA 18950.

BANDED BEAUTY
Every needlewoman needs a thimble and this garlanded gold-plated brass variety from Austria is a real winner. The hand-painted bands are all different floral designs. Charming choice for a bridal shower and sure to be a treasured heirloom. $2.50 each; two, $4.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1405, Evanston, IL 60204.

OUT IN FRONT
A handsome welcome mat with equine charm. Trot it outdoors for cleaning shoes, providing a warm welcome. Black horsehead is on natural brown fibre cocoa mat from India; shakes or sweeps clean in a breeze. 23" l., 13" w. 1" thick. $3.95 plus 45c post. Also: cat or nautical. The Added Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

BETTER FOR BUTTER
Add sparkle with an elegant crystal butter dish. Reproduced from antique design, the 7" dia. dome reflects light from its many facets. Truly lovely by candlelight! Priced right for any extra special gift-giving at $4.98 plus 85c post. Order from Harriet Carter, Dept. HG-5, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

ADDRESS LABELS with NICE DESIGNS
Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. (Also available are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, or Palette.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. Printed in black on white label gummed labels 216x13/16". Packed in neat plastic box. $1.95 plus 50c post. Order from Harriet Carter, Dept. HG-5, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462. Thank you kindly!
AT HOME' WITH THE AKRON The Original Department Store: "Decorator

GOLD-LEAFED MUSICAL JEWEL BOX Your own tinkling musical movement in a gold-leafed jewel box, with delightful "Florentine" detailing. Red velvet lining, earring tray and a 2-3/4" inner mirror.
No. 733 - Jewel Box ppr. $5.99

AUTHENTIC BUS FARE BOX The same one that took Grandma shopping, or your brother to the ballgame. A true collector's item with miles of atmosphere. To function as a 3" lamp base; to serve as a giant savings bank, etc.
No. 737 - Fare Box ppd. $29.99

GOLD-LEAFED MUSICAL JEWEL BOX Your own tinkling musical movement in a gold-leafed jewel box, with delightful "Florentine" detailing. Red velvet lining, earring tray and a 2-3/4" inner mirror.
No. 733 - Jewel Box ppr. $5.99

SELF-STICK' PHOTO ALBUM A colorful, wallcloth-covered album, 10" x 11 1/2", with ten double-sided pages and plastic drop-sheets for quick mounting.
No. 739 - Photo Album ppd. $3.99

DELUXE PAPER CUTTER A luxuriously lacquered cutting board, 10" x 12", with cushion-handled cutting bar and removable paper guide. For the home or office, it stands 3" on sturdy steel legs...
No. 745 - Paper Cutter ppd. $8.99

CHROMED FOLDING CHAIRS Chrome-finished frames and legs, of strong, tubular steel. Black vinyl seats and backs, padded where it matters most. Each 30" tall...watch them fold silently away!
No. 728 - Folding Chairs Only in Sets of 4 ppd. $39.99

AUTHENTIC SHIP WHEEL Your realm's the helm, with this handcrafted ship wheel of heavy wood. Finished, polished, and totaling 24" in diameter, with 6 handsome turned handles and a solid brass center.
No. 729 - Ship Wheel ppd. $19.99

TEAKWOOD CARVING BOARDS Glowing, grainy teakwood, 1-1/4" thick, in an intricate, interlocking pattern. Sturdy slabs on protective rubber feet, they'll keep your counter tops in top condition.
No. 740 - 10" x 16" Board ppd. $8.99
No. 741 - 12" x 18" Board ppd. $10.99
No. 742 - 15" x 20" Board ppd. $12.99

DELUXE VACUUM PITCHER Black-finished and chrome-linished; our vacuum pitcher is glass-lined with a 34-oz. capacity & flat (lid). The lid comes up when asked to serve!
No. 732 - Vacuum Pitcher ppd. $5.99

CANNED CULTURED PEARL From the Orient's famous Akoya Bay...a genuine cultured pearl in its original mother of pearl. (About 5.5 mm. to 6 mm.) A look at the pearl's formative years; and a novel gift idea. You're guaranteed at least one pearl per can.
No. 743 - Pearl ppd. $9.99

BLOOD PRESSURE MANOMETER Although conventional use should be limited to a physician, this sphygmomanometer offers a personal blood pressure check between visits; helps to forewarn the family of the dangers of high blood pressure.
No. 730 - Manometer... ppd. $8.99

HALF-FRAME' READING GLASSES Black, half-framed reading glasses for men & women. Low, medium, or strong-powered, to magnify menus, programs, and to read the fine print.
No. 734 - Low ppd. $3.99
No. 735 - Medium ppd. $3.99
No. 736 - Strong ppd. $3.99

'NINE FLAGS' GIFT COLOGNES Rare, imported essences in four 2-fl. oz. flasks: Dry Citrus (Italy), Clear Spruce (Sweden), Aromatic Tobac (Brazil), or Green Moss (Ireland). Gift-packaged in a white, sculptured case.
No. 746 - Colognes ppd. Set, $4.99

AUTHENTIC PARKING METER A double-faced, open-style meter, fresh from its curb-side stand. A meter made to cause comment in the family room, behind the bar; or to reserve space in your "man room".
No. 738 - Parking Meter ppd. $16.99

DELUXE BUTCHER-BLOCK TABLE A table of polished, natural hardwoods, topped with a hefty butcher block of alternating dark and light woods. 24" x 24" worktable tall at 30". Four sturdy legs, with a side rack for utensils.
No. 744 - Butcher Table ppd. $49.99

SWIFT' HANDY CALCULATOR It all adds up... or subtracts, or multiplies! A compact gadget, fast and efficient for official figures or home economics.
No. 727 - Calculator... ppd. $3.99

AUTHENTIC BUTCHER-BLOCK TABLE A table of polished, natural hardwoods, topped with a hefty butcher block of alternating dark and light woods. 24" x 24" worktable tall at 30". Four sturdy legs, with a side rack for utensils.
No. 744 - Butcher Table ppd. $49.99

HALF-FRAME' READING GLASSES Black, half-framed reading glasses for men & women. Low, medium, or strong-powered, to magnify menus, programs, and to read the fine print.
No. 734 - Low ppd. $3.99
No. 735 - Medium ppd. $3.99
No. 736 - Strong ppd. $3.99

SLIMMING BELT FOR MEN & WOMEN Patented, synthetic, rubberized fabric takes it all in...slims the silhouette, eases back tension (adjusts from 25" to 45").
No. 731 - Slimming Belt, ppd. $2.99

BLOOD PRESSURE MANOMETER Although conventional use should be limited to a physician, this sphygmomanometer offers a personal blood pressure check between visits; helps to forewarn the family of the dangers of high blood pressure.
No. 730 - Manometer... ppd. $8.99

CHROMED FOLDING CHAIRS Chrome-finished frames and legs, of strong, tubular steel. Black vinyl seats and backs, padded where it matters most. Each 30" tall...watch them fold silently away!
No. 728 - Folding Chairs Only in Sets of 4 ppd. $39.99

'NINE FLAGS' GIFT COLOGNES Rare, imported essences in four 2-fl. oz. flasks: Dry Citrus (Italy), Clear Spruce (Sweden), Aromatic Tobac (Brazil), or Green Moss (Ireland). Gift-packaged in a white, sculptured case.
No. 746 - Colognes ppd. Set, $4.99

CANNED CULTURED PEARL From the Orient's famous Akoya Bay...a genuine cultured pearl in its original mother of pearl. (About 5.5 mm. to 6 mm.) A look at the pearl's formative years; and a novel gift idea. You're guaranteed at least one pearl per can.
No. 743 - Pearl ppd. $9.99

'NINE FLAGS' GIFT COLOGNES Rare, imported essences in four 2-fl. oz. flasks: Dry Citrus (Italy), Clear Spruce (Sweden), Aromatic Tobac (Brazil), or Green Moss (Ireland). Gift-packaged in a white, sculptured case.
No. 746 - Colognes ppd. Set, $4.99

AUTHENTIC PARKING METER A double-faced, open-style meter, fresh from its curb-side stand. A meter made to cause comment in the family room, behind the bar; or to reserve space in your "man room".
No. 738 - Parking Meter ppd. $16.99

'NINE FLAGS' GIFT COLOGNES Rare, imported essences in four 2-fl. oz. flasks: Dry Citrus (Italy), Clear Spruce (Sweden), Aromatic Tobac (Brazil), or Green Moss (Ireland). Gift-packaged in a white, sculptured case.
No. 746 - Colognes ppd. Set, $4.99

CANNED CULTURED PEARL From the Orient's famous Akoya Bay...a genuine cultured pearl in its original mother of pearl. (About 5.5 mm. to 6 mm.) A look at the pearl's formative years; and a novel gift idea. You're guaranteed at least one pearl per can.
No. 743 - Pearl ppd. $9.99

'BLOOD PRESSURE MANOMETER Although conventional use should be limited to a physician, this sphygmomanometer offers a personal blood pressure check between visits; helps to forewarn the family of the dangers of high blood pressure.'
Decorated Area Rug $11.98

At Harriet Carter

6 ft. diam. S24.98 plus S2.50 post.

Espana Pedestal Table

To display just one potted Obst D’Art. Perhaps a piece of sculpture; a treasured bone; an antique vase. Imported from Spain, intricately hand-carved wood is finished in rich, deep walnut. Whether you’re a Spanish “Adelante” or just love our table, you’ll recognize the unusual value. 21” high; 7” x 7” top.

$10.95

plus 85c postage

Write for our Spring Catalog.

THE FERRY HOUSE
Dept. HG-572
Palos Verdes, CA
90274

Air Refresher...

Plexiglas Cutting Board

Protects your Formica counter top and shows it off, too! Almost invisible to let counter top design show through. Chop, carve and cut on it or use it as a cooling rack; it’s marproof and heatproof. Won’t dull knives. Small one is

8x11.5
large, 11x13.5

Pd.
$1.98

$2.98

$3.49

$3.49

Write for New Free Gift Catalog!

Miles Kimball

49 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

SHOPPING AROUND

CHIC COMFORT

Summertime and the livin’ is easy in wrap-around skirts with a casual flair. One in Fortrel blue kettlecloth of polyester and cotton, the other a tri-color red-white-blue tattersall of Gaily & Lord polyester cotton, both in S, M, and L (specify). $12.50, tattersall; $16. Ppd. Johnny Appleseed’s, Box 701, Beverly, MA 01915.

His ‘N Her Bracelet

We can’t promise this snappy copper bracelet wards off hobgoblins or cures rheumatism. But we like its casual cachet! Chain links gleam for both him and her. Men’s, $2.98; women’s, $1.98. Add 20c postage each. Be a sport—order from Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 985 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94010.

Totes to Trim

Smart canvas tote bags in white with trim and webbing handles of red, navy or tan plus canvas, yarn, needle and instructions for completing a monogram, flower, golf or nautical (specify) motif. And right in time for summer jaunts. 9” by 10”, $9; 12” by 13”, $10. Add $1 post. J. L. T., HG5, Box 1112, Palos Verdes, CA 90274.

INSIDE STORY

It’s no secret that clear glass candle holders leave plenty to the imaginative hostess; fill them with colored water, pebbles, floating blossoms and enjoy, enjoy! Globes are fluted in melon ball design and have removable candle cups; 7 3/4”, 5 1/4” dia. $6.50 per pair plus 95c post. Artisan Galleries, HG5, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204.

BUY JUPITER!

It’s as smart and comfortable a shoe as you’ll find. And what a color and size selection! Black shag, black, antique red, bone, brown or white baby calf. Jupiter side tie saddle, crepe sole. Widths AAAA to EE; 10, $21.95, 10½ to 12, $22.95. Add 75c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG5, 45 Winter St., Boston, MA 02108.

Wedgewood Heart Tray

Pale blue Jasper, accented with hand applied classic white decoration, bordered with leaf and acorn garland. For jewelry, pins, candy, nuts, as an ash tray, for pretty color. About 4½” long, from England.

No. 8053

$5.25 ppd.

Downs

DEPT. 1445-C

ERIESTON, ILL. 60018

NO MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED!

Harriet Carter
Dept. HG-572, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462
WATER PLANTS UP TO 8 WEEKS WITH PLANT NURSEMAIDS

WATER THIRSTY PLANTS WHILE ON A TRIP

Amazing wicks feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Merely insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Nursemaids feed just the right amount of water. Can be used all year around with all plants. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4.

PLANT NURSEMAIDS
$1.98 + 25c Mailing Each Set
California Residents add 5%, Sales Tax
ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market, Dept. HG-572, San Francisco, Ca. 94105

NO STAMPS OR COD's, PLEASE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK!

Total

MAY, 1972
SHOPPING AROUND

WICKER WIZARDRY


BEAT THE HEAT

Summer is almost here! But you can be cucumber cool anywhere, anytime. Just flick on portable mini-fan for the freshest breeze this side of the shore. One "C" battery keeps it going, keeps you refreshed. Lightweight plastic with wire stand, $1.49 plus 25¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HGS, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SUPER SANDAL

Toes tucked into heavy boots all winter, welcome spring in smart sandals. Crepe rubber soles for bouncey comfort cope neatly with spring showers, too. In white or brown "baldface" calf, they come in sizes 9 to 12, narrow or medium widths. From Italy, $22 ppd. Free 64-page catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HGS, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

NECK GLASS

The Danes have done it! Here's a party glass of Danish blown crystal to hang about the neck at parties leaving hands free to build snacks at the Danish buffet table. And what a bonus to be able to shake hands, enjoy your smokes! $14 ppd. Sagittarius Enterprises, HGS, Tenbytowne, Delran, NJ 08075.

ELEGANT TRADITION

Natural choice for living room or bedroom is the "Hamilton" armchair with button tufted back and lined skirt. Foam over hardwood frame. 29½" by 3¼" h. Big choice of fabrics—stripes, solids, brocades, damask, velvets. $105.50. Exp. coll. Catalogue, swatches (specify), $1. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HGS, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, NC 28601.

FOR NAME'S SAKE

Wouldn't any proud parent want his child immortalized? Poem features small one's name (up to nine letters) and its true meaning. Ornamented with blue for boys, pink for girls; framed in white wood under glass 8" by 10". $5.95; two, $11.50. Add $1 post. Personalized Children's Poems, HGS, Garnet Lake Rd., Johnsburg, NY 12843.
The Slenderizing Sensation That's Sweeping The Nation

Exclusive Salon Wrapping Method Now Available For Use In Th Privacy Of Your Own Home... At A Fraction Of The Salon Price!

No Exercise!
No Steaming!
No Straining!
No Pills!

Sale now $9.98

Trim away the inches you couldn't lose with diet or exercise!

Now everyone can afford to try the amazing salon wrap method, completely at our risk! For years now, exclusive figure contouring salons throughout the world have been charging exorbitant fees of $300 to $500 to very wealthy clientele, and achieving amazing results. These women actually would lose 1 to 2 dress sizes in a few sessions... up to 10 inches or more from their bodies. Yes, lose inches from upper arms, inches from midriff, inches from derriere; upper thigh inches, even inches from calves and ankles. The salons kept the secret well; the formula, the wraps, the techniques. But now for the first time we have unlocked the beauty secret of the stars, the slenderzing sensation of the Park Avenue salons, and make it available to every woman and man to use in the privacy of their own home. You get all the benefits of the exclusive salon; techniques plus the advantages of our modern wrapping technique, the fabulous Sarong Wrap* (exclusive with our kit only). Yes, now you can temporarily lose inches easily and effortlessly from where you want to lose them in just 90 minutes! Now you can have that glamorous figure you've always wanted in just a few short sessions. All this is yours at a fraction of the salon price and you must be completely satisfied or your money will be refunded.

Your Body Wrapping Kit contains everything you need to start right in: A liberal supply of the special Body Reducing Formula, wraps that firm and mold the body, (your Body Wrapping Kit lets you do all parts of the body). Simple, easy-to-follow directions, including instructions for wrapping with the exclusive Sarong Method.* Also, you get our special Cloak that increases the effectiveness of this method. Supplies are limited, so order yours today!

Questions and Answers About Body Wrapping

Q. What is the BODY-WRAPPING Method?
A. Body Wrapping is a method of trimming extra inches from the body, i.e., arms, midriff, hips, thighs, calves, ankles.

Q. How is it done?
A. You wrap that part of your body that requires attention with the Body Wraps, which are saturated in a special solution. Then you slip into our special cloak, grab a book or turn on the TV and relax for the next 90 minutes.

Q. Does it really work and if so how fast?
A. Yes, it really works. It has worked on thousands of men and women throughout the world. Even now, resort hotels and exclusive department stores have salons of this type. Then you slip into our special cloak, grab a book or turn on the TV and relax for the next 90 minutes.

Q. How many sessions do I need?
A. At least three sessions within the first seven days are recommended, then two per week until the desired inch loss is attained.

Q. How can BODY-WRAPPING do for us guys?
A. Everything it does for the gals. You can lose inches from that spare tire in just two sessions. Regain that youthful appearance, have a slimmer, firmer body.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

If you are not completely satisfied, if you cannot measure your inch loss after the second session simply return the kit to us within 10 days and your money will be cheerfully refunded in full.

Money Back Guarantee

Name
Address
City
State Zip

Encl. is $4.98 (Check or M.O.)
Charge my: Diners
Am. Exp. BankAmer.
Master Charge:
Bank # (Find above your name)
Acct # Exp Date
Sig

NY State Residents add tax

New 154-114 Allen Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

Tramp Away The Inches You Couldn't Lose

Now everyone can afford to try the amazing salon wrap method, completely at our risk! For years now, exclusive figure contouring salons throughout the world have been charging exorbitant fees of $300 to $500 to very wealthy clientele, and achieving amazing results. These women actually would lose 1 to 2 dress sizes in a few sessions... up to 10 inches or more from their bodies. Yes, lose inches from upper arms, inches from midriff, inches from derriere; upper thigh inches, even inches from calves and ankles. The salons kept the secret well; the formula, the wraps, the techniques. But now for the first time we have unlocked the beauty secret of the stars, the slendrizing sensation of the Park Avenue salons, and make it available to every woman and man to use in the privacy of their own home. You get all the benefits of the exclusive salon; techniques plus the advantages of our modern wrapping technique, the fabulous Sarong Wrap* (exclusive with our kit only). Yes, now you can temporarily lose inches easily and effortlessly from where you want to lose them in just 90 minutes! Now you can have that glamorous figure you've always wanted in just a few short sessions. All this is yours at a fraction of the salon price and you must be completely satisfied or your money will be refunded.

Your Body Wrapping Kit contains everything you need to start right in: A liberal supply of the special Body Reducing Formula, wraps that firm and mold the body, (your Body Wrapping Kit lets you do all parts of the body). Simple, easy-to-follow directions, including instructions for wrapping with the exclusive Sarong Method.* Also, you get our special Cloak that increases the effectiveness of this method. Supplies are limited, so order yours today!

Questions and Answers About Body Wrapping

Q. What is the BODY-WRAPPING Method?
A. Body Wrapping is a method of trimming extra inches from the body, i.e., arms, midriff, hips, thighs, calves, ankles.

Q. How is it done?
A. You wrap that part of your body that requires attention with the Body Wraps, which are saturated in a special solution. Then you slip into our special cloak, grab a book or turn on the TV and relax for the next 90 minutes.

Q. Does it really work and if so how fast?
A. Yes, it really works. It has worked on thousands of men and women throughout the world. Even now, resort hotels and exclusive department stores have salons of this type. Then you slip into our special cloak, grab a book or turn on the TV and relax for the next 90 minutes.

Q. How many sessions do I need?
A. At least three sessions within the first seven days are recommended, then two per week until the desired inch loss is attained.

Q. How can BODY-WRAPPING do for us guys?
A. Everything it does for the gals. You can lose inches from that spare tire in just two sessions. Regain that youthful appearance, have a slimmer, firmer body.
Light on your feet are our chic new hand-lasted sandals with knotted thongs, cushioned leather soles and wedge cork heels. Royal, green, yellow, orange, white, hot pink or aqua. Sizes W 5'/2-10, N and M. $15.00. Add SI .00 for thongs, cushioned leather soles and hand-lasted sandals with knotted post. Send for free catalog.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**ST. CROIX SHIFT**
A delightful bit of local color is the shift by Vested Gentress that prints sea green St. Croix goodies on white drop dry, lined polyester and cotton. Note the hibiscus, pelican, sugar mill, donkey and such! Sizes 6-18. $30 plus $1.50 air mail. Sun & Moon Fashions, HG5, 40 Queen Cross St., Christianssted, St. Croix, VI 00820.

**SHAPELY NUMBER**
Particularlyappealing if you are sensitive to shape and in search of the unusual. (Aquarian take note.) Imported Exec U Phone in diplomatic gray is ready for use, has adjustable bell. $29.95 plus $1.50 post. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. QE-52, 25 W. Merrick Rd., Freeport, NY 11520.

**SLIDE SHOW**
Step right up to the new slide-viewing sensation that magnifies 2" slides nine times, yet sets on table top for convenient group viewing. Screen's 7 1/4" sq. for spacious scenes; viewer loads 36 slides at once, removes them by push button, $9.99 plus $1 post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

**MEASURE FOR MEASURE**
Cheerful yellow plastic measures, 11 of them including hard-to-find teaspoons, 1/2 tablespoons and 1/4 cup all with marked handles. They snap neatly together when not in use. Now's the time to get them before summer canning and preserving starts. 98c ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

**PURITY NUMBER**
Unconditional guarantee for LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or dent! Kit includes 30" by 30" by 10" vitreous pasted to metal with sturdy plastic corners and cements and clear instructions to needlepoint two-letter monogram plus lovely daisy, poppy or cornflower design. $5.95 plus 50c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

**THE ADDDED TOUCH**

**GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES**
Add a touch of charm to your home of golden color with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws included. Also available in wrought iron black.

**THE TALBOTS**

**New foto-shirts**
Youngsters and teenagers really love wearing their favorite photographs. Or photos of their friends, teams, pets, heroes, favorite places, funny faces, etc. Send full color or black & white photo (for best results send color, min. size 3" x 4") and we will beautifully reproduce it same size. Photo safely returned with shirt.

**THEME OF THE UNUSUAL**
Sensetive to shape and in search of the unusual. (Aquarians take note.) Imported Exec U Phone in diplomatic gray is ready for use, has adjustable bell. $29.95 plus $1.50 post. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. QE-52, 25 W. Merrick Rd., Freeport, NY 11520.

**PURE WHITE BRILLIANCE**
Lustrous simulated DIAMONDS—free made, available like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost. The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or dent! Will be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polished on diamond wheel by experts to full 30 times harder for wear. EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

**VEGA Co.**
Dept. HG-5, Box 465, Radio City Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10019.
ENJOY REAL EYE COMFORT

Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in strong sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, motoring, or reading on the beach. Adjustable dark green plastic shield slips on your specs in a jiffy. Wear the Sport Visor on regular or sun glasses.

SPORT VISOR $1.98 + 20c Mailing Each
ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
California Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105
ELEGANCE 
YOU CAN AFFORD

Send 35c for 72 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra of imported crystal.
Also Strass, Incomparable in design and quality. Pewter and early American brass. $50.00 to $3950.00. Shipped prepaid, insured in U.S.A. Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business for over a quarter of a century.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
Dept. G-67, Eden (Leesville)
North Carolina 27288

SHOPPING AROUND

INN THE MOOD
New tradition on the travel scene is to take the country life route from inn to inn along back roads to enjoy the scenery and sights of rural America. Indispensable guide, the 1972 “Country Inns and Back Roads,” points the way to 99 inns from Cape Breton to Carmel with maps. $3.50 ppd. The Berkshire Traveller, Box H5, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

TWISTY KEY RING
Gold finished aircraft cable key ring holds 25 keys and can withstand a pull of 150 pounds. It has no links to loosen, no chain to break. Its intriguing twist-lock opens easily, but stays closed otherwise to rest in pocket or handbag. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, H65, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GRADUATE GIFT
Commemorate the big day with honors: tassel mounted on a walnut-finished wood plaque! Antique engraved plate of silver or gold metal shows name and date on two 15 character lines; add 10c each additional letter. Silver, $9.98; gold, $12.98. Add 90c post. For furnished tassel, add $1. Collier's, Dept. GE-572, Box 585, Skokie, IL 60076.

SEW ROUND
For stitching in time, a nifty zippered kit from Austria that’s fitted with a sharp mini-scissor, safety pins, tape measure, needles, thimble and five spools of thread. Genuine leather case has charging needlepoint insert. 2¾' dia. case, 2¾' scissor; $2; three, $5.50. Add 30c post. The Ferry House, Dept. HG-5, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

SUPER SOFTIE
Swing into a bright little shoe whose fanciful cut-out work shows off a pretty foot. Heel strap holds it all secure; toless design means hot-weather comfort. “Heather” comes in black, bone or white leather in narrow, medium and wide widths (specify). $9.95 plus 75c post. Sofwear Shoes, H05, 1711 Main, Houston, TX 77002.

GLASS CRYSTAL BOBECHES
are European imports. Pretty protectors that slip over the candle to catch the dripping wax, protect your fine table linen and reflect the taper’s glow. 3" diameter, 1" center hole. Choose: clear, star design, gold-rimmed or pelmet shaped. 6 for $3.75

Extra $1.50 pair
We pay postage. Money back guarantee.

BETHANDA LIGHTING
150 Rose Lane, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040

THE PROVEN TWO WAY PET DOOR
PETS LIKE IT! PETS USE IT!


plaza enterprises
P.O. Box 4119-RRG, L.I.,C, New York 20

ENGLISH "WALLCOTT" CAT DOOR H35 PP.

158
"TUXEDO SOFA"
A Hunts' Masterpiece!

From the superb crafting of its sturdy frame to the expert upholstering with luxurious fabric, patience, skill and know-how of over forty years' experience went into the making of this sofa. The zippered and reversible seat and back cushions are rubber dacron filled. Available in various grades and types of fine fabrics (stripes, solids, prints, brocades, damask; cut, antique, crushed and plain velvets; etc.)—specify type and colors desired. L. 88"; $171.00. Express Charges Collect. No C.O.D. For further information, send $1.00 for Furniture Catalogue and Fabric Samples. Satisfaction guaranteed.

2920 N. Center St., HG5
Hickory, N. C. 28601

Save on fine chairs! One of America's largest collections

CARLA
Italian Provincial style with foam padded seat. For dining room or as an occasional chair. Wide choice of fabrics include velvets, mohair, linen prints or solids. H 36". W 21½". D 23".

$58.00 each—Pair $113.00
C.O.M. (2½ yds. 54") $52.00
Shipping weight 30 lbs.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
For catalog and fabric samples, send $1.00

ADRIAN'S
Route 5, Box 538, Hickory, N.C. 28601

ROSE and LYRE PATTERN
A true copy of a handsome original over 100 years old. Found in Louisiana's Bayou Teche country. Available in moss green, black, verdigris or white. Cast aluminum only.

Settee = $375.00
Chair = $202.00
Table = $72.50

Send 25¢ for new 28 page CATALOG

J. F. DAY & CO.
Dept. G-572, 2820 6th Avenue, South Birmingham, Ala. 35233

THANK YOU
MARTHA WASHINGTON
For giving your name to this elegant chair. It has ladylike lines yet is perfectly proportioned for gentlemen, too. Beautiful reproduction from an original that may have graced the first executive mansion. With solid mahogany, brass nail trim. 23" by 20" by 40" high. In many fine fabrics. $72.95; yours, $68.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue, swatches 25¢. Jonas Fields, GE52, Box 52526, Atlanta, GA 30305.

LAZY DAZE CHAISE
A full four and a half feet of comfort, the perfectly proportioned bedroom seating. Masterfully upholstered in many grades and types of fine fabrics—stripes, brocades, damasks; cut, antiqued, crushed and plain velvets. $149. Exp. charges coll. Specify type and colors. Send $1 for fabric samples and furniture catalogue.

Hunt Galleries, Inc. HG5, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, NC 28601.

ROSE and LYRE PATTERN
A true copy of a handsome original over 100 years old. Found in Louisiana's Bayou Teche country. Available in moss green, black, verdigris or white. Cast aluminum only.

Settee = $375.00
Chair = $202.00
Table = $72.50

Send 25¢ for new 28 page CATALOG

J. F. DAY & CO.
Dept. G-572, 2820 6th Avenue, South Birmingham, Ala. 35233

LAZY DAZE CHAISE
A full four and a half feet of comfort, the perfectly proportioned bedroom seating. Masterfully upholstered in many grades and types of fine fabrics—stripes, brocades, damasks; cut, antiqued, crushed and plain velvets. $149. Exp. charges coll. Specify type and colors. Send $1 for fabric samples and furniture catalogue.

Hunt Galleries, Inc. HG5, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, NC 28601.

BLOCK GO ROUND
Thick, thick butcher block susan rotates easily and quickly on ball bearing base. Obviously a superb cutting board, cheese server and as a serving susan for your dining table, it's handy and handsome. 1½" thick; 14" dia.; $15.90; 16"; $19.90; 18"; $24.50. Exp. coll. 52-page catalogue, 50c. J & D Brauner, Inc., Dept. HG5, 298 Bowery, NY 10012.
TRÉS BELLE
Aptly named, this little jewel of a chair offers graceful French styling. Petite beauty becomes a perfect extra chair in bedroom or try one for an exciting color spot in any setting. Elegant crushed or plain velvet in a great range of shades. 21" by 22" by 35" high; seat 19" high. $46; $90 pair. Your yard 54" wide fabric, $40. Exp. chgs. Wgt. 25 lbs. Brochure and swatches $1. Adrian's, HG5, Route 5, Box 538, Hickory, NC 28601.

BENTWOOD CLASSIC

ENGLISH ELEGANCE
Handsome brown mahogany drop lid desk has two drawers, pull-out support for writing surface. Inside: two more drawers and pigeon holes. 33" by 21½" by 39½" high. $269.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Bryan Robeson, HG-46, Box 757, Hickory, NC 28601.

SWEET CAROLINE
Neat display shelf named for a Forslund family friend, Caroline Watts. A graceful beauty for showing off your favorite figurines. Masterfully finished in dark Forslund cherry or buckwheat honey. With plate groove, 4¾" high, 6½" deep, 34" long, $37.95 ppd. Beautiful color catalogue, $1. Carl Forslund, HG5, Grand Rapids, MI 49502.

THE BUTCHER BLOCK
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE—Full 2" thick Butcher Block top on polished chrome end tables, 42" x 30", $399.00; 60" x 34", $519.00; 72" x 34", $639.50; 72" x 30", $1,785.00. Check or money order. No COD's. Exp. charges. Coll. NYC. 7% tax. Illinois residents add your tax. Exp. page catalog, 50c.

CIRCULAR DINING TABLE—Full 2" thick Butcher Block top on polished chrome pedestal, 30" Diameter, $425.00; 36", $129.95; 42", $195.50; 48", $239.50.

J&D Brauner Brauner
NEW YORK: 298 Bowery, N.Y., N.Y. 10012 (212) 978-2830 CHICAGO: 1331 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60605 (312) 922-5981

GRANDFATHER ROCKER
The "Grandaddy" of them all! Worked from solid Maple with a seat carved from 2¼" solid Pine. H-43¼", W-22", D-18½", Wgt. 38 lbs.
Unfinished—sanded $69.95
Unfinished light or dark pine $74.50
Unfinished and decorated $79.95
express collect N.Y. res. add 4½% tax—No C.O.D.

MINI-WING CHAIR
Enhance your home with this uniquely small but blissfully comfortable chair. Being of an unusual size, it is destined to become a favorite heirloom. Ash hardwood frame with solid mahogany legs. Front left frilled. Available in muslin or cushion covered in your own fabric. ½ yds.-54" of skirt, 4 yds.-54" with skirt. Width-25½". Deep-29½". Height-33½". $149.
As seen in October 1971 "Antiques" Check or money order Shipping charges collect Send 25c for new gift catalogue

ELLER ACCESSORIES
1015 Van Huy Avenue Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27104 Telephone 919 724-9495

ROMANTIC VICTORIAN
all solid Mahogany, hand-carved furniture! New way to save on finest quality furniture. Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus small freight). All tables have marble tops from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, love seats, tables, lamps, rockers, dining room & bedroom. Superb workmanship at modest prices. America's largest selection is in our catalog. And, costly fabric cuttings are sent free!

Marion Travis
P.O. Box 292, Statesville, N.C. 28677

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE FURNITURE FAIR
American's Finest Victorian Furniture Table
14" x 18" $19.95
All hand carved of solid Honduras mahogany. Table Top of natural cherry marble. Shipped direct from Montgomery factory, many colors of choice and finishes. Freight charges collect.

Martha M. House, HG5, Box 292, Statesville, NC 28677


country table
Two-inch-thick top of Northern maple hardwoods on rigid beam construction frame. Desk or dining table 30" or 34" h.; 56" by 24", $89.95. Exp. coll. Many other sizes. 44-page catalogue 50c. Butcher Block & More, Dept. 52C, 1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 60616.

Painting Sofa
Victorian lounge of hand-carved Honduras mahogany in regular or brown finish, fruitwood or white with brushed gold. Velvets, brocades, tapestries, $2 by 25½" by 37½", $414.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue G-5, $1. Martha M. House, HG5, 1022 So. Decatur St., Montgomery, AL 36104.

Right Number
All-in-one phone center's your message unit! Pine cabinet fits in corner, roll-out 16" cube seat with vinyl cushion, two director shelves, pencil holders, 25" by 18½" top for phone accessories. 28½" h.; handsome tone or antique finish. $59; unfinished kit, $47.50. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG5, No. Conway, NH 03860.

Willow Shelf
As variable as it is attractive! Use it in as many ways as you wish, in the kitchen, bath or bathroom. Hand-woven, 3 tier shelf stands alone or hangs on wall. 18" x 10" x 20" high. Painted add $1.45. Unfinished $1.00.

Wicker Wonderland
Rattan Swag Lamp
Handwoven by the CHINESE in graceful tulip shape, comes electrified with dimmer switch. 18½" chain and hook for hanging. Adjustable height from ceiling. 18" dia. x 11" high. Painted add $3.95. Use up to 100 watt bulb.

$17.45 Postpaid

Wine in the Willow
Handcrafted allattle bar for easy entertainment, imported from Europe. Compact and portable, it can be built into any area of your home. The three small shelves for bottles, glasses, bar tools, etc., 10½" high by 11" diameter. Finished in its own natural rich golden color, $12.45. Painted add $2.00.

Immediate Delivery
Sends in 90 days.

Send for Catalogue

Right Number
All-in-one phone center's your message unit! Pine cabinet fits in corner, roll-out 16" cube seat with vinyl cushion, two director shelves, pencil holders, 25" by 18½" top for phone accessories. 28½" h.; handsome tone or antique finish. $59; unfinished kit, $47.50. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG5, No. Conway, NH 03860.

Bench Bonus
Deacon benches with handsome turnings on legs. Sanded, ready to finish, 44" long, $33.95; 60", $43.95. Walnut, maple, pine, black finish, 44", $42.95; 60", $52.95. Green, red or white, 44", $43.95; 60", $53.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Marion Travis, HG5, Box 292, Statesville, NC 28677.

Chesnut, Cane backed, reversible cushions, self-handled and bordered. H 37½, W 27, D 17 (Desk open 28½"").

Price: $179.95

Shipping charges collect, No C.O.D.

Send 25c for catalogue

Bryan Robeson
Dept. HC-41, Box 757, Hickory, N.C. 28601

Wicker Wonderland
Rattan Swag Lamp
Handwoven by the CHINESE in graceful tulip shape, comes electrified with dimmer switch. 18½" chain and hook for hanging. Adjustable height from ceiling. 18½" dia. x 11" high. Painted add $3.95. Use up to 100 watt bulb.

$17.45 Postpaid

French Provincial Chest Desk
Three drawers plus desk compartment. Closed it appears to be chest of drawers. Finish: Beautiful brown tone of Cherry. H 37½, W 27, D 17 (Desk open 28½"").

Price: $149.50
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SHOPPING AROUND

POSH PLUSH
Turn up at the next party in a full-length shift that'll make heads turn! Deep slits at sides, long front zipper give special chic to a cotton and nylon velour number in tri-color lilac, pink, rose or red, navy, white. Imported from France by Partout in S, M, L. $34 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. EQ, Hingham, MA 02043.

PLANT A GERANIUM
In garden-bright reds and greens with background of white, off-white or moss; finished size 14" by 14". To needlepoint, naturally, from a complete pillow or picture kit with Persian yarns, needles, instructions, $32.90 plus $1.50 post. Catalogue $1. The Nimble Thimble, Box 713-H5, Aptos, CA 95003.

SUITCASE SUSPENDERS
Won't let you down—count on them to identify luggage and to save the day should the lock give way! In assorted sizes to surround any bag snugly, elastic webbing has engraved tags of gold-plated metal (specify initials). Red, white and blue, set of three. $3.98 plus 35c post. Lillian Vernon. G51. 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

BIRD IN THE HAND
One way to make the motto work for you is this charming bird print handbag. It's a richly colored cotton print on white which gives it go-with-everything status. A taffeta lining, stiff sides and bottom, firm turnclasp keep it in good working order. A spacious 13" by 9" by 5". $6 ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, Box 701, Beverly, MA 01915.

GREAT SHAKES
Meissen blue onion pattern now adorns a salt shaker and pepper mill with an adjustable grinding mechanism. Each is 7½" h. Attractive pair is a delight on any table and particularly right teamed with traditional or provincial décor. $12.95 ppd. Jenifer House, HG5, Gt. Barrington, MA 01230.

BIRTHDAY FLOWERS
Exquisite blooms for each birthday month of the year are hand tinted on white oval bone china plates from the Coalport manufactory in England. Pierced for hanging, month is written in letters of gold. May: Valley Lily; June: Rose; July: Water Lily; Aug.: Poppy. 5" h. $11 each pcd. Downs & Co., Dept. 1405, Evanston, IL 60204.

CLASSIC "OLD BRADBURY"
Authentic extra-large stainless reproduction of one of the classic English silver patterns. Complete with hollow handle pistol-grip knives, and 3-tine forks. *80 piece service for 8 ........... $19.99
74 piece service for 12 ........... $29.99
*Eight 5-piece place settings plus 8 extra teaspoons, 1 butter knife, and 1 sugar spoon.

Avoidable in oxen or bright finish. Your satisfaction guaranteed or your money will be returned. Postage pre-paid by Fortunoff, P.O. Box 132A, Westbury, N.Y. 11590

AY, 1972
Enjoy buying our very choice quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing huge array of smart styles for every occasion — and our vast range of sizes insures you perfect fit — or your money refunded!

DIANA shoes
Sizes 5½ to 12, for widths AAAA to EE
In candy: black, light brown, gray, white, navy with wheatwood, malt with chocolate or bone with malt.
Sizes 2½; to 10 $21.96
10½ to 12 $22.96
Please add 75c first pair, 25c each additional pair for mailing.

PHILADELPHIA SHOE MANUFACTURERS

SHOPPING AROUND

JUST A DROP!
If you demand your martinis "extra dry," add the precise amount with this sterling vermout dropper. Tending bar becomes a devilish joy. 3½" bottle holds 2 oz. of the precious stuff.

$10 plus 90¢ post. Perfect spot for pop on June 18th! Charles Summer, Inc., HG5, 16 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02116.

FOR HER DAY
Why not charm the parent with an adorable dangle for the up and coming Mother's Day? Oval disk shown right here spotlights a sizeable pearl in a unique design that you won't find anywhere else in town. ¾" dia. Order in 14k gold for $9; sterling silver $3. Ppd. Charm and Treasure, HG5, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

ETERNAL STRUGGLE
Man's unending struggle captured forever in a solid lead paperweight or a pair of bookends which are 24k gold plated. 3½" h., 6½" l. Ideal to anchor his papers, boost his spirits. Bright note for desk or library shelves. Weight $7.50; bookends $15. Add 85c post. Camaller & Buckley, HG5, 1141 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

HAPPY DREAMS
Scary goblins are kept at bay by a smile night light. Sturdy plastic 3½" light beams for 50,000 hours with a soft yellow glow; UL approved. Plug into any standard outlet in child's room, bathroom; give one as an extra birthday gift, too! 98¢ ppd. Walter Drake, HG51 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

SPARKLING SPRAY MIST
Crystal chandeliers, sconces and candelabra come bright and clear after a spray shower of silcone mist from an easy-to-handle 7 oz. can. No need to wipe; just let dry naturally. Don't dismantle crystal to achieve blazing beauty. $1.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

HAND CARVED COATS OF ARMS
Hand-carved in wood $50.00
Hand-carved in wood with Toledo steel swords 75.00
Hand-engraved precious stones, 18k gold setting $155.00

Heraldica Imports

Heraldica Imports

Scintilla, Inc.
Chicago, III. 60654
"All Things Exotic In Satin"
REDUCE WAIST AND SHRINK STOMACH

SEE RESULTS FROM FIRST DAY

Waist Watchers will feel muscle tighten and see stomach shrink from the first day you use the Waist Wheel. A few rolls back and forth with Waist Wheel from knee position equals 100 sit-ups. Steel-reinforced grip handles. Heavy-duty rubber tires. Instruction Booklet with progress chart included.

Single Waist Wheel $3.98 + 80c Mailing
Dual Waist Wheel $5.98 + $1.00 Mailing

ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
California Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105
The world famous Budweiser Clydesdale horses have been reproduced on a giant for purposes of drying off. White background it can be used as a wall hanging as well as for purposes of drying off. White background it can be used as a wall hanging as well as

Deerpath Rd. Dept. 552, Batavia, Ill. 60510

Turtle on Yellow $2.50

Fox on Gold $2.50

Moose on Turquoise (shown) $2.10

Mouse on Green (shown) $2.50
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your summer with this elegant titations. Large, quick stitch water-
SUMMER SWINGER
Adult size swing installs indoors or out—heavy lacquer protects against vagaries of weather. Hangs handsomely from an old shade tree, the playroom ceiling beam. Latticed rattan with corduroy cushion. $49.50 exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HGS, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

IT CRACKS 'EM TOO!
Richly worked pine cradle, 5½" by 12½" by 5½" is finished in walnut; duck's head handle is a built-in nutcracker. Cradle holds a fist full of nuts in the shell and is easy to pass to guests at the party. Splendid aid for busy hostesses. $5.95 plus 75c postage. Color brochure 50c. Village Wood Shop, Box 645-H51, Englishtown, NJ 07726.

SEW'S LOCK STITCH
No question that this tool does great things: sews leather and canvas when you take it in hand. Woman Lib, do your own repairs on shoes, handbags, awnings, seats, upholstery and the like. Pack includes bobbin of wax thread, three diamond point needles. $2.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10022.

CHIC SANDALS
For leisurely patio parties on sultry summer eyes to come, a sparkly pair of dress sandals that fit 5A and 4A width, sizes 6-12: 3A, 2A, A and B width, sizes 9½-12. Crushed patent in black, white, blue or brown; silver kid and black suede. Silvery buckle. ½" heel. $29 plus $1 post. Mooney & Gilbert, Inc., HG5, 31 W. 57th St., New York, NY 10019.

GRAND PRETENDERS
Cache pots that look for all the world like exquisite oriental porcelain are actually off-white plastic. Perfect holders for potted plants, dried arrangements or a vase of summer blooms. Set of three: 4" by 4"; 4½" by 5½"; 5½" by 6". $4.95. 6½" by 7½", $3.95. Add 75c postage. The Gift Tree, HG572, P.O. Box 55, Kensington, MD 20795.

PORCELAIN DOVES
White winged doves pause in flight on leafy green pedestals to bring enchantment to a dinner table or mantel. Doves are 4½" high in matte finished porcelain. How appropriate for a June bridal table or for a graduation party. $4.95 a pair ppd. Order from Colonial Studios, Dept. ID-51, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10603.

SHOPPING AROUND
FOR A FABULOUS WINDOW DISPLAY...
Mini-Shelves 2 for $2.50
Clear circle planters a window—ideal for house plants or a prized assortment of shells even more to show off all its beauty! 4" widths of black metal rest against window, holds it neatly in place or slide in and out easily for cleaning or moving. The "stem" rests against window; holds it level and steady. Each holds 4½" plant. Can be attached to a wall, too, if you wish. Set of 3. #4255—Mini Window Shelves...1 Set $2.50, 2 Sets $4.50

Please add 35c postage & handling

LILIAN VERON
Drap. 631, 80 R. Third Avenue Mt. Vernon, New York 10550

SPRING FLOWERS
Great Grabbers

THE JACK ARMSTRONG

MAILBOX MARKER Style NM $6.95
Style M $5.95 Style MF $6.95
Style EM $7.95 Style EB $8.95

LAWN MARKERS

Style BR $4.95 Style BE $6.95

MAILBOX MARKER Style NB $7.95 Style OB $9.95

GOLD & WALNUT—Beautiful 24K gold-engraved in solid American Walnut—oil rubbed finish. 8½" x 10½". Order Style KG4. Marker with name only, $3.95. Name and title as shown, $4.95.

EXECUTIVE DESK MARKERS FOR DAD

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

PAYABLE AT MERCHANTS BANK

ORDER TODAY—TAKE $1.00 OFF ABOVE PRICES AND CLIP COUPON TO SHIPPING ADDRESS. Please add 45¢ POST. PER MARKER

Dress, please add 35c post & handling

BERKSHIRE CANDLE SHOP
Dept. HG-52 Sc. Egremont, Mass. 01268

Satisfaction Guaranteed Mass. residents add 5½% tax.

SPEAR NAME MARKERS FOR MAILBOXES, LAMP POSTS, LAWNS & DESKS

SPRING SPRUCE-UP SALE

SPEAR NAME MARKERS FOR MAILBOXES, LAMP POSTS, LAWNS & DESKS

ORDER TODAY—TAKE $1.00 OFF

AND YOU WILL BE PLEASED
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HAVE A REAL FAMILY HEIRLOOM!
YOUR OWN HOME IN NEEDLEPOINT

From your own photo and description, let well-known authority, Maud Hundley, help you create a needlepoint portrait for framing of your own home. Or you may prefer it as a tapestry or a sofa pillow. Here is not only an accent piece of subtle elegance, but a cherished memory for generations to come.

Send photo and complete description of all colors and details for estimate—Remember, the more complete the description, the more faithful the reproduction.

MAUD HUNDLEY STUDIO
U. S. 60, Old Shelbyville Rd., Anchorage, Ky. 40223
Send 50¢ for catalog of creative needlepoint ideas.

Over 400 patterns
Buschemeyer and Co., currently has in stock over 400 active, inactive and obsolete patterns of sterling and silverplated flatware and thimbles.

Specify pieces and send self-addressed stamped envelope for prompt delivery.

Phone: 502-584-4264
Buschemeyer & Co.
515 South Fourth, HG-5
Louisville, Ky. 40202

SEND FOR U.S. UNCIRCULATED SILVER DOLLAR—$4.10 each.
Circulated Several dates—$3.25 each.

Like to shop for island thongs in the Caribbean, muu muus in Hawaii, julep cups in Kentucky? It’s fun and it’s easy to find the unusual when you order by mail from our Special Shopping Around sections.

If you’re interested in promoting your shop in Shopping Around, write House & Garden, Dept. 5A, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10017.
**LITTLE DARLING**

Tiny treasure of a table, perfectly sized for a coffee cup and ashtray is just 18" high with a 9" by 13" top. Hand crafted in Kentucky of solid African mahogany with hand-rubbed finish. No veneer! Masterful miniature of an 18th century butler's tray, it has heirloom quality. $27.50 ppd. Wakefield-Scearce Galleries, HG5, Shelbyville, KY 40065.

**APPALACHIAN ARTISTRY**

Hand-whittled flowers from the wonderful woods of Appalachia: sassafras, redbud, walnut and hickory. Big beauties, 14" dia., have detachable stems for storage, come in light or dark finish. Priced individually so you can buy one or a dozen! $2.20 each ppd. Craft catalogue, 50c. Appalachian Fireside Crafts, HG5, Box 276, Booneville, KY 41314.

**SILVER AND STONE**


**LULLABYE LOVE**

The baby gift for every new arrival—satin-covered music box that plays Brahms Lullabye, ties prettily to crib or carriage. Dear little nursery animal motif stitched on each pink, blue or yellow case. 2 3/4" by 3 1/2". $6.50 plus 50c post. Maud Hundley, HG5, Anchorage, KY 40223.

**GARDENERS!**

"TO-PATO"

Amazing! Two luscious crops from one symbiotic planting. Tomatoes above ground—potatoes below. Certified seed, rot and wilt resistant vines. Ideal for small suburban gardens or patio planters. Kit comes with six sets and instructions, try it—guaranteed, $2.98 plus 35c postage from: LOUISVILLE GARDENS P.O. Box 91128 Louisville, Kentucky 40291 Ky. Res. Add 5% sales tax

**THE FAMILY TREE BASKET PURSE . . .**

A welcomed gift for Grandmother or Mom. The wicker basket is decorated with your family tree. Including the name of each member on his very own apple. Basket has natural walnut-stained finish with colorful apple tree design. Green velvetine bow gives it just the right touch. Interior has attractive quilt fabric lining. 10 1/2" x 6 1/2". Send first names for family tree. $30.00 PPD.

**NAVAJO MADONNA**

by Olaf Wieghorst

outstanding contemporary Western artist

A Fleur-de-lis Limited Edition
Edition: 1,500 signed and numbered
23" x 25" — $40.00
2" handling — $2.00 Kentucky resident's sales tax

From Wildgoose Gallery, Inc.
Dept. HG 32
118 East Market Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
Phone: (502) 637-4404

**AND NOW THERE ARE FOUR!**

Kentucky's only AUTHENTIC julep cup, our famous handmade STERLING SILVER cup now has three matching companions! All four items are heavy gauge silver and have hand beading at top and bottom. All bear our traditional presidential markings, which date them for posterity. Start a set TODAY . . . and pass them on to future generations with great pride! Use them for water, milk, coke . . . or whatever you wish. They make excellent business or presentation awards.

**WAKEFIELD-SCEARCE GALLERIES**

Dept. H.G., Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065

**TRAVEL, Dept. HG-572**

Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Please send Kentucky travel information.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________
State __________ Zip _____________
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MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

NO MONEY! Hush name, address for full details.

AN AMERICAN BRONZING CO. 1100 N. MAIN STREET, HAMILTON, OHIO 45013

SPANISH PROVINCIAL CHAIRS, which support the hands and spines of centuries before Columbus. Our precise contemporary reproductions are hand-carved in Mexico, their frames made of solid mahogany. These chairs are the right size for most tables and add to the feeling of being in Spain. Also sofa in matching material. From $42 to $65. In stock and ready to ship.

AZTEC CALENDAR WALL PLAQUE

The original of this decorative plaque was found on the wall of a Mayan Indian house. The Aztec calendar is a solar calendar of 365 days. The Aztec runs. Amazingly accurate calendar. Use in living room, study, or wherever you wish to show your pride in the American Indian. Plaques made in Mexico. In stock and ready to ship. From $42 to $65.

HOSE & HAMMICKS

FREE FOLDER OF HAMMOCK STYLES!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

AMERICAN BRONZING CO.

Dept. HG5, Box 465, St. Davids, PA 19087.

COIN TIE BAR

Any fellow is bound to be delighted when you gift him with a tie pin made up of real and rare coins; the Indian head penny, Buffalo nickel, Liberty quarter and Mercury dime! It is designed for wide ties that guys prefer these days. Nicely priced at $7.50 ppd. Postmatic Co., HG572, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

GRADUATE CHARMS

If anybody knows what's brand new in charms, we know: thrilling 3-some for the sweet girl consists of graduation cap, diploma and disc—very important look for June events. 14k gold cap $10.50, sterling silver $3; diploma $10, $3; disc $9, $3. Ppd. Big color catalogue $1. Charm & Treasure, HG55, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

INCHES OF PREVENTION

Square splatter inhibitor pan on a filter principle, letting steam escape and catching frying pan grease. Use it for frying, grilling or sauteing; it is 12" by 12" and cleans in dishwasher or sink. Aluminum mesh and frame. $1.98 ppd. Colonial Garden, Dept. HG5, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582.

GRACE-NOTE IN IRON

Heavy wrought iron holder for real plants or frankly fakes is a beauty to hang on the wall to bring color to a room or porch. 15" h., 6½" w., 5½" d. Choose black, white or avocado, $5.95 plus $1.10 post.; two, $9.29 plus $1.60. Add 75c for white with gold. Henry R. Smith Studios, Dept. HG52, Box 66, St. Davids, PA 19087.

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY

Simple teflon cover for steam irons is the solution for ironing serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced silks, woolens and knits. Permits a smooth shaping or blocking job without any ugly shiny areas. $1 each plus 15c postage. Order today from Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

LIKE THE REAL THING

Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women on request. Vega Co., HG5, Box 465, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10019.

COIN TIE BAR

Any fellow is bound to be delighted when you gift him with a tie pin made up of real and rare coins; the Indian head penny, Buffalo nickel, Liberty quarter and Mercury dime! It is designed for wide ties that guys prefer these days. Nicely priced at $7.50 ppd. Postmatic Co., HG572, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

GRADUATE CHARMS

If anybody knows what's brand new in charms, we know: thrilling 3-some for the sweet girl consists of graduation cap, diploma and disc—very important look for June events. 14k gold cap $10.50, sterling silver $3; diploma $10, $3; disc $9, $3. Ppd. Big color catalogue $1. Charm & Treasure, HG55, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

INCHES OF PREVENTION

Square splatter inhibitor pan on a filter principle, letting steam escape and catching frying pan grease. Use it for frying, grilling or sauteing; it is 12" by 12" and cleans in dishwasher or sink. Aluminum mesh and frame. $1.98 ppd. Colonial Garden, Dept. HG5, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582.
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Heavy wrought iron holder for real plants or frankly fakes is a beauty to hang on the wall to bring color to a room or porch. 15" h., 6½" w., 5½" d. Choose black, white or avocado, $5.95 plus $1.10 post.; two, $9.29 plus $1.60. Add 75c for white with gold. Henry R. Smith Studios, Dept. HG52, Box 66, St. Davids, PA 19087.
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**POWER PLUG TV 'TENNA**

ELIMINATES RABBIT EARS

Secret Power Antenna attaches to rear of TV set and into any AC/DC outlet to bring in marvelously crisp, clear pictures and eliminate all manner of ghosts and electronic gremlins. Unseen antenna eliminates need for ugly roof equipment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. Uses no current. For Black & White or Color sets. UL approved.

### POWER PLUG ANTENNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price Ea.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 35c Mailing Each</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

California Residents add 5% Sales Tax

**Anthony Enterprises** 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

---

**NO STAMPS OR COD's, PLEASE**

California residents add 5% Sales Tax

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35c Each</td>
<td>First Class Mail</td>
<td>$1.15 Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75c Each</td>
<td>Air Mail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED**
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CARPETED FOR CATS
If kitty thinks furniture is the greatest for clawing, why not get him a setup of his own? Unique pedestal post lets him climb and claw as he wishes; rugged rug has nine lives. 24" h. with 18" platform and access hole, in gold or green. $14.95 ppd. Wen-Rub Products Co., H5-5, 8921 Natl. Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90034.

STEP INTO SPRING
A pert pump of softest Brizilian kidskin is a beauty with a one-inch heel that glides gracefully through the day from shopping to dinner on the town. Brass trim on vamp strap. Black, blue, bone, white, tan or brown; also black crinkle. Sizes 4% to 11, widths AAAA to D. $18.99 plus 75¢ ppd. Softwear Shoes, H5-5, 1711 Main, Houston, TX 77002.

THE LUXE OF LEATHER
The look of leather is at its most comforting elegance in an English library chair. Reproduced with nail head trim, hand-f tufted, a light or dark fruitwood finish, 46" h. 32" w., 34" d., in Antique leather, $249.50. Masterpiece leather, $269.50. Vinyl, $149.50, exp. chgs. coll. Catalogue, 25¢. Bryan Robeson, Dept. HG-44, Box 757, Hickory, NC 28601.

QUICK TRIM
Handy hair-trimmer does the job professionally in minutes. Made in Sweden, it's a fine quality tool, has an adjustment for regular trim, medium trim or scalp-close. Trims as it combs. Moms can do the job or Dad and young long-hairs operate it easily. $2.98 plus 15¢ ppd. Anthony Enterprises, H5-5, 855 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

COLLECTOR'S BONANZA
"Wonderful World of Plates" is a book in loose leaf form that is a must for plate collectors. 46 factories from Aynsley to Wedgwood are included with their history and 390 illustrations. Price guide and 1971 supplement are included. $9.98 ppd. Order from Downs, Dept. 1405, Evanston, IL 60204.

SWEET THOUGHT
Obviously a great gift for the spring bride or Mother on her day, the fabulous bonbon dish by Towle. Rich ornamentation and graceful fluting, all in gleaming silverplate for elegant hostessing. Embossed dish is 7¾" dia. in the old master styling. $11 ppd. Towle Silverplate—1690 House, 268 Merrimac St., H5-5, Newburyport, MA 01950.
SHOPPING AROUND

RUFFLED CAPE COD
Perennial choice for window dressing is natural unbleached or white cotton muslin—especially in permanent press! 80" w. per pair with 3" ruffles, matching tie-back. In lengths 24" and 30", $5; 36", $15.50; 45", $17.63; 52", $18; 61", $19.12 by 72" valance, $3. Add $1 post. Old Colonial Curtains, G258E, Box 787, Westfield, N.J. 07090.

DYED TO MATCH
Quilted machine washable 100% cotton bedspreads custom dyed to match fabric swatches or paint chips. Seven year guarantee! Catalogue of spread styles, a large selection of fabrics for walls, draperies, rug hooking and needlepoints is only 50c. Homespun House, HG65, 9036 Lindblade St., Culver City, CA 90230.

FIX-IT KIT
Oh, those miserable moments when eyeglass frames part company! To cope, a clever kit that helps get it all together: professional optical screwdriver and an assortment of tiny frame screws. Compact repair combo caches in pocket, ready for emergency duty. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG65, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FLAWLESS RING
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**SHOPPING AROUND IN THE SOUTHWEST**

**NAVAGO ART**

Send for Free Catalogue.

The traditional SQUASH BLOSSOM NECKLACE is an investment in Sterling Silver and lovely Southwestern Turquoise, all designed and handmade by Navajo Indian Artists. From each handcrafted silver bead and naja (pendant) to the carefully matched stones, you see miracles of Indian craftsmanship. No two necklaces are alike.

$295.00 Ppr.

Dept. HG-5, 8W. Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, AZ 85251

**FIESTA DE MEXICO** 426 n. Craftsman Court, Scottsdale, AZ 85251

**S. S. DENIM PANT SUIT**

sails the seven seas in machine-washable Kodel Polyester and cotton—reaches port without a wrinkle. Snap-front closing on jacket; pull-on pants. Skipper Blue with red/white trim. Sizes 12-20, 14Y/2-24Y/2.

$15 Add 80c post. $10 for COO

Safia, Guar.

VICKI WAYNE

Box 6305-HSD

Tucson, Ariz. 85716

**FREE COLOR CATALOGUE**

Write for your new free color catalogue showing sandals, exotic jewelry, unusual clothing, silk, imports, home decor items, earrings, and rings.

Maharani

8 Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, AZ 85251

**BONSAI/LIFE!**

Bring the majesty of the forest indoors with this miniature Pinon Nut Tree. The “Bonsai” grows from beneath moss-covered lava rock in a movable Redwood planter; a beautiful decoration in any home or office. Complete instructions for care of bonsai included.

Planter size is 7 1/4” x 5 1/2” x 3 1/4” deep; Shipping weight 3 lbs, $12.95 postage paid.

Send check or money order to —

OLIVAS ENTERPRISES

Dept. B-872, Box 30107

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

**MOSSAC SANDAL**

Good as gold for stepping out in summer caftans. Coral, yellow and turquoise mosaics on golden sandals. Size 5 to 10 with 1 1/2” heel as shown, $15; with pancake heel for casual flair, $13. Ppd.

Maharani Creations, HG5, 8W. Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, AZ 85251.

**DEMI BOOT**

TWO FOR THE ROAD
Right and ready the daisy
deked two-piece traveler. Wash and wear of course, in
crisp cotton. One-piece sleeve-
less zippered playsuit in lilac or
blue for driving or gardening
in cool comfort. To stop and
shop, on goes the button front
skirt. 10 to 10 1/2 or 14 1/2 to24 1/2.
$7 plus 50c post. Western
Classics, 606-H5P-S. Country
Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

OJO DE DIOS
The symbolic eye of God offered by Mexi-
can Indians as a prayer to bring good
and banish evil. Now a decorative wall hang-
ing in woven wool yarns. Glowing sunset shades
(specify), 11" across. $6.95 ppd.
Free catalogue. Desert
House, HG29, Box 1114,
Albuquerque, NM 87112.

Nautical-Look
COAT DRESS
Sea breeze cool
and carefree, in
wash 'n' wear
Dacron Polyester
& Cotton. Snap
front for hurry-
up dressing. Handy pockets.
Denim-Blue
with red/white
trim. Sizes 10-
20 & 14 1/2-24
1/2.
$11
Plus 45c Postage
Satisf. Guar.

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS
600-H5S-S. Country Club Rd.,
Tucson, Arizona 85716

OJO DE DIOS
The symbolic eye of God offered by Mexi-
can Indians as a prayer to bring good
and banish evil. Now a decorative wall hang-
ing in woven wool yarns. Blazing sunset shades
(specify), 11" across. $6.95 ppd.
Free catalogue. Desert
House, HG29, Box 1114,
Albuquerque, NM 87112.

EXQUISITE
EMBROIDERY
The traditional Acapulco
wedding blouse in fine
white cotton with hand
embroidery in fiesta colors. Side slit hem for cool comfort
over summer '72's white pants. Tucks in trimly too. Sizes 30 to
42. $13.50 plus 50c post. Vicki
Wayne, 610-H5A-S. Country
Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.
SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCTION

Towel bar and hooks are handy in bathroom, kitchen or utility closet. Press the suction cups to wall, push bar or hook down to seal in place securely. Wood plastic, three 1/4" hooks, one 18" bar. Bar, $1.98; set of three hooks, 98c. Ppd. Walter Drake, HG15 Drake Bidg., Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

CAMEO TELEPHONE
A happy blending of the old and the new! Grecian cameo design, an 18k gold trimmed cradle phone has white figures on beige, off-white handset, tinted dial panel. Complete with plug, ready for instant use. $149.95 plus $2 post. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., Dept. HG5, 35 W. 35th St., New York, NY 10001.

BUTTERFLY PLAQUES
Six circles, each a pure delight and each one different with a real butterfly mounted under glass. Plaques are white with little lacquer frames. Withiken cords for hanging. An artful arrangement as a group or hang with other mini or maxi pictures. 9½" dia. Set of six, $2.98 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

FROZEN FOOD LABELS
No more by guess and by golly as you get frostbitten fingers searching through your freezer. Stick on these labels that need no moistening—peel up, press on. Space to write kind of food, weight in pounds and ounces and date. 2" by 1¾", 100, $1; 200, $1.75; 400, $3. Add 15c postage. Handy Labels, HG5, Box 2667, Culver City, CA 90231.

ENLIGHTENING PEN
By daylight, a nifty ballpoint—but whisk it into darkness and it shines! Chrome-plated satin finish pen comes with penlite battery and refill. Dandy for children of all ages. Great for jotting middle-of-the-night brainstormings. $3.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

HINTS OF SPRING
Needlepoint pillow of white snowdrops and violet violets with deep green leaves is ready for the background to be filled in with palest crystal green yarns. Kit includes pre-worked design on 14" canvas square, linen backing, background yarns, directions. $12.95 plus 75c post. Write The Stitchery, HG5, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

HOME & GARDEN
ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN

SLEEP LIKE A KITTEN

Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of refreshing sleep . . .
even snoring! Ear-Drum Silencers designed by a sound engi-
neer. Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp
safety flange.

EAR DRUM SILENCERS
$1.59 Pair + 15c Mailing

California Residents add 5%, Sales Tax
ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Or Money Back!

Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market, Dept. HG-572, San Francisco, Ca. 94105

Name
Address
City & State
Zip

HOW MANY
ITEM
PRICE
TOTAL

Pair
Ear Drum Silencers
$1.59 Pr.

NO STAMPS OR COD's, PLEASE

California residents add 5% Sales Tax

First Class Mail ........................................ 25c
Air Mail ........................................ 35c

ON MONEY BACK!

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

MAY, 1972
SURE WHIP AND STIR
Polished stainless steel three-quart bowl is a beauty for all who love cookery and great for beginners. Handle makes it steady for stirring or using electric beater. Pouring lip permits easy transfer of contents. Markers from one to three quarts. $4.98, two $8.98. Add 50c post. Colonial Studios, HW-7, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10603.

STYLE STAND
For big wigs and otherwise, a pink plastic stand that does diligent service at home and abroad. Folds neatly, stands 16½" securely on suction base. Open support style lets wig ventilate. Perfect for the woman who likes to travel in style, it's $3.95 plus $1 post. Order from Cady's, HG5, 2077 New York Ave., Huntington Ste., NY 11746.

A BROADER VIEW

FLOWERING FOREVER
Truly the tulip with its lovely classic shape appeals to needlepointers. Hand painted on #12 French canvas; shaded pinks or oranges on pale lemon, lime green or ivory with border in flower color. Persian wool, needle, instructions are for a 12" by 12" pillow. $17.95 plus 75c post. Cornucopia Gifts, HG5, 55 Prince St., New York, NY 10012.

WORK-WISE DESK

CHINA CENTERPIECE
Exquisite white glazed china birds on sculpted pedestals are enchanting to combine with flowers or tiny fruits for a table arrangement. Four birds on 6½" h. pedestals, two 6½" rectangles, two 8½" semi-circles. Lovely for a bridal or shower table. Set, $13.98 plus $1.25 post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG5, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.
**MARK TWAIN QUOTE**

“When I was a boy of fourteen my father was so ignorant, I could hardly stand to have the old man around. But, when I got to be twenty-one, I was astonished at how much the old man had learned in seven years.”

Mark Twain

**Antiquated pine wood plaque.** 7 1/2 x 10 x 1/2. Hand rubbed lacquer. Brass hanging ring. $5.95 plus 65c postage.

**PAINT YOUR OWN MURAL**

Remarkably easy with a new pattern transfer method. In three to five hours you create a full size mural. Kits with pattern, brushes, water soluble plastic paints, instructions. 3' by 4' to 4' by 14'. $12.95 to $35. Ppd. Color catalogue, 25c. Creative Murals, HG5, 14707 Keswick, Van Nuys, CA 91405.

**WESTERN MASTER**


**WOODSMITH GALLERY**

Collectors edition strictly limited to 500 registered sets. Superb full color reproductions of 19th century watercolors capture the bountyful American fruit harvest by season. Prints individually hand-crafted onto 1/4” thick solid wood blocks, hand-carved and antiqued. Ready to hang. Each woodprint 9” x 12”. This edition will not be extended. Each set of four certificated and fully guaranteed. Send check or money order. $18.95/ each postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Woodsmith Gallery Dept. G.S. Wardsboro Rd., Wardsboro, VT 05355

**LIMITED EDITION! ANTIQUE HARVEST WOODPRINTS.**

Collector’s edition strictly limited to 950 registered sets. Superb full color reproductions of 19th century watercolors capture the bountyful American fruit harvest by season. Prints individually hand-crafted onto 1/4” thick solid wood blocks, hand-carved and antiqued. Ready to hang. Each woodprint 9” x 12”. This edition will go on 950 sets only. Each set of four certificated and fully guaranteed. Send check or money order. $18.95/each postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.
POSTER POW
Terrific tiger by Cyrk, Polish painter, produced in a sensationally graphic orange, green, black and white. Deftly done originally for a circus poster and lithographed in Poland. A big 26" by 38", it's $8 plus $1 post. Framed at the gallery, $43. Free catalogue.

TRITON GALLERY
323 W. 45 STRETT, NYC 10036

SEA BATTLE PRINTS
Fine full color reproductions from Percy Dalton's originals. Superb set of four, 16" by 20", $3.95 plus 50c post. 144-page catalogue of prints, ship models, 25c. Preston's, 101-C Main St., Wharf, Greenport, NY 11944.

FOUR SEASONS
Currier and Ives classics have a gentle quality we particularly like. "American Homestead Autumn" shown. Set of four, in full color, 10" by 14", $1 plus 10c post.; three sets, $2 ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. CI-84, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10630.

COPPER ETCHINGS
Ebb Pate's exceptional owls in an exciting medium. Striking set of four copper etchings, each 4" by 5", $10 plus 50c post. Catalogue, 25c. Merri Makers, HG5, Thomasville, GA 31792.

AMERICANA BICENTENNIAL PRINTS
Pencil sketches in fine reproduction, Betsy Ross House shown. Independence and Carpenter's Hall available. Silver borders, Colonial blue, red or green mats, 13" by 16", $2.98 ea.; two, $5; three, $7.50. Pod. Brochure of other fine prints 25c. Frank Schubert Assoc., HG5, RD #1, Carlisle, PA 17013.

Canterbury Clocks
with Picasso Drawings
Where do delightful drawings belong so much as on the face of a clock? How often we look at it every day! These three great drawings by Picasso in authentic colors are a constant pleasure. Modern, decorator designed clock with cord or battery for desk or wall. 4" diameter with movement guaranteed. Choice of 5 clock colors. Also a perfect gift! In the years to come these may well be collector items. Complete approval or your money refunded.
Clock colors (W) White (B) Black (R) Red (Y) Yellow (Blu) Blue

TRITON GALLERY
323 W. 45 STREET, NYC 10036

SPINNING SCULPTURE
Creative figure of a man fashioned from steel horseshoe nails balances and spins freely on top of pole. Standing about 7" tall, this exciting, handcrafted metal sculpture is provocative and fun as a centerpiece, on a desk, as unique decor for home or office. Children love it. A superlative gift idea! Satisfaction guaranteed!

POSTPAID 59.95

INWOOD INTERNATIONAL
Dept. 105, 1055 Quarry Hall Road,
Fairview Village, Pa. 19401

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL!
Enjoy the fun, creative satisfaction of painting a beautiful mural in your own living room, etc. New "paint-by-numbers" method is incredibly easy. Paint a 5 to 14 ft. wide mural in just 3 to 5 hours. Our complete kits (patterns, brushes & paint) just $12.95 up! Many exquisite modern, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch! Send for...

NEW FREE COLOR CATALOG!
Dozens of new designs, decorator color combinations, easy "how to" details. (Send 25c postage and handling).

CREATIVE MURALS, INC. Dept. HG-F
14707 Keswick St., Van Nuys, CA 91405

POST OFFICE BOX 985
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 37601

GALLERY south

CREATIVE MURALS, INC., Dept. HG-F
14707 Keswick St., Van Nuys, Ca. 91405
**SHOECAST**

We are pleased to offer the first ever Orrefors Mother's Day plate produced in very beautiful blue crystal glass. The plate, approximately 9" in diameter, bears a delicately engraved bor- der of field flowers and depicts a young mother surrounded by her young children, and holding a baby in her arms. All the engraving is gold filled, and makes an exceptional contrast to the blue glass. A very necessary first edition for all collectors. $29.00 ppd. Surface mail $31.25 ppd. Airmail.

Francis Sinclair Ltd.

**THE JOYS OF NATURE**

**THE KISS OF THE SUN FOR PARADON**

**THE SONG OF THE BIRDS FOR MIRTH**

**ONE IS NEARER GOD'S HEART IN A GARDEN THAN ANYWHERE ELSE ON EARTH**

**TAPESTRIES FROM BELGIUM & FRANCE**

Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H

**SIZES TO 14**

See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Fifth Avenue Shoes. Now at Low Money Saving Prices.

**NO RISK TO YOU!**

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back.

**TAPESTRIES HAVE BEEN ADMIRED IN EUROPE FOR CENTURIES. AT THESE LOW PRICES, YOU'LL WANT SEVERAL. AUTHENTIC REPLICAS, MACHINE WOVEN OF 100% COTTON—WILL NOT FADE. SIZES & SCENES TO 90% ANY DECOR.**

Set A Stunning Table

for carefree summer living.

**THE SETTING**

**CORNUCOPIA GIFTS**

Dept. HG5

55 Prince St., New York, N.Y. 10012

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**KITCHEN'S PRIDE**

One can usually spot a good cook by the special tools at the ready for dishes with an extra touch. These rustic hardwood beauties include: meat tenderizer; rolling pin; masher; 9", 10" and 12" spoons in their own wall rack. Antique stain. Seven pc. set. $4.99 ppd. The Akron, HG5, Box 727, Los Angeles, CA 90038.

**EYESIGHT SAVER**

Boon for all sewers who find the eyes of needles grow smaller and hands less steady. Needle threader consists of a plastic funnel into which the needle is dropped, a spindle to transfer thread to needle, a blade to cut the thread. Done! $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**RIDE IN COMFORT**

You can be just that on a long car trip with Nek-Eze. It banishes head, neck and shoulder strain! Self-supporting, it heightens any car seat, fits any car and has adjustable softness. Folds flat in green plaid. Danish stripe in gray or blue. $2.95 ppd. Order from Better Sleep Inc., HG5, New Providence, NJ 07974.

**MAGNIFIER SCALE**

No need to hop off this scale to read the numbers; they're magnified! Light in weight, easy to clean, it has a center handle for portability. Chinese red, oriental blue, yellow, white or black. It can stand on end when not in use. $13 plus $1 post. The Nineteen Shop, HG5, 119 So. 19th St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.

**GLEANING CRYSTAL**

A lovely pair of crystal lamps sets a mood of elegance with its shower of imported crystal prisms combined with intricate Rogers gold-plated castings. In shining glory they cast radiant rays for special lighting effects. 17½" high, 9" wide. Pair, $34.95. Exp. chgs. coll. Catalogue, 10c. Luigi Crystal, Dept. G-5, 7332 Frankford Ave., Phila., PA 19136.

**SENSATIONAL STONE**

Goya gem that takes an eagle eye to know it's not the real thing. Brilliant substitute with the glitter and glow of the real diamond. All sizes and colors in a wide choice of settings, at realistic prices—only $30 a carat. Write for catalogue. Heraldica Imports, HG5, 21 W. 46 St., New York, NY 10036.
HAPPY WILLOWING
High Back Martino chair hand-woven of natural willow offers the ultimate in comfort. lends distinction to decor. Corduroy-covered cushion tufted foam rubber in avocado, gold, tangerine or black, $3.95. 44" h., 27" w., 15" seat h. $29.95. Ppd. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG5, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

FOR BEAUTY SAKE
Eye veil with special hypoallergenic ingredients seals, water-proof eye makeup, $2.50; lip veil keeps the color right, prevents smearing, $2.50; quick-brow offers a box of 10 pairs of shapers to show you where to draw the line. $1.50. All three, $5. Ppd. KLM Cosmetics Co., Inc., HG5, 218 No. Long Beach Rd., Rockville Centre, NY 11570.

GET IT TOGETHER
For the jigsaw puzzle fan, a gift that packs a surprise punch: it's a photo of a loved one! Any photo, color or black and white, can be made into an 8" by 10" die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; photo's returned unharmed. Black and white, $3.98; color, $4.98. Ppd. Cadlyn's, HG5, 2077 New York Ave., Huntington Sta., NY 11746.

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT
Move the cowboys and Indians outside with a sturdy all-weather real Cedar Wood Fort. Lasts for generations! A big 5' by 6' by 5' with a swinging gate, firing platform, blockhouse and ladder. Easy assembly. $38.95 F.O.B. Camden, NJ. Order from Cedar Products, HG4, Box 84, No. Baldwin, NY 11510.

NO MORE SUDS
In the eyes, that is? Foam sponge shower goggles with clear plastic lenses permit shower takers to watch while eyes are protected from both water and soap. A self-adjusting elastic strap secures goggles so one size fits all comfortably. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CLEAN BOTH SIDES
Window washer cleans both sides of the window at once. Powerful magnetic unit holds tightly even through thick window panes and automatically cleans dirt away outside as you glide away dirt inside. Instructions included. $9.98 or two for $16.95. Add 50c post per order. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. QE-46, 31 Hanse Ave., Freeport, NY 11520.

SHOPPING AROUND

BIRCH IN THE WIND TO STITCH
The scene is a hilltop, and the sun is high on a clear late September day. A strong breeze bends the slim and graceful birch tree showering yellow leaves to the ground. Overhead wind-tossed flock of birds struggle southward. The kit to make this beautiful picture includes design on light blue and olive hometop, crewel yarns in white, creme, golds, green, gray, blue and black; needle and instructions. Finished size 19" x 25". $7.95 + 75c post.

The Stitchery

BALL-FRINGED CURTAINS COLONIAL STYLE!
Classic Colonial curtains like those made by thrifty New England housewives in the days of our early settlers. Made of natural unbleached or woven white bathed MUSLIN, they're trimmed with fluffy chenille BALL FRINGE and they're 70" wide to the pair. VERSATILE—hang as Tier upon Tier and Valance or use two to make Col­ lonial Style (as illustrated) or one pair flat length (fold back). Two matching tie-back pieces included with EVERY PAIR. Order style "EVERY".

Order style "EVERY".

Avoid delay: specify White or Natural.

OLD COLONY CURTAINS, HG-252, Box 767, Westfield, N.J. 07090

"Today's best prices. Great checks or Avocado, Tyrolean, etc. Yuck!" (See your local.)

IT'S A HIT MOM... AGAIN!

THE DUTCH COOKIE PLATE
in Green Strathmore Pattern made by famous English Pottery — Mason's of Stoke-on-Trent, England... and our 100 page catalog of "Timeless Furniture Made by Forslund". Both for $5.00 Postpaid. Plate size 9" x 11".

Carl Forslund (Father and Doctor Head)
Dept. HG-5, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., 49516

THE ALL-STAR BAT RACK
for Kids! $2.98 only

Postpaid

Two for $5.49 Postpaid.

Simply hang this greatest of all bat racks in your boys' room or rec room. No more tripping over baseball bats or "Mom, I can't find my baseball!" High-impact, red styrene rack holds up to 3 bats, 2 balls and 2 gloves!

Attaches easily to wall or back of door. Young baseball buffs will love it too.

Order yours today.

ALL-STAR BAT RACK
Division of WinCraft, Inc.
Dept. R-1, 5th & Vita, Winona, Minn. 55987

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1


HANDY LABELS
511 Jesperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230

MAY, 1972
PLAY YOUR
GREATEST GAME
in our winning
combination!
A carafeless textured
polyester Q-skirt
by Leon Levin
in white with navy
or green border
and golf club motif,
topped with a
nylon zip-front shirt
in navy, green
or white...

Skit. (8-18)...$228
Shirt 6-M-L-$112 (Add 90c postage)
No C.O.D.'s

Charles Summer
16 Newbury St., Boston, Mass. 02116

MAGNIFYING
1/2 FRAME GLASSES

Half-frame design lets you see SHARP and CLEAR for reading fine print and doing detailed work, yet allows you regular non-magnified vision over the top of the lenses. Polished ground lenses. For folks over 40 without astigmatism or eye disease who simply need magnifying lenses. $3.98 includes case. Add 45c for postage. State age.

NEL-KING PRODUCTS, Dept. HG-526
811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105

STITCH-A-SHOE
Espadrilles, super shoes direct from Basque country, embroiled by you. Stitch a peg in blue, green, red, pink, orange, yellow or rust/brown. Rope-soled canvas with non-skid heel and toe. Sizes 6-10. Kit includes shoes, yarn, needle and instructions. $5.95 ppd. The Griffin, HG5E, Box 99036, San Francisco, CA 94109.

EXTRA PHONE

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS
Quality-built for long service, two-way pet door automatically closes by patented magnetic device. Looks good, too; Has nylon locks with weathertight, either side lock-up. Easy installation with furnished kit. 11" by 13" opening, 13" by 15 3/4" overall. $18.95 ppd. Plaza Enterprises, HG5, P.O. Box 411, La Cygne, KS 66040.

GARLAND FERN
Would you believe life from the sea makes a pretty plant? Fronds that thrive on air alone come from the ocean and stay fresh without soil or even water! Just put yours in any bowl or vase and presto, it opens and grows. $1.49 each, two for $2.75, four for $5. Ppd. House of Paradise, Dept. HG-5, Box 392, New York, NY 10013.

DANISH POLISH
A real beauty treatment for all natural wood furniture finishes, cleans, polishes and restores. Evans Danoil eliminates surface scars and leaves no oily, sticky or shiny residue to spoil the natural beauty of wood. Use on teak, walnut or rosewood. 8 oz. bottle, $3 ppd. Exclusive with E. J. Evans, HG5, 630 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90004.

LIGHTS UP
The overhead mood has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit. The OVERHEAD MOOD has to be perfect in tune with room décor, that's up to the chandelier you choose. Waverly glows with thickly hung from cut bobeches, tapers, all in do-it-yourself kit.
CHILD'S APRON AND BONNET
A cover-all of cotton print with large pocket, practical and effective, sizes 1-5, comes with matching bonnet. Please order by size. Apron and bonnet $6.60 post paid.

BIG ALL-WOOD PLAYHOUSE
The "PLAYMATE," EXTRA LARGE outdoor playhouse measures approx. 7 ft. x 5 ft. x 5 ft. high overall. All weather construction. Material is 100% super strength wood overlaid with complete wood frame. Has full floor, hinged door, and 4 sliding safety windows, with shutters. Attractively finished in contrasting colors using highest quality weather-proof paint. Components are pre-assembled. Sets up in minutes. Years of enjoyment for children of all ages. Ideal also for storage of bikes, toys, garden tools, etc. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

You're special!
And so is House & Garden's Shopping Around. Each month we bring you fabulous finds from the finest shops in the country. And we highlight special areas of interest such as Handicrafts and Needlecrafts in our October issue. Watch House & Garden's Shopping Around special sections for the who, what, when and where to buy by mail. Need more information? Write House & Garden Shopping Around, Dept. 5, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
SHOPLING AROUND

SAFETY FIRST
Keep those dangling electrical cords off the floor and out of the way with cord shortener that holds up to three feet of cord.
Just wind excess cord around shortener and hook the cord in slots at each end of the shortener.
Only $1.29 for set of six plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 856 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SUPERB SHALLotts
Is there a fastidious chef in the world who wouldn't be charmed to receive a cluster of shallots—finely flavored.
3½ lb. monthly for six months, $3.25; 1½ lb. monthly for six months, $4.50; 1 lb. monthly, $8.25; ¾ lb. sample, 60c.

"E" FOR EXCELLENT
Make a firm resolution for prettier skin and a glowing you! Try "Formula E"—apply to wrinkles, blemishes, surface scars, stretch marks and the like. Know the thrill of clearer, zingy skin. Even speeds healing of burns and wounds. A half-ounce vial, $7.95, 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 51 D'Shibe Terrace, Vineyard, NJ 08360.

PLUCKY PLAQUES
Right on for the young fry. Decorative, multi-color plaques of little football heroes are fair game for a child's own room or playroom. They're 8¾" by 11¾", 9¾" by 12", and 9½" by 10¾".
Set of three is $15.95 plus 95c postage. Order now from Creative House, HG5, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, MO 64105.

GIANT THERMOMETER
Everyone's ready for temperature surprises when recorded on jumbo thermometer with big black letters, a red indicator readable 100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, garage. It is 10 inches wide so all viewers can learn the best or worst to be expected of weather.
$4.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, HG5, 176 Lauram Lane, Hicksville, NY 11801.

SATIN SET

25 Live Sea Horses and Aquarium
COMPLETE AQUARIUM has two mated pairs of sea horses, including ONE PREGNANT MALE, who will give birth to as many as 25 babies. See this miniature miracle. Included is a custom aquarium, sea shells, coral, and silica sand for decoration, a sea horse tree, marine salt, food and instructions. Order today and receive FREE, a live Marine Snail as a special bonus!
LARGE DELUXE AQUARIUM WITH 5 MATED PAIRS OF SEA HORSES INCLUDING TWO PREGNANT MALES over 50 SEA HORSES $7.98 DELIVERY *Sea Horses, Dept. HG-572, Box 2096, Coral Gables, Fla. 33134 GUARANTEED!

LION'S HEAD PitchER $4.98
Adorable model of an old English pitcher. Trim and finishes are finished silver plate handle embossed with a lion's head crest & open handle area. In lovely condition! Only $4.98 plus 90c postage. Please send check or M.O. to BETTY CHANDLER, INC., 42 John St., New York, N.Y. 10038.

BIRD TOTE
Complete needlepoint around a brilliant cardinal and your initials, then enjoy your special tote! Choose navy on a navy bag or ivory on a red bag which has a deep attached purse. Set of 8¼" by 12" design-finished canvas, directions and yarn to complete for $27.50. (Add $2.50 if you want us to do your initials.)
Order now from The Totery, HG5, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, MO 64105.

MUSTACHE SPOON
From Reed & Barton, an authentic reproduction of an original designed circa 1870. Ingeniously pierced guard on the silverplated spoon protects you from social blunders induced by hot liquids . . . keeps you dry, wide and handsome. 5.95 plus 90c postage. The Jones Store Co. Dept. 43, 1201 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

SEE MIRACLE OF BIRTH
$4.98 POST PAID WITH SIX QUAIL EGGS ($3.25 Without Eggs)
You get the new clear plastic dome CHICK-BATOR with 6 goldwhite Quail Eggs (available year-round) and Egg Hatchers Guide Book. Complete—nothing else to buy. Send check or Money Order today. Send 25¢ for catalogue of larger models for home, classroom and display. Also quail breeding equipment and how to produce and sell quail year-round.
G.O.F. MFG. CO., DEPT. CO BOX 8132, SAVANNAH, GA. 31402

25 Live Sea Horses and Aquarium
COMPLETE AQUARIUM has two mated pairs of sea horses, including ONE PREGNANT MALE, who will give birth to as many as 25 babies. See this miniature miracle. Included is a custom aquarium, sea shells, coral, and silica sand for decoration, a sea horse tree, marine salt, food and instructions. Order today and receive FREE, a live Marine Snail as a special bonus!
LARGE DELUXE AQUARIUM WITH 5 MATED PAIRS OF SEA HORSES INCLUDING TWO PREGNANT MALES over 50 SEA HORSES $7.98 DELIVERY *Sea Horses, Dept. HG-572, Box 2096, Coral Gables, Fla. 33134 GUARANTEED!

THEOTERY
400 McClellan Drive
Pittsburgh, Penn. 15236

Betty Chandler's Shirt-Waist Dresses
machine washable WASH & WEAR JERSEY in springtime prints of blue, green, red & yellow Self Belt & Pockets Sizes: 12-18 & 18½-24½ (Specify size & color print) $7.50 add 50¢ for postage & handling MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED No C.D.D.'s. Please send check or M.O. to BETTY CHANDLER, INC., 42 John St. - New York, N.Y. 10038

PLUCKY PLAQUES
Right on for the young fry. Decorative, multi-color plaques of little football heroes are fair game for a child's own room or playroom. They're 8¼" by 11¾", 9¾" by 12", and 9½" by 10¾".
Set of three is $15.95 plus 95c postage. Order now from Creative House, HG5, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, MO 64105.

GIANT THERMOMETER
Everyone's ready for temperature surprises when recorded on jumbo thermometer with big black letters, a red indicator readable 100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, garage. It is 10 inches wide so all viewers can learn the best or worst to be expected of weather.
$4.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, HG5, 176 Lauram Lane, Hicksville, NY 11801.

SATIN SET

HOUSE & GARDEN
BEACHY BUY
Starling swimsuit adheres to the figure bewitchingly. Tri-Kini has no straps, bones or wires to tie or bind; soft, natural shaping's in 100% polyester double knit in colorful print—blues, pink/greens, red/pink or purple. Specify P, S, M or L or bra and hip size. $26 plus 50c post. Bleuette Inc., HG5, 505-5th Ave., New York 10017.

HERE'S "JUDY"
She's footloose and fancy free. Comfortable sandal with wafflemesh cushion platform on fashionable 11/4" heel. Blue to royal ombre, bone to brown, multicolors, all black, white or brown kid leather. $21.95 to 10, $22.95 to 12. Add 75c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG5, 45 Winter St., Boston, MA 02118.

SPRAY AWAY
Whether you weekend in Nice or Newark, a stash of grooming aids is de rigueur. Purse size refills let you bring your own aerosols without space waste. Fill clear inner bottle with hair spray, fragrance, cream rinse, deodorant. $1.49 each plus 20c post, from Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 509-5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

PROVINCIAL PILLOW
Cross stitch an old world design for a 16" square knife edge pillow. Kit includes design on oyster Belgian linen, wool, linen for pillow back, cording, zipper, instructions. Choose two tone red, blue, green, gold, brown, black/gray or rose wools. $4.95 each plus 50c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

HELPFUL HEAT
First aid for a fierce muscular ache is a moist heat pad that soothes the pain of arthritis, colds, strains. For wet or dry use, soothing the pain of arthritis, achy is a moist heat pad that

TRAINING SECRETS
Whether your dog is your first or fifth, pedigreed or an adorable mutt, he deserves wise training. "The Koehler Method of Dog Training" was written by the fifth, pedigreed or an adorable professional secrets and hints for "problem" dogs. $5.95 ppd. Turen, Dept. 61, Box 225, Danvers, MA 01923.

SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO®SAFETY SWIM POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover.

MEYCO®SAFETY SWIM POOL COVER automatic anchoring system with stainless steel tension springs that limit it in place allowing the pool to be covered or uncovered in minutes. Leaves and debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to fit any size or shape pool and it carries a five year warranty.

15' x 30' Cover. $229.00 complete.

The SAFE 2-Way PET DOOR
Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort ends scratched doors and whining. Keeps out flies, wind, rain, gives you and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic triangles close gently and tightly. Easily installed. Send for free folder.

TULEN, Inc., DEPT. HG-5
138 Haven Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

GIVE ANTIQUE ELEGANCE with genuine handmade beewax candlesticks to your present lighting fixture. Even the drapes are authentic. They replace existing candlesticks for candela-size sockets. Complete instructions for easy installation, care and cleaning included.

US Patent

BE SURE, GET ORIG. SWIM-EZY®
Non-swimmers swim instantly with SWIM-EZY®, the amazing and ONLY U.S. Patent. Approved invisible swim aid with special pad, features not found in any other device. Only 4 oz., 1/25" thin, it is worn invisible, in or out of water, under any regular swim suit or trunks. Even if you can't swim a stroke—you can swim quickly and easily with little effort.

YOU CAN BE A SWIMMER with SWIM-EZY®! It has no value at any price and is available ONLY from us. Hundred thousands of delighted users. Buy today—Swim tomorrow. Send only $5.95 plus 45c ppd. or $6 for speedy delivery delivered to Calif. Add 50c tax. Give WAIST SIZE and Sex. You must write. 10 day money back guarantee. SWIM-EZY MANUFACTURER, Dept. D-391, Alhambra, Calif. 91001.
EASY & FUN SATISFACTION GUARANTEED TO GROW

value? Is it easy to maintain? How much glass pre-cut for easy assembly. to all your question, in Janco's exciting, sunshine do you need? Find the answers Will a greenhouse add to your property models to choose from. All parts pre-fit, Read the tiniest print instantly!

Dept. Y 5 J. A. NEARING CO., INC.

menus, etc. Impact resistant lenses. Ben squinting at price tags, programs, you read tiniest print instantly. Stop Half frame magnifying glasses help those delicate vision. In Deep Brown or Jet Black. Specify men's or women's. With case. Franklin frame with crystal clear lyl top rim gives you unobstructed vision. Men's or women's. With case.

The Diamond of Your Dreams at a price he can afford

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS

Garden Triumph

Produces tasty bananas year after year in your home

PLANTATION BANANA TREE

A beautiful mass of wine-colored blooms this spring—followed by a succession of luscious, edible bananas throughout the year! This amazing dwarf banana tree grows about five feet high; thrives inside your home so that delicious fruit is always within easy reach. Imagine, picking bananas for breakfast cereal, TV snacks. Use the surplus crop for banana cream pie, fritters, banana splits.

EASY TO GROW - NO SPECIAL CARE NEEDED! Your trees will thrive indoors, on window sills or patios in summer. Our grower ships only well-rooted bulbs, backed by B & G's guarantee for your satisfaction. Because of the expensive research in developing this banana tree it sells for garden nurseries for up to $25. Now available to you at our incredible low price of only $2.98. Order New while Supply Lasts. 2-10' Banana Plantation Tree: 2.98 each; 3 for $7.50; 6 for $14.00. Plus 50c per order pp & hdlg.

Deadline: Dept. 5-HG

2 First Street, East Norwalk, Conn. 06885

JOY OPTICAL

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF LABELS TO FIT ANY TYPE USE YOUR "ZIP" CODE RICH GOLD TRIM FREE HANDY BOX

Quick and easy way to get your name and return address on letters, checks, books, records, etc. ANY name, address and Zip code up to 4 lines, beautifully printed in black on white gummed labels with rich gold trim. 2" long. Free decorative box for purse or desk. Set of 1000 labels just 81 postpaid. Money back if not pleased. Don't know the Zip Code? We'll look it up for you. Send for free catalog.

Walter Drake & Sons

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG.

America's best known jewelry wholesaler. Be the talk of the town with our handsome new lines. Perfect gifts for the holidays. Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from one of America's well known diamond cutters. Pay only actual market price. We refund all monies unless your own appraisal shows value 14% higher. Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000. Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

HISTORIC PLATE

Make Father's Day '72 a momentous event by commemorating a poignant drama in American history. On blue Bavarian china rests an intricate portrait of the completion of the first transcontinental railroad. Pierced for hanging. 7½" dia. $15.85 ppd. A proud moment for the U.S.A. Hildegarde's, HG5, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

BIRDS TO EMBROIDER


BOSON BUDDY

Our grandparents had their own solution to purse snatchers. They stashed their cash by their bosom! You can, too, with this dandy money cache. Snap it to your strap and relax. Plastic lining and fold-over flap keep contents safe and dry. Order #141. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

THE PLANTATION TREE: $2.98 each; 3 for $7.50; 6 for $14.00. Now available to you at our incredible low price of only $2.98 each. B & G NURSERIES SALES, Dept. 5-HG

First Street, East Norwalk, Conn. 06885

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF LABELS TO FIT ANY TYPE USE YOUR "ZIP" CODE RICH GOLD TRIM FREE HANDY BOX

Quick and easy way to get your name and return address on letters, checks, books, records, etc. ANY name, address and Zip code up to 4 lines, beautifully printed in black on white gummed labels with rich gold trim. 2" long. Free decorative box for purse or desk. Set of 1000 labels just 81 postpaid. Money back if not pleased. Don't know the Zip Code? We'll look it up for you. Send for free catalog.

Walter Drake & Sons

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG.

America's best known jewelry wholesaler. Be the talk of the town with our handsome new lines. Perfect gifts for the holidays. Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from one of America's well known diamond cutters. Pay only actual market price. We refund all monies unless your own appraisal shows value 14% higher. Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000. Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

HISTORIC PLATE

Make Father's Day '72 a momentous event by commemorating a poignant drama in American history. On blue Bavarian china rests an intricate portrait of the completion of the first transcontinental railroad. Pierced for hanging. 7½" dia. $15.85 ppd. A proud moment for the U.S.A. Hildegarde's, HG5, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

BIRDS TO EMBROIDER


BOSON BUDDY

Our grandparents had their own solution to purse snatchers. They stashed their cash by their bosom! You can, too, with this dandy money cache. Snap it to your strap and relax. Plastic lining and fold-over flap keep contents safe and dry. Order #141. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS at a price he can afford

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS

At a price he can afford

Read the tiniest print instantly!

With these deluxe fashionable "HALF FRAME" Reading Glasses

Half frame magnifying glasses help you read tiniest print instantly. Stop squinting at price tags, programs, menus, etc. Impact resistant lenses. Ben Franklin frame with crystal clear cyl top rim gives you unobstructed vision. In Deep Brown or Jet Black. Specify men's or women's. With case. $5.95 Add 50c handling

JOY OPTICAL no orders for N.Y. dep't Dept. 556, 75 Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y. 10003

SHOPPING AROUND

BAREFOOT BEAUTY

See-through sandals for the bare and beautiful. Slip into golden nylon mesh topping a golden leather insole. You have real comfort with cork wedge rubber soles. Sizes 5 through 9. Terrific with the new transparent-lok pajamas and beach caftans. $4.95 the pair; two pairs, $9. Ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG5, Northport, NY 11768.

HISTORY OF PLATE

Make Father's Day '72 a momentous event by commemorating a poignant drama in American history. On blue Bavarian china rests an intricate portrait of the completion of the first transcontinental railroad. Pierced for hanging. 7½" dia. $15.85 ppd. A proud moment for the U.S.A. Hildegarde's, HG5, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

PARTY PRETTY

All put together in one long swoop at an unbelievably pretty price—what an American dream! Red and white checked top and blue skirt, of Fortrel and cotton kettle cloth—no ironing! Tank top is fully lined. Embroidered belt. Sizes 7-17 or 8-18. $16 plus 70c post. Vicki Wayne, 600-HSL—So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

BIRDS TO EMBROIDER


CLEARLY USEFUL

Apple shaped clear plastic cutting board or trivet is a beauty that withstands 400° temperature and protects precious wood surfaces and linen cloths. Terrific on the buffet table for make-your-own sandwiches. $1.95 each; three, $4.45 ppd. Interna­tional Industries, HG5, Culver City, CA 90066.

BOSON BUDDY

Our grandparents had their own solution to purse snatchers. They stashed their cash by their bosom! You can, too, with this dandy money cache. Snap it to your strap and relax. Plastic lining and fold-over flap keep contents safe and dry. Order #141. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
Shopping Around

Keeping Track
To keep things perfectly clear, clip messages to this handy based clothespin holder. Its clear acrylic lines make it ideal on desks, kitchen counters, telephone tables. A heavy duty spring lets notes pile up securely in order. $2.50 ppd. Vinyloy Products Inc., Box A6, Box 696, Stone Mountain, GA 30083.

Groom the Bath
No need to have ugly cracks and openings around tub, sink or basin marring the beauty of your bathroom. Seal them up with self-sticking tape. Merely press tape on clean, dry surface and the job is done. 11 foot roll, $1.98 plus 35¢ postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Mother's Charm
Handsomely embossed and en-graved circle conveys all the love and pride her children have for her. Flat circle is three quarters of an inch in diameter with the word, "Mother" in an inset circle plus flower with mock amelyths. In 14k gold, $16; sterling silver, $5. Ppd. Charm & Treasures, HG5, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

Window Peepers
3D miniature mounted on authentic barn siding from New England. Parted felt curtains on windows reveal "The Last Stitch" (A), "Mother's Helper" (B) and shown left, "We Two" (C) and right, "Farewell My Love" (D). Designs hand-screened in 5 colors. 10" by 4", $6.95 ea. plus 50¢ post. Something New, HG5, Box 625, Westport, CT 06880.

Overdoor Book Rack
Works wonders over a door, on a wall or even on a towel bar. For up to 70 paperback books, brass finished steel rods have sliding bookends to hold them neat and straight. 5" deep, 24" high, 21" wide; can link up with more units for chain hookup. $4.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

Poly Pool
Your garden takes on a new look with the addition of a sunken pool. Molded of watertight polypropylene, it is 8" deep, requires no special plumbing. Just fill it by hose. 35" by 2'3" with pot for lily bulbs. To sit by and reflect upon. $3.98; two for $7.65. Add 50¢ post. Free lily bulb. Michigan Bulb, Dept. BP-1478, Grand Rapids, MI 49502.

Top Grain Leather Chair
Treat yourself to the luxury of leather. The chair is hand tufted, and accented with brass nail trim. Comfortable and beautiful, the Queen Anne styling will enhance any room. Fairwood finished legs, web base, coil springs. W 29 D 30 H 42 inches. $229.00, shipping costs. Collect. N. C. O. Dept. 976, Box 266, Greenville, N.C. 27834.

Garbage Gone
Ideal, convenient, low cost garbage disposal for cottages, camps, chalets, homes, backyard picnic areas. Utilizes safe, non-poisonous enzyme action to reduce household garbage to ground absorbing organic liquid and recycle it back to Mother Earth. Rust-resistant galvanized steel body with snug fitting green enameled lid measures 16" wide x 11/2" deep and attaches to the 3' in hole, non-deteriorating polyethylene, self-draining bag tank. Simply dig 2'-3' deep hole, insert Garba-Dooley®, drop in garbage, add enzymes periodically and Garba-Dooley® will reduce garbage to ground absorbing liquid. Complete with 6 mos. supply of enzymes. Only $14.95 plus $1.50 postage. Extra 6 mos. supply of enzymes $3.95 plus 60¢ postage. Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO. Dept. HG5, 555 Moore Ave., Bellevue, Ohio 44811.

Worth Looking Into...

Selling your product or service by mail.

Advertising your area's shops in a special section.

Write to us for complete information on how you can sell and promote profitably in House & Garden's Shopping Around—America's largest shopping-by-mail center.

House & Garden's Shopping Around
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Keep-Set Outdoor Cap
Here's the perfect new hairdo protection, with a lovely look, for all those outdoor activities. Cool airy netting fashioned into a smart cap protects your hair from sun, and motive while you garden, play tennis or whatever. Adjustable to fit any head and hairdo sizes. Choose white, red, blue or yellow; all with gold braid trim. Washable. $4.00 postpaid. 2 for $7.75.

Holly House
Dept. HG5, P.O. Edgecove, Dallas, Texas 75238

Don't Cry Over Spilt Milk
New CATCH-ALL hygienic baby bib features unique front trough which catches food & drink spilled. Contoured to baby's body for exceptional comfort & protection. Made of safe, firm plastic, it can be washed along with dishes wiped dry immediately. In yellow, blue, red, black or white, all with gold trim. $4.00 (one of each color) post paid. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

Send today:
SHADBOLT IMPORTS
6 East Monroe, Room 800 Dept. HG/5
Chicago, Ill. 60603

Now Every Household Can Enjoy Clean Water
With water pollution on the increase, make sure the water you and your family drink or use for cooking is safe. The dependable NUMAR water purification appliance is guaranteed to deliver crystal-clear, delicious tasting purified water at the touch of a button.

You'll serve tastier coffee and tea, richer juices and drinks. Boiled foods retain their natural flavors. It's like having 20 appliances in 1...all wonders! Sink-top unit connects permanently to kitchen tap without affecting normal tap use. No plumbing, installs in seconds. $17.95 plus 85¢ post. (Check or money order). Ivory, harvest gold, or avocado.

Money back if not delighted
NUMAR ENTERPRISES
4817 S., W. 75 Ave., Miami, Fla. 33155
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Iphyaim MarsK

Eprram Marsh

Ephraim Marsh

NUMAR ENTERPRISES

Now every household can enjoy clean water with water pollution on the increase, make sure the water you and your family drink or use for cooking is safe. The dependable NUMAR water purification appliance is guaranteed to deliver crystal-clear, delicious tasting purified water at the touch of a button.

You'll serve tastier coffee and tea, richer juices and drinks. Boiled foods retain their natural flavors. It's like having 20 appliances in 1...all wonders! Sink-top unit connects permanently to kitchen tap without affecting normal tap use. No plumbing, installs in seconds. $17.95 plus 85¢ post. (Check or money order). Ivory, harvest gold, or avocado.

Money back if not delighted
NUMAR ENTERPRISES
WAKE UP TO FRESH COFFEE

COFFEE STARTER will have your coffee ready for you when you wake up in the morning. Put water & coffee in pot night before, plug cord into start- er & plug starter into outlet, set timer. PRESTO! Next morning your coffee is ready when you roll out of bed. Next best to having someone wait on you. You'll love being so spoiled!

$6.98 2 for $13.95
Plus 50c postage & handling
No C.O.D.'s please
Dept. G-672
P.O. Box 585
Skokie, Ill. 60076

DEFEND YOURSELF!
INSTANTLY STOPS ATTACKER!

Antidote can spray when sprayed in face with BODYGUARD. When you're in danger simply spray face. Spray causes temporary blindness, nausea, coughing and sneezing and leaves red stain on attacker. Effective up to 25 feet. Contains active ingredient used by U. S. mailmen to render airmail delivery add 25c for each BODYGUARD ORDER. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check, cash or money order.

The JOHN HANCOCK Company
2443 Wynnton Road, Columbus, Georgia 31906

ITALIAN STAR
Sing a song of celebration for a glamorous chandelier that belies its humble price. Bravol Shimmering crystal glass pendants bedeck a wrought iron frame finished in gleaming antique gold leaf. Ready to hang, it's 16" h., 15" w. for dramatic lighting. $29.95 ppd. Bellahanda Lighting Inc., HG5, 149 Rose Lane, New Hyde Park, NY 11040.

WALKING PLEASURE
Whatever walking around time is yours touring, strolling or exercising, do it in airy comfort. Here's a wedge sandal with flexible, cushioned rubber sole, soft leather, criss-cross straps. Red, bone, black or white. Full, half-sizes 4-10 M, 5-10 N. M, W. $11 plus 80c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HSW So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

REAL CUT-UP
We flipped for this clipper! If you love snipping recipes, coupons, ads and Shopping Around, clip paper cutter speeds the job. Neater and safer than scissors. Order now for your school children—and one for Pop's office, too. $1 plus 20c post. from Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CANVAS CAN-DO
The tote vote goes to a canvas bag with a capacity for heavy hauling. Sturdy natural beige canvas bag takes the weight while you carry it off neatly to library loaded with reading matter or tote to beach with gear. 12" w., 8½" h. With three red felt initials. $2.98 plus 35c post. Lillian Vernon, G51, 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

ARABIC ACCENT
Wear the ring that dazzled many an Arab princess. Your man might even act like a shiek when you wear this gold-washed silver beauty. Yemenite artisans have created the delicate filigree since biblical times. Intricate design adjusts to fit all. $8.50 ppd. Shopping International, Inc., 624 Country Lane, Clifton, N. J. 07013.
GIANT'S KEY
Spanish style black cast iron key is an imposing 16 inches in length and enough to deters any with burglary on their minds. It does make a handsome decorative piece over a fireplace or in an entrance hall. It has four hooks for coats or in the kitchen for potholders. $4.95 plus 30c post. World Co., HG5, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

PET'S OWN FOUNTAIN
Full gallon unbreakable plastic tank dispenses fresh clean water as he drinks. Tank is personalized with dog's own name. Great convenience if pet has to be tied up in the back yard or in the house for a long period. Specify pet's name. $4.95 ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, HG5, Box 4749,Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

18TH CENTURY QUARTET
Ornate gilt plaque of intricate open work leaves is a treasure in the French manner. The full color reproductions include Marie Antoinette and Louis XV and Don Manuel Osorio. These are under glass and may be replaced by your own family pictures. 15" by 8", $3.98 plus 75c post. Harriet Carter, HG5, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

BRAVO THE BARWA
The wonderful two position chair that's so restful and relaxing is available again. Terrific for terrace snoozing, TV viewing. Hunter green, turquoise or terra cotta heavy-duty duck cover. Complete $42. Exp. charges coll. Nickels, dimes and quarters find their ways to you—will you take them? $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, Box 2843, San Francisco, CA 94126.

COMMUTER'S CADDY
Whiz through those "exact change only" lanes—you'll always have your coins ready with this self-stick car caddy. Nickels, dimes and quarters find their nooks. And so do specs! Swap sunglasses for regular lenses without fishing in your pockets. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

WILLOW THE WALL
To use for plant arrangements, hand-woven willow baskets with metal liners. Trim half rounds come in three sizes: 10" by 6½" by 6", 9" by 6½" by 6", and 8" by 6" by 5½". Small planters could be used for colorful bars of soap. $6.95 for set of three. Add $1 post. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG5, 69 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

HANG-UP SOLVER

ADVENTURA CORP.
2635 W. BIRCHWOOD AVE., DEPT. 20
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645

IMPORTED
HAND-CARVED
DOORS
PRICED FROM
UNDER $100

DECORATIVE HARDWARE
BEAUTIFULLY PRICED

M and D SUPPLY COMPANY
1125 NAUGHTON, TROY, MICH. 48084
(For receiving $5.95 for 1) "Hang-It-All"
Tool Hangers, postpaid, each.

EVERY HOME or GARAGE NEEDS

HANG-IT-ALL
ADJUSTABLE TOOL HANGERS
$9.95
POSTPAID
NO C.O.D.'S

These sturdy 32" wide units hold all sizes of house and garden tools. Six instant-grip, quick-release holders slide to adjust for tool width. One hand operation—no troublesome springs or clips. Additional holders available. Fully guaranteed.

SPOT REDUCE
100% Stretch material Spot Reduces with a Steam Girdle—Works like a steam bath to reduce hips, abdomen, waist and thighs. Easy to use. $1.89.chi.1.00.-send money order.

AMERICAN NATIONAL CAR CADDY
Carved Door Catalog.
$1.00 (handling) for wide selection. Sand woods. Extremely wide selection. Send $1 (handling) for Carved Door Catalog.

COMMERCIAL TOOL HANGERS
Hang-Nit-All

PROTECT-PREVENT
Flea-Kill Bed

FULLY GUARANTEED
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THISTLE GLASSES for Wine and Brandy

These charming thistle glasses of German Ancestry are made exclusively for us in the U.S.A. The graceful flair at the foot makes them delightful to drink from, and the Incurve of the bowl concentrates the fine bouquet of wine. The 11 oz size for serving any table wine stands 7 1/4" high. Set of 6. $14.95 Ppd. The 5 oz size for dessert wine or brandy stands 6 1/8" high. Set of 6, $13.95 Ppd. (Cal. Res. add 9% S. Tax). Many other traditional wine glasses in stock. Send for free catalog.

Marjorie Lumm's WINE GLASSES
Box 722H, Sausalite, Calif. 94965

SHOPPING AROUND

REST-A-PHONE
No handed talking! Phone rest adjusts for either left or right shoulder keeping hands free for note-taking or homework. Talk and do at the same time. Padded with nonmarking rubber. Fits all hand sets. Black, beige, white, gray, green or red. $1.98 plus 25¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HGS, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

TOTABLE DESK
Walnut look high-density plastic desk is a joy for readers and writers in bed. Great convenience, too, on chair, car, train or plane seat to work in ideal comfort. Legs fold in for portability. 13½" by 19¼". Weights 3 lbs. Perfect for sick child's games. $8.98 plus $1 post. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. QM-47, 31 Hanse Ave., Freeport, NY 11520.

MUSIC MASTER
"How To Read Music In One Evening!" cuts learning time from months to hours. A method that eliminates agonizing practice sessions and costly lessons. Book reduces music to the three basic elements: melody, rhythm and harmony; $2.95 plus 25c post. J. W. Helst, Inc., Dept. DQ, 1005 E. Bay, East Tawas, MI 48730.

THE BIG PICTURE

The subject is you; the size is super—two feet by three feet. $3.45. Hang yours in the dorm, or Dad's office. Send any black and white or color photo to be returned as a black and white poster in a tube, 1½' by 2', $2.95; 3' by 4', $7.45. Ppd. For blow ups from negatives and slides, add $1. Photo Poster, Dept. 182, 210 E. 23rd St., New York, 10010.

HAND WORK WIZARDRY

Let Martha Klein, a genius at designing unusual mountings and handbag frames, transform your needlepoint, crewel embroidery, bead work or fabric into a special handbag. Free folder with designs and estimates for a handbag, eyeglass case, belt, pillow and luggage straps. Martha Klein, Ltd., HGS, 3785 Broadway, New York 10032.

TWIN BED BRIDGE

Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size. Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size. Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size. Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size. Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size. Polyurethane foam bridge fits atop the mattresses of twin beds, fills space between and turns the twins into a generous king size.
THINGS THAT GO BUMP
The ancient litany is ready to go in simple cross stitch on imported natural linen. Kit includes design on linen, embroidery floss, instructions for framed size 8" by 10". $3.35; with solid wood rubbed antique gold frame, $10. Ppd. Greenfield Designs, Box 144-HG5, Greenfield, IN 46140.

STRAIGHT AND STRONG
Spring post bookends keep bookshelves neat and orderly. Gold anodized aluminum encases a steel tension spring. Poles fit shelves from 9½" to 13½" in height and are slim enough to be quite unobtrusive. Great for big art volumes. $1.49 a pair plus 26c. post. Anthony Enterprises, HGS, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SOIL SAMPLER
Plants that droop, vegetables that curl up their leaves may be warning that something's askew in the soil. Find out in a 10-minute test that diagnoses, suggests what's needed for healthier plants, lawns, shrubs, vegetables. Soil test kit with test tubes, $6.50 ppd. Sudbury Laboratory Inc., HGS, Box 2905, Sudbury, MA 01776.

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS
Choose any message or slogan up to 30 letters—it's printed on a swinging sweatshirt or T-shirt. Great for clubs, any "in" group. Choose any message or slogan up to 30 letters—it's printed on a swinging sweatshirt or T-shirt. $2.98 for clubs, any "in" group. Choose any message or slogan up to 30 letters—it's printed on a swinging sweatshirt or T-shirt. $2.98 for clubs, any "in" group.

SHOPPING AROUND

LUCITE COCKTAIL NAPKIN HOLDER

ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
Dept. HG-5, Northport, N.Y. 11768

INSTANT CHARM
For your yard—a gazebo easily built by you with our simple to follow plans. Build both the enclosed, octagonal, 9 feet in diameter by 12 feet height wooden gazebo for storage, pool house, etc., or an open, latticed gazebo for outdoor entertaining. Send $5.00 for complete plans, instructions and material list for both structures. Also available, prefabricated gazebos ready to assemble. Write for information.

COUNTRY CHARM GAZEBO
709 Timbertline Drive
Juliet, Illinois 60435

GLASS DISPLAY DOMES
Will keep and protect your valuable treasures. For clocks, figurines, obelisk, art, collector's dolls, hurloons. Choice of Mahogany, Walnut or Black wood bases. Please give base color, dome size. All shipped prepaid.

GRAND COMBO
Send for free catalog
Grand Com Inc Dept. HG-5
1155 6th Ave. N.Y. 10036

SOIL TEST KIT

NO. 1177D.

ORDER NO.

GLASS DISPLAY DOMES
Will keep and protect your valuable treasures. For clocks, figurines, obelisk, art, collector's dolls, hurloons. Choice of Mahogany, Walnut or Black wood bases. Please give base color, dome size. All shipped prepaid.

ELEGANT CRYSTAL LAMPS
With Italian Marble Bases

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF UNUSUAL ITEMS.
SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

Work shop, garden tractor, tool storage.

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

8 ft. x 12 ft. x 9 ft. high. Mounted on skids for $4.00.

STEP PLANT. Send $2.50 for barn plans and expensive tools needed. Simple step by step plans. Send $2.50 for barn plans and material list. Also petite 6 ft. x 8 ft. x 8 ft. high with dutch doors for $2.50. Both plans for portability. 4 ft. sliding door. Quick to build using '/2 in. exterior plywood. No special landscaping or architectural knowledge needed. Simply block out your home, garage, walks, front yard, back yard, and insert them in the green base. The complete plan will create a true picture of how the trees and shrubs will actually look when they areestablished in growth!! Change it again and again, until you get exactly the effect you want!

Now, lor the first lime you can see how your landscaping plans will actually look! Eliminate guesswork and costly mistakes by using this LANDSCAPE KIT. It contains full color models of nearly 200 of the most useful shrubs & trees, in '/2" scale; precision instructions; ruler & simple instructions. No special landscaping or architectural knowledge needed. Simply block out your home, garage, walks, front yard, back yard, and insert them in the green base. The complete plan will create a true picture of how the trees and shrubs will actually look when they are established in growth!! Change it again and again, until you get exactly the effect you want!

It's so easy, you wonder why someone hasn't thought of it before. Make-Your-Own Garden. $9.95 P.P.D.

HAMMOND BARNS
DEPT. HG5, BOX 5027
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46239

PLAN 'N PLANT LANDSCAPE KIT!!

SOLVE YOUR OWN LANDSCAPING PROBLEMS!!

Now, for the first time you can see how your landscape plan will actually look! Eliminate guesswork and costly mistakes by using this LANDSCAPE KIT. It contains full color models of nearly 200 of the most useful shrubs & trees, in '/2" scale; precision instructions; ruler & simple instructions. No special landscaping or architectural knowledge needed. Simply block out your home, garage, walks, front yard, back yard, and insert them in the green base. The complete plan will create a true picture of how the trees and shrubs will actually look when they are established in growth!! Change it again and again, until you get exactly the effect you want!

It's so easy, you wonder why someone hasn't thought of it before. Make-Your-Own Garden. $9.95 P.P.D.

THE WOODEN NICKEL
Dept. 63, 407 21st St., Riverside, CA 92501

SHOPPING AROUND

SUPPORTING ROLE

Action, please: acting feet and ankles that call for more uplift aft of the Ortho Shield, designed to work like orthopedic shoes. Comfortable in slippers, dress shoes, even sneakers; specify shoe size and tell if for man, woman or child. $4.99 plus 50¢ post. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. GE-49, 25 W. Merrick Rd., Freeport, NY 11520.

PAINLESS TRIMMING

Groomette is a neat little instrument of fine surgical steel to trim hairs in nostrils and delicate ears. Merely insert in nostril or ear, twist knob and hair is snipped off neatly and without damage to sensitive tissues. $1.50 plus 20¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG5, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

TIME THIEF

Is your pool robbing you of leisure time? Meyco safety pool cover takes just two minutes to put on or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves and such; children and pets are safe when you're away. Discourages algae. Custom made for any size. 15° by 30', $243, complete, ppd. Meyco, HG5, 138 Haven Ave., Port Washington, NY 11050.

CREWEL HERB GARDEN

Herbs blossom as you stitch with easy embroidery kits that come with herb pattern stamped on Belgian oyster linen: Crewel wool in nature colors, needles, instructions incl. Chives, dill, rosemary, thyme, oregano or mint, 8" by 8", $1.50 ea. Maple, provincial red, or green wood frame, $1.25. Add 45¢ post. Victoria Gifts, 121 Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

EASY DOES IT!

Powered recliner with elevating seat operates by push buttons. It adjusts to the angle most comfortable for the sitter, another switch raises the sitter to his feet with a minimum of effort. Padded foot rest raises automatically as chair reclines. Free brochure. Burke Enterprises, HG5, Box 1011, Mission, KS 66222.

PLATE SHOW-OFF

Crystal clear lucite holder displays antique and treasured plates beautifully. Two little knobs prevent plates from slipping. It can hold any plate up to 10" in diameter; is 5½" h., 5" w., 3" d. Marvelous for a shelf or mantel. $5 each; two, $9.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1405, Evanston, IL 60204.
We discovered then that people wanted big windows so that the bathroom couldn't be identified from the outside. What in fact they were saving by extension was that they wanted a little house where there wasn't a bathroom and by extension a house where people didn't have such sordid needs.

HOUSE & GARDEN: In your last report you spoke of plumbing fixtures being forty years behind the times. Did you precipitate some changes?

PROFESSOR KIRA: It's beginning to gather momentum and there's been a tremendous amount of interest in Europe in the last two years. The sculptured wash basin has been done in Hungary, in Holland, and in England. Here, there are a great many bathing units, tubs and showers combined, decently sized. Almost all of them have some kind of shelf built in, many have a seat, too, and grab bars. A number of tubs have been done with good back rests that work well. There are new basins with our fountain-supply water faucets, a new toilet seat for use on conventional toilets, which is quite exciting and interesting. So in terms of tangible products, quite a lot has happened actually. What I'd like to see are some more really strong colors. The biggest argument I've had with the whole plumbing industry is that they cut themselves off from the replacement market by making very expensive fixtures that last forever and therefore tend to be too neutral. To put bright color in a bathroom now we have to use carpet or wallpaper or towels or shower curtains. If more plastics, which are not so expensive, were used, manufacturers could take more risks with color.

HOUSE & GARDEN: What is your ideal bathroom, personally speaking?

PROFESSOR KIRA: A relatively large bathroom probably with some exercise facilities, and I think I would opt for some kind of connection with a garden. I think it would be marvelous in the summer to be able to shower outdoors. Or in fact even to work it out so that one showers in the midst of a greenhouse—which would be ideal for the plants. My association with hygiene would tend to be outdoors.
NEW SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
Will give you year-long gardening help

Wayside is starting a new service this year...a newsletter which will be mailed periodically. This newsletter, "The Wayside Gardener," provides tips and gardening guidance from our experts. It will help you to help you throughout the year.
The basic cost is $5.00 annually. You will receive the new 1972 catalog which carries the $2.00 refund coupon, the new 1972 fall bulb catalog and the periodic newsletters. The refund coupon can be used as a credit with any order from the catalogs or for any item featured in the newsletter.

WAYSIDE GARDENS
453 Mentor Avenue
Mentor, Ohio 44060

I enclose $5.00 (or all 1972 Wayside publications.

EVERYTHING YOU
OUGHT TO KNOW
ABOUT ALUMINUM
SIDING WOULD
FILL A
BOOK.

IT'S FREE
FOR THE
ASKING.

Alcan aluminum siding is more than a "once-in-a-lifetime" home improvement that never needs repainting for up to 30 years, or more. It's a whole range of exciting new styles, colors and textures that can make your home more beautiful than the day it was built! And you enjoy additional long-term economies, like smaller heating and air-conditioning bills, that quickly add up to sizable savings. Read about them all in this fact-filled booklet.

Alcan Aluminum Corporation
Building Products Division
100 Erieview Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me your free, "26 Straight Answers" booklet.

Name
Address
City     State     Zip

SUPPLY SHOPS OR YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN, AS MRS. CLARK DOES, FROM WIRE COAT HANGERS. KEEP IN MIND, THOUGH, THAT FLOWER POTS DRY OUT QUICKLY WHEN EXPOSED TO THE AIR SO DON'T NEGLECT WATERING.

Good reports keep coming in about Benlate. This new fungicide is an effective control for mildew and black spot on roses. Begonia fanciers say it works wonders in the battle against their great enemy, mildew. Tuli specialists are using it to fight fusarium diseases and geranium growers find that it stops botrytis rot in cuttings. A DuPont product, Benlate has benomyl as its active ingredient. Like all other garden chemicals, it must be used strictly in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Daffodil leaves take their time about maturing after the blossoms fade. This causes problems since the long, soft leaves flop around and become unsightly long before they dry up enough to be removed. An old solution to the problem is to knot bunches of leaves together. This, however, has the disadvantage of cutting off light and air from the growing leaves, thus robbing them of part of their food-producing capacity. It's probably best to gather the leaves in bunches just big enough to hold themselves upright, and tie them together with string or rubber bands. Annuals can then be planted right up close to the daffodil clumps.

HOUSE PLANTS CAN MAKE QUITE A SPLASH WHEN THEY ARE TAKEN OUTDOORS FOR THE SUMMER. MRS. CLEVE W. CLARK, OF ARMONK, N. Y., HANGS HER GERANIUMS, LEFT, ON A FENCE WHERE THEY GET THE BENEFIT OF DAY-LONG SUNSHINE, AND ADD COLOR AND ATTRACTION TO THE EXPANSE OF WOODEN RAILS. SEVERAL TYPES OF POT HANGERS ARE AVAILABLE AT GARDEN SUPPLY SHOPS OR YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN, AS MRS. CLARK DOES, FROM WIRE COAT HANGERS. KEEP IN MIND, THOUGH, THAT FLOWER POTS DRY OUT QUICKLY WHEN EXPOSED TO THE AIR SO DON'T NEGLECT WATERING.

The Japanese alps have probably supplied more plants for American and European gardens than any other mountain range on earth. Tourists seldom get to visit this part of Japan though, a lack that is now being met by The Horticultural Society of New York. A 1972 summer tour of the area running from July 15 to August 6 will be guided by rock plant authority Harold Epstein. An autumn tour also under Mr. Epstein's guidance will visit public and private gardens in and around Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka between October 19 and November 9. For full itinerary and prices of these tours write to The Horticultural Society of New York, 128 West Fifty-eighth Street, New York, N.Y., 10019. Tour prices include a tax deductible contribution to the Society.
Gardeners and conservationists encourage birds as much as possible. The people of Griggsville, Ill., however, go us all one better by concentrating on just one kind of bird. Calling itself “The Purple Martin Capital of the Nation,” Griggsville is headquarters for the Griggsville Wild Bird Society and its monthly newspaper. The society tries to persuade people everywhere to put up the compartmental birdhouses, small, that martins like to nest in. The swallow-like birds, famous for their insatiable appetite for mosquitoes and other flying insects, seldom deign to nest anywhere but in these special houses. The Purple Martin Capital News, which is a monthly publication, includes articles and correspondence about other kinds of birds and wildlife as well. Membership in the Griggsville Wild Bird Society, Griggsville, Ill., 62340, costs three dollars a year, which includes a subscription to the News.

Powdered water may sound like a joke. Actually, it is a real and useful material that looks and handles like flour, but consists of tiny droplets of water, each enclosed by a film of a finely powdered silicon compound. Seeds planted in powdered water have a high rate of germination and the seedlings transplant with almost no loss of roots. As an ingredient of potting soil, it distributes water evenly, without caking or puddling. You can’t buy powdered water, but you can make your own in a kitchen blender by whipping up nine parts of water with one (by weight) of Silanox. Technically a fumed silicon dioxide, Silanox is a product of the Cabot Corporation, 125 High St., Boston, Mass., 02110, and is sold by Cabot representatives everywhere.

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN THE CONTRACTOR REMODELING YOUR HOUSE CHOPS MOST OF THE ROOTS OFF YOUR TWO FAVORITE DOGWOODS? THALASSA CRUSO DIDN’T WASTE TIME BERATING THE BUILDER. SHE IMMEDIATELY GOT OUT HER PRUNING GEAR AND CUT A CORRESPONDING AMOUNT OF TWIGS AND BRANCHES FROM THE TOPS OF THE TREES. SINCE THIS WAS LATE SUMMER, HASTE WAS NECESSARY TO KEEP THE TREES FROM DRYING THEMSELVES OUT BY TRANSPIRRING MORE WATER THROUGH THE LEAVES THAN THE CURTAILED ROOT SYSTEM COULD PROVIDE. THE OPERATION WAS A SUCCESS. THE TREES SURVIVED AND THROVE AND, MISS CRUSO ADDS, WERE ACTUALLY IMPROVED BY HAVING THEIR TOPS OPENED UP. THIS IS ONLY ONE OF MISS CRUSO’S STORIES IN MAKING THINGS GROW OUTDOORS (KNOPF, $7.95), WHICH IS AN ACCOUNT OF HER ADVENTURES IN REVIVING, RENOVATING, AND LIVING WITH THE GARDENS OF THREE SUCCESSIVE SUBURBAN HOUSES. THE ENTHUSIASM WITH WHICH MISS CRUSO TACKLES EVERY GARDENING PROBLEM IS AS CONTAGIOUS HERE AS IT IS IN HER TV SERIES, “MAKING THINGS GROW.” THERE IS ALSO THE ADVANTAGE OF INSTANT REPLAY WHEN YOU OPEN THE BOOK.

Wood ashes from the living room fireplace may be put to good use in the garden. Sprinkled dry on the leaves of squash and bean plants, they help to discourage attacks by Mexican bean beetles and squash bugs. On the ground, they add potash to the soil, reinforcing the effect of whatever commercial fertilizer you may be using. Potash enrichment, as plant scientists call it, strengthens the growth of all kinds of plants, helps them resist disease and insect attacks. The potash, incidentally, leaches out of wood ashes with any water that moistens them, so be sure to keep your ashes dry until they go on the garden.
Free folder on new worry-free pregrouted ceramic tile.

Building? Remodeling? Read about new Redi-Set® glazed ceramic tile sheets that come already grouted with white, wipe-clean grout lines that resist stains, won’t mildew, won’t crumble—even around tubs.

Pomona Tile Company
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Pomona, California 91766
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little understood, is a reality. I think that possibly within ten years we'll discover scientifically that what has been telepathy and has been thought of as very mysterious is, in fact, ultra, ultra, high frequency electromagnetic waves, propagation.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Have you personal experience of telepathy?

DR. FULLER: Our own first child, born at the end of World War II, caught infantile paralysis and couldn’t get around like other children. She also had spinal meningitis and other complications. She died just before her fourth birthday. In her first three years, unable to touch things and coordinate touch and hearing and sight, she developed her own special sensitivity to gain information indirectly through the senses of other people around her, with whom she became subconsciously tuned in. To our astonishment time and again, when a man, wife, and I, or one of her nurses, were about to say something to each other, she'd say our very words before we could mouth them. This happened so often, we had to say there is a silent, invisible communication system operating, which we call telepathy, because she often used a word which was not in her vocabulary. So I said this telepathy is a standby capability that everyone has, one of nature’s failsafes. Everybody does have this sense but not many have occasion to employ it to the degree she manifested. There are many events we can only explain by what we call telepathy. We have enough of it to be aware of it, but we don’t often use it. But my daughter was really using it.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Have you been using these capabilities yourself consistently?

DR. FULLER: At the age of thirty-two, I decided it might be possible to reorganize my life in a major degree, to make it more useful. I tried to reestablish the delicate feelings I’d experienced in childhood. Because I had not been able to see details—like human eyes, hair, drops of water—before I was four years old, I developed my own special clues to what I was experiencing. When I got my eyeglasses at four, it was like being born all over again. This startling experience gave me knowledge of a second “take,” which developed special awareness and understanding. You know I became so preoccupied with birds, the eyes of a snake, a little insect, that I would come home with my blouse full of them and my sister would go shrieking and running out of the house. I realized that although people loved me, they thought I was a freak. I was bothering them, so I broke my beautiful rapport with the snakes and the insects. Well, at thirty-two, I decided to go back andrecapture all this excitement.

HOUSE & GARDEN: How did you do this?

DR. FULLER: I cut myself off and hardly spoke a word for two years. I went away to find out about myself and do my own thinking about my batteries and my energies. I started rigorous self-disciplines. I didn’t have a name for my methods but afterward people said, “You have been psychoanalyzing yourself,” which was supposedly impossible. Or they said, I was practicing yoga. But I hadn’t consciously employed any techniques invented by others. A second daughter was born to us in 1927, five years after our first child died. This inspired me to free myself from all many ill-conditioned reflexes as possible. I saw there were different ways of carrying on than trying to make money in order to live. I could see there was so much that needed doing to which nobody was attending because it would take too long and nobody would pay for it. I decided to commit myself to such tasks and I could see that I had to get a great deal out of my time, to be effective. So I said maybe with little short naps every 24 hours rather than long nights, I can get more things done.

HOUSE & GARDEN: What is the secret of the short nap?

DR. FULLER: I made up my mind to lie down only if my interest in what I was doing began to wander. I looked at the cat and the dog and saw that this was what they did. They frequently alternate between sleep and keenly alert activity. Of course, at first, when I tried it, I found my thoughts kept disturbing me and keeping me awake, thinking about this or that. Then I said, there are certain things that you really care a great deal about—love boats very much and there’s one particular boat I admire very, very much. I said I’m going to have to imagine looking at that one boat and won’t allow

To arms! To arms! BUGS ARE HERE!

Be prepared! Protect your flowers and shrubs from insects and disease with a Hudson sprayer. It gives you the precise control you need to get best results, help protect the environment. You apply the right mix, at the right pressure, in the right amount. And you easily put spray right where trouble is. Especially under leaves. Get your Hudson sprayer now!
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myself to think about other boats. I must only look at it on one side, I must hold that picture in my mind, and not let any other picture come in. I tried this—and my wife said when I practiced it, I could always fall asleep in thirty seconds—just go off like that.

HOUSE & GARDEN: And you find this short nap beneficial?

DR. FULLER: You know as a kid, you're running, playing football, hockey, or basketball, you learn to understand yourselves and consciously disciplining themselves. Self-discipline is the key—and we've all got it if we want to use it.

HOUSE & GARDEN: When you achieved self-discipline, how did your life change afterward?

DR. FULLER: I made up my mind I didn't care about money. I just made up my mind I'd see what needs to be done, and how could I do something effective about it. If you know something, you've got an obligation to do it—never mind about the money. You don't have to worry about how to get on. And people around me were saying, "How are you going to pay the bills?" But I gradually found that the payoffs were entirely indirect but did occur as needed. Someone said, "I'll give you $500 if you do this, or give a lecture, or tell me about that." If you do this, you do get on... if you do what needs to be done. At the time I was going through this self-discipline process, I evolved a philosophy that assumed that most problems of humanity can be solved by physical invention rather than by political actions or social reforms. I probed the principle that through advancing techniques we could do vastly more with less material, time and effort. I realized intuitively that this was feasible and by the mid-1930s, I could see it would be practically feasible and economically feasible to take care of all humanity with a higher standard of living than anybody's ever known. And I've known that to be true, and the specific means for its doing, for approximately one third of a century—and so, to many people who stay around me long enough, I'm also able to demonstrate its high feasibility.

DR. FULLER: I'm never trying to sell things. I'm not a promoter, I really am a scientist, a technologist, a comprehensivist. I understand chemistries well enough, I understand physics quite well and my mathematics. I've also become experienced in industrial economics. I do reduce ideas to practice and if they work, develop them. I've done that all along. In the early thirties, I produced three automotive vehicles and lots of people say to me, "Isn't it too bad that they weren't a success, they never got into production?" I say, I wasn't trying to go into production. I'm not interested in the idea of making money. Many of my car inventions have gone into production in other vehicles anyway. They have taken this, that and the other thing from them. My Dynavision car developed experimentally in 1933 taught me and others a great deal. It was so stable that you could turn 180 degrees with the inboard wheel describing a circle of 18 inches and do so at 15 miles an hour. You can't do that in any other

---

This new concept in homebuilding deserved a custom designed air conditioning system.

How about one for your Home?

The Environmental Home developed by Republic Steel for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's Operation Breakthrough is a new concept in home building. Low cost, component construction that meets individual family needs. A home that grows and changes with the family.

A home like this deserved custom designed air conditioning. And Climatrol came up with it... individual heating and cooling units for each module.

Your home deserves custom designed air, too. Climatrol Dealers believe your individual air conditioning needs are best met through precise measurement of your home's special climate needs. Then they custom design the one system best suited for your home—by a careful selection of components from more than 3,600 pieces of Climatrol equipment.

That's custom designed air conditioning with Climatrol. The best air conditioning fit for you and your home. See your Climatrol man, or write to Mueller Climatrol Corp., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215.
A brilliant counterpoint for your living room is this generously scaled table from our Accent Group. Only one of a choice of splendid designs. Crafted of solid pecan and richly swirling olive ash burl with bronze tinted glass inlays. Impressively carved and detailed. For a handsome portfolio of our complete line of tables and cabinets, send one dollar.

Your walls don't have to live in the same country as the rest of your room. Accent the furniture of one period with a wall from another. There's a Carolina Mirror to mix with any style or match the Accent the furniture of one period with a wall from another. Creed's natural beauty, in doors and out. Color folder and 3 leaflets give easy instructions on how and where to use satin, gloss, and imperial crystallite coating.
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1. FIND YOUR DREAM HOME among the 200 exclusive international designs featured in ASPP's Book of Plans. More than house plans, 274-page book provides access to a full range of services: assistance in sit finding, help in selling your present home, and much more. $5.

2. ENDLESS SUMMER in Greens. Aluminum Greenhouses, 27-page booklet gives information on 8 models, both lean-to and free-standing. They come in sections to meet any space needs, along with accessories, like temperature controls and shelving.

3. DO-IT-YOURSELF HOME REPAIRS are made quick and easy with Dap Fixer Products. Whether you need to caulk a joint, seal a leak, or protect lawn furniture from rust, you can find the right product among 10 Fix-up products and Derusto protective paints in this colorful pamphlet.

4. WOOD NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD as with ZAR's lustrous clear finishes that protect and preserve wood's natural beauty, indoors and out. Color folder and 3 leaflets give easy instructions on how and where to use satin, gloss, and imperial crystallite coating.

5. SKON RUG CRAFT presents 56 colorful Swedish patterns in a portfolio of rugs, wall hangings, and cushions. Full-color photographs beautifully portray prize-winning Nordska designs. Also included are order form and price list, so you can send for a do-it-yourself kit. $1.

6. BEAUTIFUL FABRICS for decorating bedrooms are featured in Nettie Creek's booklet. Color photos show extensive fabric collection, color coordination of prints and solids, and many custom-made products—like window treatments, bedspreads, upholstered furniture.

7. MASTERPIECE LAMPS shine with classic beauty in a 23-page, full-color booklet from Rembrandt. It presents artful designs ranging from an exotic shell motif and an Oriental flair, to a regal, traditional style. Shows complete selection of ceiling, wall, table, and floor lamps.

8. "TENDER LOVING CARE" in furniture production and styling is demonstrated in Diesel's 11 booklets. They describe painless steps that produce beautiful designs—like French Provincial and Shaker-inspired contemporary. You will want to look with care, $1.

9. WITH THE CORTEZ COLLECTION, YOU'LL DISCOVER SPANISH STYLE FURNITURE. Fourteen-page booklet reveals a new world of moderately scaled, detailed pieces—like a buffet with Moorish style grille. Explore these dining, living, and bedroom collections by Century Furniture Co. 50c.

10. SLEEPING BEAUTIES. Berkline recliners are attractive, comfortable chairs for rest in every room in the house. 18-page booklet tells all about them: helpful hints for places to rest in your home, photos of recliners in rooms like yours, descriptions of options in design. 25c.

11. GRACIOUS LIVING of James River Plantation Homes inspired exquisite furniture reproductions in 64-page booklet. Illustrations show groups of dining and bedroom furniture, sofas, wing chairs, as well as many smaller chairs and tables of all sizes. Hickory Chair Company, $1.

12. FINE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE from Hunt Galleries is featured in 48-page catalog. Color photos depict beautiful fabrics and stunning wood finishing.
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14. RECIPES FOR REFRESHING COCKTAILS like the gimlet are given in a brochure. Also included are "A History of Limy's" and a special offer on a beach bag. Schweppes, Inc.

15. RUM, THE ALL-PURPOSE SPIRIT that adds delicious flavor to foods and drinks, like Planters Punch and Hot Rum Toddy, is described in a recipe booklet from Myers.

16. SUMMER DRINK RECIPES using Old Fitzgerald whisky are served up in colorfully illustrated pamphlet. It suggests ways this Kentucky Bourbon can add a splash of good taste to your favorite drink, as in a Fitz Old Fashioned, a Fitz Sour, or Fitz Mist. Sitzel-Weller Distiller, Inc.
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21. A NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK is the wonderful discovery you'll make in looking through Haystack, Ltd.'s wide selection of beautiful needlepoint designs. Catalogue presents about 200 artistic designs in color reproductions—everything from Matisse paintings and Raggedy Ann Dolls, to needlepoint in the round. 82.
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car even today. It was also very much safer, much quieter, much more economical. So it was a success, as it proved many such new capabilities to be feasible. What I was interested in was, could you make a better proper vehicle if you stopped the nonsense of how do you make money.

HOUSE & GARDEN: Where is your intuition leading you today?

DR. FULLER: I've been recently supported by scientific developments, which suggest that I may prove to be correct in assuming that Darwin's theory of evolution is in reverse. Darwin assumed evolution proceeding from the simple to the complex. I am confident that the universe works the other way, developing simplexes to accommodate the a priori complexity of a universe in which there are 92 regenerative chemical elements. There are too many chemical elements involved in humans to be able to go from amoeba to man. Man is not born a specialist, he can't fly or swim very far, or anything. But he can use his mind to discover and employ the principle of negative pressure, which is called "lift"; and he accomplishes flight and flies ten times as fast as the bird, then takes off his wings when he's not using them and lets others use them. So humans have the capability to understand abstract "weightless" eternal principles and we have the maximum number of sensitivities with which to gain information and employ in principle. You can't come to this maximum complex of human sensitivities and information handling from just a hydrogen atom. There's a lot of hydrogen in us but at the time of Darwin, Dalton was the great physicist and he thought all atoms of higher number were comprised of hydrogen atoms. So with this building-block idea Darwin built a science of evolution. Now it's very easy to in-breed by concentrating parental genes and a special type—that is to breed a faster running horse by mating two fast runners. In-bred is always accomplished by breeding out general adaptability. It is easy to go from man to a monkey by inbreeding but there's no indication, nothing in the history of breeding anywhere, that suggests being able to go the other way.

HOUSE & GARDEN: You're known as an optimist, what do you feel about this?

DR. FULLER: I've been hearing this all the time and I say I'm not an optimist at all. Now the fact that I am the first person to know by technical and resource information that it's possible for humanity to be a success is quite different from wishing and dreaming that humanity could be successful. Because I can show people it's feasible for humans to be successful, they acquire new hope, which they had lost. They then feel optimistic and say I am an optimist. I could tell them many reasons why humanity may not succeed despite its potential.

HOUSE & GARDEN: But young people do seem to be inspired by your message.

DR. FULLER: I get more and more excited by the fact that you don't have to teach the child to say, "I smell something." Every child is being born in the presence of less misinformation and a great deal more reliable information, which results in spontaneous truthful thinking. Because of that, the young world is breaking away. It is intuitively skeptical of the older world's customary ways of coping. That doesn't mean the young don't like their elders. It doesn't mean they disrespect all humanity born before them, but they realize intuitively that humanity is emerging from a womb of ignorance. The kids really feel this. And this is the most encouraging thing I know. I have lived through enough years to see this as a moment of very great change. I'm so familiar with the other negatives, skepticism, it-can't-be-done given, that I've learned not to pay much attention to them and I'm paying a whole lot of attention to kids.

HOUSE & GARDEN: A last word...

DR. FULLER: I'm very much of a realist and a very hard pragmatist but I am absolutely convinced of absolute mystery. Because quite clearly a man like Newton, the scientist, who found out how gravity worked, held the slightest idea what gravity is. Nobody has the slightest idea why these two masses attract one another. So we start with the absolute mystery that there are a set of principles that have been operating the universe for all eternity and will go on doing so eternally—and I make that my prime working assumption.